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Introduction and summary 

This dissertation comprises three chapters, and each is a self-contained article. The common 

topic of the chapters is performance funding (Dougherty and Reddy, 2013) in basic education, 

specifically performance funding based on student exit exam results. The chapters seek to 

understand whether, how, and why performance funding is implemented at the level of 

individual institutions: its perceived intentions, interpretations, responding actions, and 

consequences. In this introduction and summary, often termed a dissertation’s ‘cape’, I seek to 

draw the three chapters together. I also present additional details omitted from the chapters 

owing to journals’ size restrictions with which the chapters comply.  

In the following, I first present the overall arguments for outcome-based performance funding. 

Next, I introduce the empirical context for the chapters’ empirical material: basic education and 

testing in Denmark followed by the performance-funding program studied, the ‘Financing to 

enhance academically weak students’ (Danish: Pulje til løft af fagligt svage elever) or ‘the 

FEAWS’. Next, I problematise the literature related to performance funding as a phenomenon to 

frame and explain how studies of the FEAWS can contribute to academic literature. The 

following fifth section summarises the thesis’s three chapters: the streams of literature into which 

they are framed, their theoretical frameworks, methodologies, theorised storylines, and 

contributions. The cape’s sixth section, the methodology, has two subsections. The first discusses 

paradigms, their place in the performance-funding literature, and the thesis’s paradigmatic 

positioning. The second expands the description of the chapters’ methodological and analytical 

approaches. I end the cape by presenting intertextual contributions, the chapters’ framings’ 

complementarity, and the chapters’ potential contradictions, before I conclude by suggesting 

further avenues for research.  

Performance funding  

The intuitively appealing causal relation between funding and school performance in basic 

education is controversial. Some find that increased funding raises schools’ performance; others 

do not (e.g., Al-Samarrai et al., 2018; Hanushek, 2006; LaFortune et al., 2018). Even if the 

relationship is strong, funds are not unlimited. The debate across OECD nations has moved from 
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increasing funding for schools to a ‘what works’-approach (Gregorio and Savage, 2020). Such an 

approach includes well-planned funding formulae to make allocations equitable, align with 

decentralised institutions’ needs, and incentivise increased performance (Smith, 2007). 

‘Performance funding’ is a term used in education to describe funding formulae that include 

performance measures (Dougherty and Reddy, 2013). As a funding principle, but with 

differences in policy design, performance funding is used across OECD countries to increase 

accountability, accessibility, and quality in education (Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016).  

Performance-funding schemes’ performance measures can be of different kinds. Possible 

measures include input, expected cost, and activity, e.g., enrolment or student count (Bjørnenak, 

2000; Umbricht et al., 2017), or output measures, e.g., graduation rates (Blankenberg and 

Phillips, 2016). Whichever is chosen, aligning a measure with financial incentives raises the 

stakes associated with performing well on that measure to secure funding for the institution (Li 

and Ortagus, 2019). 

An output measure such as ‘graduates’ intuitively represents performance: students graduating is 

to some degree a measure of success for an educational institution. Student count as an indicator 

of success is less obvious, but Levačić (2008) argues that it can be used to allocate funds both 

equitably and efficiently. Assuming a positive relation between cost and the number of students 

attending a school, funding according to student count makes changes to funds follow changes to 

cost. Using the number of students as a funding measure thereby allocates funding according to 

the relative needs between decentralised institutions. The funding type also makes costs and cost 

differences visible. Furthermore, if students and their parents can choose which school to attend, 

they ‘vote with their feet’. A free choice among schools makes funding according to student 

count an indirect performance measure by incentivising competition between schools about 

attracting and retaining students (Levačić, 2008).  

School funding based on student count or graduates can incentivise increased performance; 

however, what signifies a ‘well-performing’ school can be ambiguous. ‘Educational goods’ as 

the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and dispositions attained by students through schooling are not 

one-dimensional, and different distributions between them exist (Brighouse et al., 2016). Even if 

academic results are typically considered the main educational goal (e.g., Al-Samarrai et al., 
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2018; Friestad, 2016; Figlio and Ladd, 2015) and thereby the main educational good, different 

perspectives on a school’s academic performance are possible.  

For example, incentivising a focus on graduates by funding according to the number of students 

graduating would entail focusing on the lowest common denominator, namely those who would 

not graduate without additional effort on part of the school. Having more students graduate is 

thus not necessarily to be considered performing ‘well’. Furthermore, as Dahler-Larsen (2014) 

argues, some evaluate a school’s academic performance through grades in absolute terms with 

students’ raw averages describing school performance, e.g., as in English league tables. Others 

prefer value-added measures showing the difference between expected and actual student 

performance relative to a school’s student group’s socioeconomic composition. Extending 

Dahler-Larsen’s (2014) argument, some might value extra-curricular activities, e.g., courses on 

cooking, music, or e-sports, over academic performance or might even disregard quantified 

measures of student performance. Funders in charge of formula design could prefer different 

distributions of educational goods than those that incentivised students or parents to ‘vote with 

their feet’.  

An alternative measure to that of input, cost, activity, or output is outcomes. Basing funding on 

outcome measures valued by funders can change incentives, e.g., by directly financially 

incentivising academic results using a student test results-based performance-funding scheme.  

Although appealing as a funding principle, performance-funding schemes using outcome-based 

measures are rarely employed. One example from higher education is funding based on 

graduates’ average pay (Ortagus et al., 2020, p. 523). In the basic education literature, we find 

only one example in Al-Samarrai et al. (2018). The authors studied a competition-based 

performance-funding scheme for Jakartan schools introduced because additional funding on its 

own failed to increase students’ results. In this scheme, bonus payments depended on achieving 

the most significant performance improvements measured through students’ standardised test 

results, raising the stakes to those results. Al-Samarrai et al. (2018) found that the scheme had 

positive effects on school performance, i.e., increased student test scores. They found that 

incentives, rather than additional funding received through ‘winning’, caused the effects.  
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Basic education and testing in Denmark  

In the Danish education system, basic education is mandatory for children aged 6 to 16, 

comprising primary and lower secondary school. Every child is entitled to free basic education in 

the Folkeskole. The Folkeskole’s purpose is to develop students’ academic abilities in 

preparation for further education; familiarise students with Danish culture and history; commit 

students to take action in their own lives; and enable students to become good democratic 

citizens (DME, 2018). In 2018, about 540,000 (76%) of the 710,000 Danish basic education 

students attended the 1,082 public schools, averaging approximately 500 students per school. 

The remaining students attended various alternatives, e.g., segregated schools for students with 

special needs and partially publicly funded private schools.  

The Danish Ministry of Children and Education determines overall the objectives for and 

direction of the education system. The 98 municipalities individually have the political and 

financial responsibility to organise and fund schools to accomplish these objectives. The 

municipalities have large degrees of freedom in organising their schools, each designing its own 

funding model, but the typical model is based on student count. In a Danish context, this type of 

funding has roots back to the 1980s (Bjerg, 1991).  

In principle, funding according to student count incentivises competition for students on 

students’ results (Levačić, 2008). Here, test results are often used as the measure (Hasselbladh 

and Bejerot, 2020). However, testing has historically held low stakes to educators in the Danish 

system (Egelund, 2005). Progressive pedagogical ideas that disapprove of standardised testing, 

grading, and examinations have greatly influenced educational policy in Denmark (Andreasen, 

2019, p. 138). Traditionally, mandatory exit exams represented the only standardised type of 

student testing. Additionally, the grading of exams happens according to academic objectives 

aligning with those generally considered important by teachers (Beuchert and Nandrup, 2018, p. 

10).  

Upon receiving poor results in the Programme for International Student Assessment’s (PISA’s) 

international comparisons, policymakers began ‘rais[ing] questions about the quality of 

education, given the well-funded Danish school [system]’ (Ratner, 2020, p. 217). As in other 

Nordic countries, successive Danish governments introduced educational policies more focused 
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on accountability and control (Imsen et al., 2017). Reforms established national, mandatory 

testing for students starting in 2010 (Beuchert and Nandrup, 2018) and have made increasing 

demands on educators (Borgnakke, 2021). The reforms also raised exit exam-related stakes to 

students by making the results determine their further education possibilities and to educators by 

making poorly performing schools come under stricter municipal or ministerial supervision. 

However, the exams still only present low-powered incentives to educators relative to Anglo-

Saxon systems, e.g., not threatening to fire individual teachers or close poorly performing 

schools (Andersen and Nielsen, 2020, p. 420). 

The financing to enhance academically weak students-program 

Upon winning the election in 2015, the Danish Liberal Party first presented what would become 

the ‘Financing to enhance academically weak students’ (the FEAWS) as part of their government 

platform. The government recounted that too large a group of students did not achieve sufficient 

academic abilities, concluding that ‘[t]here is a need for a break with the usual ways of doing 

things. To imagine something new’ (Regeringen, 2016, p. 16, own translation). The platform 

announced an allocation of DKK 500M (€67.5M) over three years meant 

to encourage schools to improve efforts for the academically weakest students that need 

to improve in, e.g., Danish and mathematics. The funds are to be targeted at 100 

schools throughout the country … and will only be paid out to schools that can 

document raising the level of achievement for the academically weakest students 

(Regeringen, 2016, p. 17, own translation). 

In the government platform’s presentation, there was no concrete model for what came to be the 

FEAWS. It nonetheless explicitly stated that the inspiration for the program came from the 

activity-based funding employed in the Danish healthcare sector, describing how that sector’s 

funding scheme ‘meant that hospital departments developed new methods to treat patients faster 

and better. We believe that the same can happen if we give the same opportunity to our best 

teachers and school managements’ (Regeringen, 2016, p. 17, own translation). The basis of the 

healthcare funding scheme was patient contacts, i.e., an activity measure. As described above, 

funding schemes based on student count was already the norm in Danish basic education, 

representing a similar funding principle.  
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The Minister of Education, Merethe Riisager, and the Prime Minister, Lars Løkke Rasmussen, 

presented the FEAWS’ performance-funding program some nine months after its first 

announcement. The program created a performance-funding scheme that aimed to ‘raise the 

incentive to develop new educational methods and create academic progress’ (DME, 2017c, own 

translation) with a bonus of between DKK 1.3M–1.5M or €175,000–€200,000 conditional on 

specific performance increases. The potential reward represented 5%–8% of an ordinary school 

budget, and it was capable of financing three teachers for a school year (DME, 2017a).  

Both the selection of participants and the scheme’s performance target depended on the 

program’s definition of ‘academically weak students.’ This measure derived from the results of 

specific compulsory exit exams in Danish and mathematics. In Danish, the exams consisted of 

reading, spelling, a written presentation, and an oral examination. In mathematics, exams 

consisted of one hour without aids and three hours exam with aids. Students achieving below a 

grade point average of 4* in those exams in the two subjects were considered ‘academically 

weak’. The Ministry argued that such students generally had poorer educational outcomes, e.g., a 

lower transition rate and a more brittle transition to further education (DME, 2017d). The ‘4’ is 

given if the exam performance shows a fair command of the subjects with some major 

weaknesses between the minimum satisfactory grade ‘02’ and the more well-performing ‘7’ 

(DME, 2007). 

By averaging the measure over the three years preceding the program for individual schools, the 

measure created a baseline for school performance. The schools’ baseline sizes were used to 

select participants, conditioned on geographical criteria. The selected schools’ relative number of 

‘weak’ students ranged from 28% to 62%, averaging around 40%. A participating schools’ bonus 

was conditional on improvements of 5, 10 and 15 percentage points or above against the baseline 

over the following three years. The program selected 127 schools from the entire country. 

Participation was voluntary, and 104 schools chose to participate.  

 
 

* The Danish grading scale is comparable to the European Credit-Transfer and Accumulation System with seven 
grades: ‘−3’ (Fx), ‘00’ (F), ‘02’ (E), ‘4’ (D), ‘7’ (C), ‘10’ (B) and ‘12’ (A). Chapter 2 describes the Danish grading 
scale in further detail in section 3.1: Schooling and testing in Denmark.  
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The incentive model and an example of a hypothetical representative school are shown in Table 

I. As the table illustrates, significant differences in the relative number of ‘weak’ students were 

seen between student year groups. 

Table I† The performance-funding scheme and an example 

Baseline The relative number of students achieving below a grade of 4 in the compulsory exams in 
Danish and mathematics: the baseline was calculated as the average of results in 2014, 
2015 and 2016. 

Bonus 
size 

The size depends on the number of students in the 9th grade. 

- <50 students: €175,000 
- 50–100 students: €182,500 
- ≥100 students: €200,000 

The bonus is paid out yearly a few months after the exams. 

Target  The target is the improvement compared to the baseline of 5pp the first year, 10pp the 
second year and 15pp the third year. 

Example School: two classes, totalling 45 students in the 9th grade in all three years. 

Weak students, i.e., those achieving below 4: 19 in 2014 (41%), 11 in 2015 (26%) and 16 
in 2016 (37%). 

Bonus size: €175,000 

Baseline: (42% + 26% + 37%)/3 = 35% 

Target: Achieving the bonus would depend on 13 students (30%) or below achieving 4 the 
first year, 11 students (25%) the second and 9 students (20%) the third.  

 

Concurrently with the performance-funding scheme, the Ministry established a voluntary 

supplementary development initiative, namely the ‘Program for enhancing students’ (Danish: 

Program for løft af de fagligt svageste elever) or ‘the PES’ (DME, 2017b). The PES offered 

participation in courses, workshops, networks, and aid from the Ministry’s staff specialists free 

of charge. Its efforts focused on parent-teacher collaboration, continuous evaluation and 

feedback, intensive learning programs and student-to-student learning (DME, 2017b). Schools 

 
 

† Table I is reproduced from chapter 2, section 3.1 
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had free rein to choose whether to participate and how to apply the tools included in the program 

(DME, 2017e). Of the 104 schools participating in the FEAWS, 91 participated in the PES. 

The FEAWS represents an example of test-based performance funding of which only a single 

other case is found in the literature, namely in Al-Samarrai et al. (2018). The program’s focus on 

reading and mathematics is common, e.g., the American ‘No Child Left Behind’ (Figlio and 

Ladd, 2015). The FEAWS differs in that reading represents one part of the compulsory Danish 

primary language exams. Furthermore, as described in the section above, the Danish exams align 

with academic objectives valued by teachers (Beuchert and Nandrup, 2018, p. 10). The Danish 

exams thereby differ from standardised testing both used in No Child Left Behind and the 

Jarkatan system studied by Al-Samarrai et al. (2018). Additionally, the FEAWS differs from the 

Jarkartan system which consisted solely of a performance-funding scheme by including the PES. 

It is similar in that it represents a bonus rather than ordinary funding vital to the ongoing 

functioning of a school.  

After the Danish parliament election of 2019, the Social Democrats formed a new minority 

government that terminated the FEAWS a year before scheduled. Social Democrats depended on 

socialist supporting parties to form a government, many of whom had been openly critical of the 

program, even if the Social Democrats had not. The Social Democrat Minister of Education, 

Pernille Rosenkrantz-Theil, stated that the program 

… only rewards final results, not prior initiatives. Thus, individual students and 

teachers end up accountable for whether a school achieves a bonus or not. 

Consequently, the government will not continue such lump sum management of the 

Folkeskole (DME, 2019, own translation). 

The statement mirrored earlier criticisms by the minority government’s supporting parties, and 

several of the parties’ politicians publicly voiced appreciation for the early termination. The 

supplementary aid initiative, the PES, was continued during the program’s third year. The 

timeline of the program is shown in figure I. 
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Figure I Timeline of the Financing to enhance academically low-performing students 

Problematising performance funding and studying the FEAWS 

The section on performance funding above presents appealing arguments for performance 

funding in general. The presentation also argues that student test results as a performance 

measure could have certain advantages to funders over indirect performance measures such as 

student count. From this line of reasoning, implementing a performance-funding scheme such as 

the FEAWS is reasonable. However, the literature on performance measurement (Siverbo et al., 

2019), performance funding (Ortagus et al., 2020), and high-stakes testing (Amrein-Beardsley et 

al., 2010) highlight how a funding scheme as the FEAWS can have unintended, dysfunctional 

consequences. In this section, I present such issues. I also argue that performance funding needs 

to be studied further and that the FEAWS is a worthwhile case to study. 

Even if aligning outcome-based measures with incentives is rare, performance measurement sees 

widespread use in the public sector as an instrument to increase accountability and performance 

(van Hengel et al., 2014; Steccolini et al., 2020). Such performance management has been richly 

criticized (Bevan and Hood, 2006; Siverbo et al., 2019; Smith, 1995). As a tool, performance 

measurement seeks to ‘capture’ the phenomenon of organisational performance by quantifying it. 

In doing so, it ‘[takes] a part to stand for the whole’ (Bevan and Hood, 2006, p. 517), having 

what can be multidimensional phenomena measured on only specific dimensions. It makes 

measurement incomplete and entails that responses can differ from what designers intended 

(Siverbo et al., 2019). As Vakkuri and Meklin (2006) argue, incompleteness can create an 

ambiguous situation for decision-makers by introducing uncertainty.  
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In the case of student test results, they are such incompletes performance measures. Academic 

performance is but one of several important outcomes of schooling (Brighouse et al., 2016), and 

tests’ structure and teachers’ instruction strategies can influence student scores irrespective of 

students’ abilities (Jennings and Bearak, 2014). Nonetheless, student test scores are commonly 

used for student, school, and even country performance (Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020). 

On their own, performance measures do not necessarily influence organisational practice (Ter 

Bogt et al., 2015; van Hengel et al., 2014). Some measures, even if meant to affect performance, 

are simply ignored. However, inaction seems improbable when, e.g., performing well or poorly 

results in rewards to or sanctions of individual employees, managers, or institutions as a whole 

(Bevan and Hood, 2006, p. 519). Siverbo et al. (2019, p. 1805) emphasise that dysfunctional 

consequences become more likely as control on incomplete measures tightens. Much research on 

performance measurement in the public sector also highlights unintended and dysfunctional 

consequences (e.g., Bevan and Hood, 2006; van Thiel and Leeuw, 2002; Smith, 1995).  

Dysfunctional consequences of performance measurement are when measurement hinders rather 

than helps the achievement of organisational mission and goals (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006, p. 

242). The literature (Siverbo et al., 2019, p. 1804; Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006, pp. 244-245) 

distinguishes between three generic types of dysfunctional consequences. As conceptualised in 

Siverbo et al. (2019), behavioural displacement is the first type. When specific measurements 

‘set the condition for organisational actors to adapt to’ (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006, p. 245), it can 

misdirect attention, thereby misleading action. The second type of dysfunctional consequence is 

the strategic manipulation of incompleteness. It involves actively utilising the implications of the 

incomplete measure. Both types imply ‘hitting the target but missing the point’ (Bevan and 

Hood, 2006, p. 521), i.e., measured performance increasing at the cost of actual performance. 

However, the former is ‘good faith’ efforts led astray; the latter is a strategic reaction by those 

whose performance is measured who employ incomplete measurement ‘for their own unique 

individual, organisational and political purposes’ (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006, p. 244). They 

thereby exploit the seeming transparency offered by measurement (Roberts, 2018). The third 

type of dysfunctional consequence is negative attitudes. Whereas the two others are behavioural 

responses, this third type relates to an affective reaction: measurement’s inciting tensions and 

frustration on part of those whose performance is being measured (Siverbo et al., 2019, p. 1804). 
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It can have a demotivating effect (Arnaboldi et al., 2015) and trigger resistance (Siverbo et al., 

2019, p. 1804), but is in itself an emotive response.  

When evaluating the consequences of performance measurement, Vakkuri and Meklin (2006, p. 

242) find that it is typically done from a functionalistic perspective. From such a point of view, 

dysfunctions are when agents’ actions are misaligned with organisational goals determined by 

the principal (Chua, 1986, p. 616). However, as Vakkuri and Meklin (2006) emphasise, 

differences can exist in interpretations of organisational mission and how to best accomplish it. 

In turn, differences can exist in interpretations of whether action is behaviourally displaced or 

strategic and, consequently, dysfunctional.  

Siverbo et al. (2019, p. 1805) specifically suggested that using performance measures for 

reimbursement purposes could induce dysfunctional consequences by its tightening control. 

They thereby imply that performance funding could do so. The literature on performance funding 

(Bell et al., 2018; Dougherty and Reddy, 2013; Ortagus et al., 2020) notably highlights 

unintended consequences adversely affecting performance. Different unintended consequences 

include a focus on short-term over long-term goals (Hillman et al., 2015), increased selectivity 

regarding which students were admitted to institutions (Bell et al., 2018; Umbricht et al., 2017), 

and inequitable funding outcomes between institutions (Favero and Rutherford, 2020). Such 

consequences can stem from misled or strategic reactions, but all run counter to funders’ 

intentions and organisational mission, thereby being dysfunctional. Additionally, they might 

directly exacerbate problems, e.g., funding disparities, which performance funding was meant to 

solve.  

The performance-funding literature also shows that performance-funding schemes often fail to 

achieve their intended goals. In a meta-study of the empirical literature on performance funding 

in American higher education, Bell et al. (2018) demonstrated that performance-funding 

schemes did not have a statistically significant influence on their incentivised performance 

measure: students’ completion rates. The international literature has similar findings (Joengbloed 

and Vossensteyn, 2016). In a later literature review, Ortagus et al. (2020) found similar overall 

results to Bell et al. (2018). Ortagus et al. (2020), however, when exploring differences in 

schemes’ designs, found that granting ordinary rather than bonus funding through long-running 

models with clear incentives could have a modest positive impact. They also found that schemes 
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introducing certain premiums, i.e., additional, targeted funding for specific student groups, could 

help achieve the intended and avoid unintended consequences. 

A focus on design is typical in the performance-funding literature. Much of it focuses on design 

to explain failures (e.g., Dougherty and Reddy, 2013; Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016; Ortagus 

et al., 2020). Poor designs present ‘obstacles’ (Dougherty and Reddy, 2013) resulting in poor 

outcomes. Such obstacles can, e.g., be that the scheme is insufficiently technically advanced, not 

taking into consideration the type of funding it presents or potential premiums (Ortagus et al., 

2020), or that it is misaligned with other policies affecting practice (Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 

2016). Such misalignment can be because of conflicting or the lack of supporting policies. An 

example of the latter is performance-funding schemes unaligned with adding capacity to the 

incentivised organisations, entailing that they do not know how to increase performance and 

thereby funding (Hillman et al., 2015). 

On the one hand, the FEAWS is not a sophisticated performance-funding scheme. It grants a 

possible bonus rather than ordinary funding. Its focus on student test results presents a clear 

incentive, but as described above, student test results are an incomplete performance measure. As 

shown in Table I, the FEAWS scheme does not account for significant potential differences 

between year groups. It uses school averages rather than, e.g., using value-added measures 

comparing actual to statistically expected student scores (Ladd and Walsh, 2002) or comparing 

students to their former performance. Additionally, where student count- or graduate-based 

schemes grant funding per student, the FEAWS uses a target set for a specific group of students. 

For instance, Jensen (2003) shows how budget targets can introduce strong incentives towards 

dysfunctional consequences. 

On the other hand, the FEAWS could align with existing policies. The scheme is introduced to a 

context where there is already student count-based funding. This type of funding, as described 

above, could incentivise competition between schools to increase performance, but the 

competition, if on grades, would be for well-performing rather than under-achieving students. 

The FEAWS could be a premium for under-achieving students. Through the accompanying aid, 

the PES, the FEAWS could also help increase organisational capacity, thereby helping schools 

respond and forming that response.  
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The incentivisation from performance funding differs from, e.g., the personalised targets and 

financial rewards as in Jensen (2003). An institution achieving additional funds if a student 

graduates or achieves specific test scores does not necessarily influence educators. As Jongbloed 

and Vossensteyn (2016, p. 590-591) argue, performance funding’s financial incentive must 

trickle down to affect practice: how individual educators and consequently individual students 

are affected by performance funding depends on how financial incentivisation is mediated 

through organisational layers. If a performance measure is incomplete and interpretations of 

organisational mission and how to best accomplish it differ between levels, a performance-

funding scheme’s meaning and resultant implementation is ambiguous. Educators could 

implement the scheme in ways unintended by the scheme’s creator which could be useful to 

educators. Educators could also ignore it, be misled, or react strategically. A focus solely on 

design and from this a single perspective on the correct use or implementation can miss how a 

policy can be enacted differently in practice owing to such mediation.  

Research by Agyemang (2010), Gándara (2019, 2020), and Aliabadi et al. (2021) on 

performance-funding schemes’ design processes shows its political side and its implications. 

Rather than a simple mechanical exercise, the process is a contest between differing and possibly 

conflicting priorities on part of multiple stakeholders. The studies demonstrate that design does 

not necessarily imply a single point of view. However, how organisations mediate schemes’ 

enactment is not as well understood. There is a need for studies of how the policies’ financial 

pressure trickles down and how the policies are enacted.  

The FEAWS presents an opportunity to study such trickling down. As a case, it allows for 

analysing a specific funding scheme’s trickling down and how it is affected by a program meant 

to increase organisational capacity. With the FEAWS basing its performance measure on testing, 

it would introduce tightened control with incompleteness. It could thus be enacted in different 

ways with different meanings. The PES could potentially influence how the financial 

incentivisation is mediated through individual schools.  

Although using a direct financial incentive to increase testing’s stakes is rare, other types of 

measures, e.g., threats of firing teachers or closing schools (Andersen and Nielsen, 2020, p. 420), 

are more common. In general, the literature on high-stakes testing finds positive influences on 

students’ tests scores (Figlio and Ladd, 2015), thus achieving its goal. Similarly to performance 
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funding, however, the literature on high-stakes testing highlights unintended consequences 

(Amrein-Beardsley, 2009; Paletta et al., 2020; Stecher and Barron, 2001). As in performance 

measurement in general, the likelihood of reactions and dysfunctional consequences increase as 

the stakes to testing are raised (Luxia, 2005). 

Although the concepts are fuzzy, the basic education literature has three major groupings of 

unintended consequences. The first is teaching-to-the-test (Popham, 2001) where different 

teaching practices aim at increasing test scores over actual student performance. The second is 

narrowing the curriculum (Au, 2007) where a focus on tested materials crowds out meaningful 

but untested material. The third is an excessive focus on marginal students (Deming et al., 2016) 

where students acquire additional educational resources because of the testing regime rather than 

because of teachers’ professional reasonings. All three represent actions that potentially increase 

measured rather than actual performance. Again, the reactions can be misled or strategic, but all 

appear dysfunctional.  

The single study of performance funding based on student test results by Al-Samarrai et al. 

(2018) did not consider such unintended or dysfunctional consequences. Although there have 

been studies of dysfunctional consequences as responses to other kinds of educational policies 

increasing stakes, there is a need to study whether performance funding based on student test 

results has similar implications. The FEAWS presents an opportunity to study such effects. 

However, because of its Danish context, a study of the FEAWS further differs from other studies 

of increasing stakes to testing. Studies of high-stakes testing typically focus on standardised 

testing (Figlio and Ladd, 2015), which is also the case in Al-Samarrai et al. (2018). As 

mentioned in the section above, the Danish exit exams differ from standardised testing. The tests 

are still solely focused on academic performance and thus incomplete, but the incompleteness 

differs from standardised testing. This difference could entail that educators are likely to interpret 

increases to measured performance as increases to actual performance but this has yet to be 

studied.  

Although performance funding’s trickling down is not well understood, much literature focuses 

on school management’s mediation and enactment of accountability policies (e.g., Ganon-Shilon 

and Schechter, 2019; Koyama, 2014; Spillane et al., 2002). The literature shows how the 
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principals are positioned between external accountability demands and teachers. In this position, 

they are an essential link between policy and school practice, having to negotiate between the 

demands and teachers potentially critical of them (Spillane et al., 2002). Managers can vary in 

how they make sense of current situations and hence may implement the same policy differently 

(Ganon-Shilon and Schechter, 2019; Shaked and Schechter, 2017). The literature demonstrates 

that skilful leaders can negotiate implementations of the accountability demands to reconcile 

them with teachers’ norms (Gawlik, 2015; Koyama, 2014; Spillane and Kenney, 2012). It also 

demonstrates that high-stakes testing’s results can be dysfunctional (e.g., Amrein-Beardsley, 

2009; Spillane and Kenney, 2012; Paletta et al., 2020). Even so, Spillane and Kenney (2012, p. 

550) suggest that the literature misses principals’ ‘good faith’ efforts through its focus on 

unintended consequences. 

The studies of principals’ role in policy implementation shows us how they as mediators affect 

policies’ trickling down. Nonetheless, how principals mediate performance funding-based 

student exit exams has yet to be studied. Al-Samarrai et al. (2018) showed positive effects on 

students’ test scores, but they did not study the scheme’s trickling down, nor whether it had 

dysfunctional consequences. The FEAWS allows for investigating this issue further.  

Summary of the chapters 

As the section above describes, there are several broad reasons why the FEAWS is interesting to 

study. To contribute and become publishable, however, any single study must frame itself within 

streams of literature or research. Each framing presents a theorised storyline that connects the 

field and the academic discourse (Golden-Biddle and Locke, 2007) that must centre ‘on one 

particular set of issues … [which] necessarily leave[s] others out of the picture’ (Chapman, 2015, 

p. 402). Nonetheless, a study can have additional contributions to those that were intended in its 

first conception.  

The findings and contributions of the thesis’s three chapters are both narrower and broader than 

the problematisation above. The following summary presents the chapters’ framings, what they 

specifically investigate, their methodology, and how they each contribute to different streams of 

literature. The presentation primarily focuses on the distinctiveness of each chapter’s framing 

and its theorised storyline. The chapters’ methodology, paradigmatic approach, and the thesis’s 
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overall analytical approach will be presented and discussed in further detail in the following 

section.  

Chapter 1 – Performance Funding: Exam Results, Stakes and Washback in Danish Schools 

(joint with Per Nikolaj Bukh and Karina Skovvang Christensen) – engages with the literature on 

performance funding, high-stakes testing, washback, and school management’s mediation of 

policy. It largely frames itself within and seeks to contribute to the domain-specific literature on 

basic education. The framing focuses on whether the FEAWS introduced washback (Alderson 

and Wall, 1993), i.e., whether the program by increasing exam-related stakes affected teaching 

and learning. The chapter investigates how principals perceive the FEAWS’ performance-

funding program, how they implemented it, and how it influenced perceived exit exam-related 

stakes (Au, 2007). 

Previous literature demonstrates that school management is important in policy implementation 

(Shaked and Schechter, 2017; Spillane and Kenney, 2012; Shirrel, 2016). School managers such 

as principals or vice-principals as middle managers are placed between external accountability 

demands and the school community (Spillane et al., 2002). Teachers’ professional norms can 

conflict with such demands (Englund et al., 2019). If policies make conflicting demands of 

schools, studies have found principals selectively prioritise policies that they deem the most 

important (Gawlik, 2015; Koyama, 2014) to actively negotiate between policy and local practice 

(Shaked and Schechter, 2017). In doing so, they would seem to affect the washback that tests – 

or exams – could have. Washback can be either positive or negative as to whether it influences 

teaching beneficially or adversely (Holm and Kousholt, 2019). Increasing testing’s stakes seem 

to increase its washback (Luxia, 2005), but would also seem to increase the potential for 

unintended, dysfunctional consequences (Amrein-Beardsley, 2009; Paletta et al., 2020; Stecher 

and Barron, 2001). Managerial mediation has been studied in different contexts and with 

different mechanisms (Gawlik, 2015; Paletta et al., 2020; Shaked and Schechter, 2017; Spillane 

et al., 2002) but not with performance funding based on student exit exams.  

We studied the program using semi-structured interviews with school managers. We selected 

four schools from four different municipalities based on criteria for a purposefully theory-driven 

sampling (Miles et al., 2014, p. 31). With the sampling strategy, we meant to have schools differ 
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to allow us to focus on common themes in schools’ implementation of the program and general 

changes to perceived exam-related stakes and the exams’ washback.  

Although interviewees had different impressions of the program, we found that the performance-

funding scheme raised stakes to exit exams and introduced washback. As understood through the 

literature, washback could be harmful due to its potential unintended consequences. However, 

we demonstrate how the interviewees mainly found its consequences positive. We further show 

how stakes were affected by the scheme and managerial reactions to it. School management 

could raise exit exam-related stakes by responding to the scheme through investments to achieve 

targets. Management intended for the increased pressure induced by raised stakes to be felt 

solely by themselves, not the teachers. However, to affected teachers, stakes could become 

excessive, introducing negative washback.  

The paper contributes to the literature by examining whether performance funding based on what 

was previously low-stakes exams has the same consequences as high-stakes standardised tests 

and exams. More specifically, it contributes by demonstrating how stakes can be enacted by 

principals’ interpretations and mediation, and it consequently also shows different enactments of 

performance funding. We highlight how, even if intending to achieve positive washback, such 

enactments can also create negative washback.   

Chapter 2 – (Dys)functionality of intentions or outcomes? Performance funding of Danish 

Schools (joint with Per Nikolaj Bukh and Karina Skovvang Christensen) – establishes itself 

primarily within the literature on performance funding as well as performance measurements, its 

incompleteness, and dysfunctionality. The chapter draws on the concept of washback and 

specific dysfunctional consequences from the domain-specific basic education literature. Still, it 

more generally seeks to contribute to performance funding and performance measurement’s 

incompleteness and dysfunctionality. The chapter investigates the program’s trickling down, 

including how and why educators responded to the program and what influenced those 

responding actions’ (dys)functionality.  

Earlier literature shows that actions’ (dys)functionality is complex (Siverbo et al., 2019; van 

Helden et al., 2012; Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006). In this chapter, we argue that unintended 

consequences are often conflated with dysfunctionality (e.g., Ortagus et al., 2020; Smith, 1993; 
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Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006), yet that unintended consequences can be functional (e.g., van 

Helden et al., 2012). The literature on dysfunctional consequences often focuses on actions 

themselves or their consequences (e.g., Ortagus et al., 2020; Smith, 1993; Siverbo et al., 2019), 

but not the reasons why the actions happen. As mentioned above, a functionalistic, top-down 

perspective is often taken on (dys)functionality, but interpretations of (dys)functionality could 

differ between actors (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006, p. 242).  

We studied the program in a single large Danish municipality using semi-structured interviews 

with teachers, school management, staff specialists, top management, and various documentary 

sources. We chose a single municipality to hold other factors, e.g., ordinary funding schemes, 

constant to specifically sample reactions to the program (cf. Miles et al., 2014, pp. 31-32), 

focusing on school-level reactions as the performance-funding scheme’s washback (Alderson 

and Wall, 1993). In the chapter’s literature review and theoretical framing, we develop an 

analytical framework that conceptualises (dys)functionality types. We conceptualise 

(dys)functionality in terms of actions themselves, their outcomes, and how they relate to 

particular intentions. We use the framework to study the (dys)functionality of the 

implementation of the FEAWS. 

We find responses to the program through two groups of interpretations. We term the groups 

‘sceptical implementers’ (sceptics) and ‘active users’ (actives). Sceptics rejected actions meant to 

achieve the bonus, being openly critical of it, while actives embraced incentivisation to explicitly 

seek to achieve the bonus. The interpretations depended on diverging perceptions of the 

implications of the performance-funding scheme’s incompleteness, financial incentivisation, and 

the student-related outcomes of the program. The interpretations influenced perceptions of exit 

exam-related stakes (Au, 2007) and affected changes to educational priorities, actions, and the 

actions’ perceived consequences and (dys)functionality. Where the (dys)functionality of actions 

in themselves and the actions’ outcomes was typically agreed on, the interpretations contested 

the (dys)functionality of actions because of the intention, i.e., due to the incentivisation.  

The chapter highlights how interpretations of intentions can affect the perceived 

(dys)functionality of reactions. Technical characteristics, perceptions, and interpretations are 

important to the consequences of the implementation of a performance-funding program. The 
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chapter demonstrates how such interpretations affect action, perceived consequences, and, e.g., 

conceptions of the ‘good’ school, according to different priorities.  

The paper contributes to two streams of literature. First, it contributes the literature on 

performance measurement and dysfunctionality (Siverbo et al., 2019; Smith, 1993; Vakkuri and 

Meklin, 2006) by extending the conceptualisation of how actions can be (dys)functional as either 

the actions in themselves, their outcomes, or their relation to intention. The chapter also 

demonstrates the extension’s usefulness in highlighting how (dys)functionality of performance 

funding can be contested.  

Second, the paper contributes to the literature on performance funding (Bell et al., 2018; 

Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020). As presented in the section 

‘Problematising performance funding and studying the FEAWS’, much of the literature centres 

on design issues as the reason why performance funding fails to achieve its intended 

consequences or has unintended consequences (e.g., Dougherty and Reddy, 2013; Jongbloed and 

Vossensteyn, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020). Others contend that performance funding fails because 

of inherent problems in using organisational-level incentives (Bell et al., 2018; Levačić, 2008; 

Umbricht et al., 2017). This chapter’s findings illustrate that how a performance-funding scheme 

trickles down depends both on its performance measure’s perceived incompleteness and 

perceptions of the (dys)functionality of financial incentivisation, demonstrating contested 

interpretations of (dys)functionality and different solutions to implementing functional change. 

The chapter establishes how design issues can be overcome in implementation. It also highlights 

how a negative attitude towards design can be enacted as an issue. 

Chapter 3 – Vertical coupling, intentions, and professionalism: performance funding in Danish 

basic education schools – places itself within the literature on performance funding, performance 

measurement, and dysfunctionality through the lens of loose coupling (Orton and Weick, 1990; 

van Hengel et al., 2014; Weick, 1976). Relative to the others, this chapter is framed less in 

domain-specific education literature, e.g., not using washback and solely focusing on one type of 

basic-education specific unintended consequences, namely teaching-to-the-test. The chapter 

centres on vertical, horizontal, and organisational coupling and professionalism (Abbott, 1988; 

Noordegraf, 2007). In the chapter, I investigate whether and how top management’s adoption of 
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the FEAWS influenced school-level action, and if such influence led to the program achieving its 

intended consequences, being rejected, or having unintended, dysfunctional consequences.  

Different types of coupling happen between diverse elements (Orton and Weick, 1990) where 

patterns of various couplings produce observed outcomes (Weick, 1976). In the framework by 

van Hengel et al. (2014), vertical coupling concerns whether, and how, one hierarchical level 

influences another, and horizontal coupling concerns the coupling between intentions and 

actions. Organisational coupling represents the coupling of a third type of elements that involve 

how different parts of an organisation respond to each other. Educational institutions are often 

loosely coupled (Weick, 1976), i.e., they are held together by shared values, rather than formal 

rules or standardised procedures (Hautala et al., 2018).  

Loose organisational coupling can be advantageous to schools. Education’s core technology, i.e., 

teaching, has uncertain causal relationships. In such a setting, loose coupling allows teachers to 

adapt to local situations instead of relying on standardised scripts (Weick, 1976, p. 12; see also 

Hautala et al., 2018). Accountability policies can tighten the coupling (Firestone, 2015) but can 

also conflict with professional values (Noordegraf, 2007). In response, educational professionals 

often, but not always, either reject or resist such policies (Frostenson and Englund, 2020). When 

implemented, accountability policies can result in dysfunctional consequences specific to basic 

education mentioned above (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010; Jennings and Berak, 2014; Popham, 

2001). Such dysfunctional responses generally become more likely as control tightens (Siverbo 

et al., 2019).  

I base the paper on the data material used in chapter 2. The focus on a single municipality again 

allowed for holding other factors constant to specifically sample reactions to the program (cf. 

Miles et al., 2014, pp. 31-32). It also made a focus on vertical and organisational coupling 

possible. In this chapter’s literature review and theoretical framing, I develop an analytical 

framework conceptualising vertical and horizontal couplings in terms of distinctiveness and 

responsiveness (Orton and Weick, 1990), drawing on advances made in the literature on 

couplings between management control elements (Brown, 2005; Demartini and Otley, 2020; van 

der Kolk and Schokker, 2016). I also extend the concept of horizontal coupling through Bromley 

and Powell (2012) where I consider it in terms of intentions, actions, and consequences. I use the 

framework to study the FEAWS’ implementation. 
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I find that the administration coupled tightly vertically. However, where such tightness could 

entail a hierarchical demand to implement something specific in a certain way, it here meant that 

school managers could do ‘as they saw fit’. Because the organisational form was loosely 

coupled, such a vertical coupling allowed for decentralised responses. Administration members 

expected that the vertical coupling would cause the program’s rejection due to a conflict between 

financial incentivisation and professional values. Contrary to their expectations, managers 

responded to incentivisation. School-level actors believed that their actions helped achieve the 

program’s intended consequences, thereby achieving tight horizontal coupling.  

Ostensibly, the findings’ unexpected actions would seem to indicate unintended consequences 

from the administration’s perspective. Furthermore, administration members evaluated that the 

actions taken by school-level educators were horizontally loosely coupled or even decoupled by 

conflicting with professional values. Given the presumption of shared professionalism and 

competence, administration members nonetheless believed that actions taken by the school 

managers in question would be tightly coupled to intended consequences. The actions could thus 

seem loosely but were tightly coupled horizontally. 

The paper contributes specifically to two streams of research. It contributes to the literature on 

vertical and horizontal coupling (Bukh and Svanholt, 2020; van der Kolk and Schokker, 2016; 

van Hengel et al., 2014; Siti-Nabiha et al., 2020) by utilising sub-dimensions in terms of both 

vertical and horizontal coupling and by having horizontal coupling concern both the coupling 

between intentions and actions as well as actions’ consequences. It also contributes by focusing 

on organisational form and highlighting the framework’s usefulness through its application in the 

study of performance funding.  

The chapter also contributes to the literature on performance funding (Dougherty and Reddy, 

2013; Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020) by demonstrating how a financial 

incentive, even if potentially conflicting with professional values, can be enacted as aligned with 

professionalism through tight vertical coupling in a loosely coupled organisational form. 

Moreover, the paper indicates that tightly coupled organisations could avoid certain issues to 

performance funding through looser couplings.  
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Methodology  

Performance funding as a topic straddles different streams of research. As is visible from the 

problematisation and presentation of chapters, performance funding relates to literature in 

domain-specific education (e.g., Al-Samarrai et al., 2018; Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016; 

Ortagus et al., 2020), public management (e.g., Bevan and Hood, 2006; Siverbo et al., 2019; 

Smith, 1995), and accounting (e.g., Agyemang, 2010; Aliabadi et al., 2021; Vakkuri and Meklin, 

2006). To some degree, the streams of literature differ in how they approach research, 

representing different scientific paradigms. The methodology of this thesis is qualitative and 

approaches research through an interpretive paradigm, whereas some of the streams of literature 

base themselves on functionalistic research. This section first discusses paradigms and how this 

thesis relates to them. The follow subsection elaborates on the thesis’s methodological choices, 

data collection, and certain issues to data collection.  

Paradigms and performance funding 

A research paradigm is ‘a set of assumptions, concepts, values and practices that constitute ways 

of viewing reality [to] provide focus, orchestrate efforts and assist the research community to 

accumulate knowledge about issues of interest’ (Malmi, 2010). Individual paradigms ‘define a 

scientific discipline during a particular period of time’ (Lukka, 2010, p. 111), differ in their 

ontological and epistemological assumptions, and employ different research practices and 

methodological tools (Chua, 1986). In providing focus and orchestrating the efforts of a research 

community, paradigms are important establishing research communities and what kinds of 

research are publishable. Paradigms thereby become important to both researchers’ identities and 

careers (Chua, 2019; Lukka, 2010; Malmi, 2010).  

The presentation above relates the study of performance-funding schemes to streams of research 

that belong to different paradigms. The framework by Burrell and Morgan (1979) conceptualises 

paradigms through a two-dimensional typology of objective-subjective and orderly-critical. The 

first dimension concerns ontological and epistemological assumptions, e.g., positivism 

contrasted with realism-nominalism. The second dimension concerns whether research means to 

understand social order, emphasising stability, integration, and consensus, or has a critical stance 

to the current social order, focusing on conflict, disintegration, and coercion. Most important to 
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the thesis are the two order-focused paradigms that differ on the objective-subjective dimension: 

functionalism and interpretivism‡.  

Functionalism assumes an objective empirical reality that can be studied with humans as passive 

objects (Chua, 1986). The assumptions are positivistic, accepting certain ontological beliefs on 

reality and how humans act within it. Functionalism considers ‘action’ purposively preceded by 

‘established goals’ (van der Meer-Koistra and Vosselman, 2012, p. 250), and that observations 

can be used to verify or falsify theory in a controllable social order (Chua, 1986). The 

functionalistic epistemology seeks to theoretically explain and predict phenomena (Malmi and 

Granlund, 2009; Zimmerman, 2001) and prefers mathematical models that rigorously test 

hypotheses empirically to make generalisable, decontextualized statements (Luft and Shields, 

2002). The literature on performance funding contains many examples of functionalistic 

research, e.g., Al-Samarrai et al. (2018), Hillman et al. (2015), Li and Ortagus (2019), and 

Umbricht et al. (2017). Functionalism is also central to the study of increased accountability and 

high-stakes testing in basic education, e.g., Deming et al. (2016) and Paletta et al. (2020).  

Interpretivism assumes that reality is social and emergent as continuously constructed through 

humans interacting (Chua, 1986). ‘Interpretivism’ is an umbrella term of theoretical perspectives 

that diverge in their ontological and epistemological assumptions but collectively accept the 

world as socially constructed (Bhimani, 2002, p. 104). Interpretivistic research studies actors in 

their everyday, contextualised settings (Chua, 1986). Theory and theorisation depend not on 

testing models mathematically but on ‘thick’ descriptions, i.e., descriptions that go beyond overt 

details by probing and contextualising action, intentions, symbols, and meaning (Parker and 

Northcott, 2016). Generalisation is possible through such richness and a cumulation of studies 

speaking to each other (Lukka and Mouritsen, 2002). They allow for contextualised and rich 

 
 

‡ The following idealised presentation draws on the concepts by Burrell and Morgan (1979). However, Chua (1986, 
pp. 626-627) argues convincingly that their framework implies an incompatible dichotomy between paradigms 
without the possibility for synthesis. Such incompatibility contrasts actual research practices. For example, 
qualitative research can have ‘functionalistic leanings’ (Ahrens and Chapman, 2006, p. 823), e.g., as in neopositivist 
interviewing (Alvesson, 2003) or in positivist or social constructivist case studies (Parker, 2012, p. 57). Economics 
research, typically assumed functionalistic, can also use other tools than empirical hypothesis testing, e.g., intuitive 
arguments (Luft and Shields, 2002, p. 798). Instead of being hindered by the implied incompatibility, Chua (1986) 
studies ‘dominant assumptions’ of the paradigms in actual research, thereby allowing for divergence and even 
dissonance in practice. I follow Chua (1986) in how I represent and understand paradigms.  
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‘lessons’ to be given to later literature and practitioners (Parker and Northcott, 2016, p. 1101). 

The literature on performance funding also contains interpretivistic research, e.g., Agyemang 

(2010), Aliabadi et al. (2021), and Gándara (2019, 2020). Interpretivism is also a part of the 

study of increased accountability and high-stakes testing in basic education, e.g., Koyama 

(2014), Ganon-Shilon and Schechter (2019), and Spillane et al. (2002).  

Specifically in accounting research, but also visible more broadly, functionalistic, economics-

based research is considered mainstream with interpretive research being the alternative (Chua, 

1986, 2019; Lukka, 2010; Malmi, 2010; van der Meer-Koistra and Vosselman, 2012; 

Zimmerman, 2001). According to Chua (2019), the premier status of economics-based research 

can be understood in terms of its fit with the values, beliefs, and needs of the modern liberal 

society: the research aims to provide objectivity and rationality through value free judgments. In 

his critique of ‘descriptive’ accounting research, Zimmerman (2001) argues further for the 

advantages of functionalism, contending that economics-based research through its testable 

theories allows for accumulation of knowledge that other paradigms would not. ‘Rich 

descriptions of practice’ and ‘descriptive’ field-based research are to Zimmerman (2001) 

ontologically before setting hypotheses and actual theory: when enough has been accumulated to 

start economics-based hypothesis testing, ‘descriptive work’ ought to be abandoned.  

Homogeneity in research paradigms can be beneficial. It allows for a shared language between 

researchers, partly through different assumptions from which researchers can approach new 

questions through creating foundational ‘non-discussables’ (Lukka, 2010, p. 113). They set a 

platform for (more easily) approachable research topics, methodologies, and definable 

contributions. In a Kuhnian sense, a homogenous and stable paradigm enables ‘normal science’ 

to efficiently produce cumulative knowledge (Lukka and Mouritsen, 2002, p. 807).  

The notion of one superior paradigm has been highly contested. The concept of ‘paradigm’ 

makes explicit the possibility for a diversity of perspectives. However, it makes for no non-

paradigmatic Archimedean point from which to judge relative status between paradigms. 

Moreover, and according to Lukka and Mouritsen’s (2002) critique, homogeneity through 

assumed ‘non-discussables’ implies a silencing of critiques of such assumptions. Solely having 

one paradigm would lose variation in research. It could neglect potentially interesting and fruitful 

research because such is ‘beyond the reach of the theories and methods which are regarded as 
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appropriate’ (Lukka, 2010, p. 113). Homogeneity’s structure comes at the cost of innovative but 

risky research with less certain academic outcomes (Hopwood, 2002). Van der Meer-Koistra and 

Vosselman (2012) also propose the advantage of ‘theoretical pluralism’. By having multiple 

theorised viewpoints, pluralism has both epistemological and practical implications. It 

acknowledges the potential for numerous ‘truths’, and it thereby allows, e.g., decision-makers, to 

understand phenomena from different, contextualised angles. Thus, there is both a cost to a 

single paradigm and advantages to multiple.  

Specifically, economics-based functionalistic research has been criticised because of its black-

boxing the production of practices (Lukka and Mouritsen, 2002, p. 808). To create its value-free 

judgments, functionalistic practices decontextualize findings to develop objectivity that can be of 

general value. In doing so, it can seem value-free (Chua, 2019); however, the practice itself 

implies other values, e.g., simplicity over richness, and potentially loses its practical value to 

decision-makers who have to make decisions in ambiguous and ‘rich’ circumstances (van der 

Meer-Koistra and Vosselman, 2012).  

Interpretive research cannot generalise findings in terms of functionalistic, conditional, 

decontextualized statements. Instead, it can give theoretical generalisations to extend research 

through thick descriptions (Parker and Northcott, 2016). Interpretive research can get into the 

black boxes that functionalistic research creates (Parker, 2012, p. 68). On an epistemological 

level, interpretivistic research allows for understanding processes, e.g., how performance 

funding’s financial incentivisation trickles down through an organisation. Interpretivistic 

research can demonstrate that certain instruments mediate and enact a social world rather than 

transparently show it, where such instruments’ mediation can obscure their own unintended 

consequences (van der Meer-Koistra and Vosselman, 2012, p. 250). On a practical level, 

interpretive research can thereby show practitioners, e.g., managers or policymakers, that the 

world is more complex than instrumental, decontextualized functionalistic advice would imply.  

Interpretive research as the alternative to functionalistic research brings distinctiveness at the 

cost of a paradigmatic divide (Lukka and Modell, 2017, pp. 38-39). Bridging that divide is 

troublesome, e.g., if premier status is given to functionalistic over interpretive studies (Parker, 

2012, p. 61). Nonetheless, bridging the paradigmatic divide is important. As Chapman (2015) 

asserts, ‘big questions’ are to be solved through accumulating ‘small answers’. For example, to 
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understand ‘performance funding’, we need decontextualized, mathematically modelled ‘small 

answers’ on the overall effects of such financial incentivisation (e.g., Al-Samarrai et al., 2018; Li 

and Ortagus, 2019; Umbricht et al., 2017). We also need contextualised, qualitative studies to 

understand how, e.g., political processes affect the definitions of needs (Agyemang, 2010), the 

use of such economics-based empirical evidence (Gándara, 2019), or how financial 

incentivisation trickles down an organisation to affect service providers actions. Functionalistic 

and interpretivistic research differ yet can and should be complementary. 

Related to such paradigmatic divides is an individual paper’s framing. The streams of research 

on performance funding, as on other topics, are disparate and largely self-referential. For 

example, although all the papers study performance-funding schemes, Al-Samarrai et al. (2018), 

Ortagus et al. (2020), and Aliabadi et al. (2021) differ considerably in their framing. Al-Samarrai 

et al. (2018) refer to solely economics-based basic education research. Ortagus et al. (2020) 

make some references to overall performance management research but is framed mainly in 

other domain-specific studies of (higher) education. Aliabadi et al. (2021) refer only to 

accounting and public management journals. The first paper is functionalistic; the last 

interpretivistic. As a literature review, Ortagus et al. (2020) use both quantitative, economics-

based studies and some qualitative, interview-based studies, e.g., Gándara (2019). Similarly, 

Gándara (2019) as part of the same stream of research as Ortagus et al. (2020) also refers both to 

functionalistic and interpretivistic works. Potentially by being more focused on a single 

phenomenon, i.e., performance funding, in a single setting, i.e., education, rather than, e.g., the 

broader ‘budgeting’ as in Aliabadi et al. (2021), allows the stream of research to have such a 

theoretically pluralist perspective.  

As mentioned in the problematisation, the literature on performance funding based on test results 

is sparse: it consists solely of the single, economics-based and thus functionalistic study by Al-

Samarrai et al. (2018). Because of the paradigmatic concerns and complementarities between 

perspectives as described in this section, more qualitative, interpretive research should be done 

on that type of performance-funding model. This is the type of research the thesis’s three 

chapters undertake. The chapters investigate interpretations and meanings: how educators 

perceive intentions, actions, and consequences in relation to financial incentivisation, and how it 

affects the enactment of performance funding. Each paper makes ‘small’, theorised answers that 
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contribute to streams of research on performance funding through interpretive assumptions, 

theorisation, and methodology. All chapters, although interpretive, refer and seek to contribute to 

economics-based research on the effects of performance funding and its unintended 

consequences. 

The framing in functionalistic research is most dominant in chapter 2. The first part of the 

literature review focuses on functionalistic research on performance-funding models, their failure 

to achieve intended consequences, and their unintended consequences. The chapter uses this to 

make room for interpretivistic contributions. The framing is done through the paper by Vakkuri 

and Meklin (2006) on the ambiguity of performance measurement for decision-makers, which 

introduces the perspective on measurements’ incompleteness and responding actions’ 

dysfunctionality. The chapter thereby seeks to get into the black box of institution-level practices 

concerning performance funding by first setting up this black box. The chapter also contributes 

to the functionalistic stream of research by demonstrating that organisational actors’ mediation of 

financial incentivisation’s trickling down affects a scheme’s enactment. Through the active users 

and sceptical implementers, the chapter demonstrates how the meaning of performance funding 

can differ, and how such differences can have important implications.  

Chapter 1’s theoretical framing starts in functionalistic research. It becomes more interpretivistic, 

particularly by drawing on the literature on the role of mediating principals. The chapter’s main 

contribution lies in its focus on the functionalistic black-boxing of ‘stakes’. By taking the view 

from educators, more specifically principals as school managers, the chapter demonstrates how 

stakes are enacted by principals rather than given by technical design. The findings thereby 

highlight implications of stakes’ ontological status. This contrasts the assumptions in 

functionalistic research, where stakes and increases to them are ‘non-discussables’. The finding 

have practical relevance, e.g., to educators responding to financial incentivisation or 

policymakers designing schemes. The finding also contributes epistemologically by extending 

the understanding of stakes and by conceptualising possible institution-level differences in 

implementations and effects.  

Chapter 3’s theorisation is mainly based on coupling (Orton and Weick, 1990), which is 

explicitly social constructivist. The chapter focuses on specific meanings, enactments, and 

context’s influence on implementation and its consequences. However, the theorisation also 
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illustrates black-boxing in interpretive research. The use of the vertical-horizontal 

conceptualisation by van Hengel et al. (2014), where tight vertical coupling induces tight 

horizontal coupling, i.e., hierarchical demands making actions respond to intentions, could black 

box what ‘vertical coupling’ entailed in the actual case. The interpretive stance’s research 

practices and methodological tools meant that thick descriptions permitted further exploring 

vertical coupling rather than viewing it in a mechanistic way, allowing for further investigating 

organisational coupling. The chapter’s theorisation and findings contribute to the interpretive 

stream of research on coupling by extending the understanding of couplings. The chapter also 

contributes to functionalistic research by showing how a financial incentive potentially 

conflicting with professional values can become professionalised in a loosely coupled 

organisational form. Moreover, the chapter contributes to functionalistic research by focusing on 

its non-discussables regarding organisational context.  

Empirical and analytical approach 

As described above, the methodology of the thesis is interpretive using a qualitative 

methodology. In this subsection, I present the empirical data for the thesis, sampling methods, 

contextual issues, how the particular framings were developed, and how this related to the 

analytical, interviewing, and coding processes.  

The empirical material collected and used in the thesis consists of semi-structured interviews, 

documents from the ministerial and municipal levels, and the program’s public debate and news 

coverage. Table II displays the empirical material from a broad and a narrow context. The broad 

context concerns ministerial documents and news coverage. The table presents the material, its 

collection, why it was collected, its content. The table also references the material’s use in the 

chapters. The narrow context is case-specific, involving interviews and municipal documents. 

The presentation of interviews shows the different sets of interview material, and the 

presentation of municipal documents mirrors that of the broad context. The latter does not offer 

examples because of privacy concerns.  

The semi-structured interviews represent the core empirical material. When writing a paper 

following a qualitative methodology, the framing creates a theorised storyline (Golden-Biddle 

and Locke, 2007). By retelling interviewees’ experiences in summaries and particularly in 
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quotes, the ‘field’ is allowed to speak, but it does so through a theorised lens. The interviews are 

central to creating each chapter’s storyline. 

Material from the broad context and municipal documents aid in contextualising the chapters’ 

storylines. Ministerial documents made it possible to understand the characteristics and actual 

design of the performance-funding scheme. They, as well as the public debate, were used to 

place the program in its historical, national setting. The material from the broad context also 

indirectly influenced the interviews because the news coverage made for practical examples for 

probing during interviews. Municipal documents were important to the two last chapters, e.g., to 

understand the municipality’s ordinary performance-funding scheme. 

Table II Empirical material for the thesis 

Broad context 
Ministerial documents  
Collection: Publicly available documents on the 
FEAWS on ministerial websites and the Minister of 
Education’s answers to questions from the Children 
and Education committee (“Undervisningsudvalget”) 
on the program 
To accomplish: Understanding the technicalities of 
the program and its political context 
 

Content: The government platform first 
announcing the program, documents describing 
the program’s technicalities and the reasoning 
behind it, the selected schools, and why the 
new government chose to cancel the program 
Examples: DME, 2017a, b, c; DME, 2019; 
Regeringen, 2016 
 

News coverage & public debate  
Collection: Following the public debate in the media 
through the media ad hoc and searches on Infomedia 
To accomplish: Contextualised understanding of the 
program 
 

Content: Newspaper articles and opinion pieces 
Examples: The use of quotes from 
Folkeskolen.dk in chapter 2 
 

Narrow context 
Chapter 1 
Round 1 
3 school manager interviews (principals, vice-
principals) 

Round 2 
4 school manager interviews (principals, vice-
principals) 

Totalling 7 interviews 
Chapters 2 & 3 
Round 1 
7 administrator interviews (administrational level 
management, staff specialists) 
7 school manager interviews (principals, vice-
principals) 

Round 2 
1 administrator interview (administrational 
level management, staff specialists) 
6 school manager interviews (principals, vice-
principals) 
11 teacher interviews (teaching the final years 
of compulsory education and thus the students 
in focus by the program) 

Totalling 32 interviews  
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The arguments as presented in the section above on the complementarities between paradigms 

and theorised perspectives rely on scientific rigour. Using Chapman’s (2015) terminology, 

without research quality, ‘big questions’ are confounded instead of illuminated by ‘small 

answers’. Qualitative studies of performance funding in tertiary education have been accused of 

having questionable quality because they do not adequately triangulate results, basing their 

results solely on belief in respondents (Dougherty et al., 2016, p. 19). It thus fails to create rich, 

contextualised understandings necessary for qualitative research (Parker, 2012). We sought to 

attain quality empirical material through two distinct sampling approaches for the two sets of 

interviews.  

In the first chapter, we focus on the general implementations of the program. We used a 

purposefully theory-driven sampling (Miles et al., 2014, p. 31) by selecting four schools based 

on two criteria: the baseline created by the FEAWS and a value-added score (Ladd and Walsh, 

2002). As described above, the baseline was determined by the number of students achieving 

below ‘4’ in the mandatory exit exams in Danish and mathematics (DME, 2017b). Independently 

from the FEAWS, the Ministry of Children and Education calculates a value-added score as the 

difference between students’ realised and expected grades given their socioeconomic status. 

Colloquially, it is termed the school effect (Danish: skoleeffekten). As opposed to the baseline’s 

absolute scores, the value-added score shows a school’s performance relative to its students’ 

expected results. Negative scores indicate underperforming schools; positive scores indicate 

overperforming schools. The value-added score used was for the school year ending in 2017, 

which was the year that the baseline proxied.  

Figure II plots the two values together. The data for the figure derives from a ministerial 

published document on the program’s selected schools’ individual baselines (DME, 2017a) and 

value-added scores calculated by the Ministry of Children and Education and published by 

Municipal documents 
Collection: Publicly available documents on the 
municipal administration’s and individual schools’ 
websites  
To accomplish: Understanding the ordinary funding 
scheme of the municipality, localised understanding 
of the schools 

Content: Internal documents on the program 
(e.g., official political decisions), budget 
reports, quality reports  
Examples: Omitted because of privacy 
concerns  
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CEPOS§. We selected four different schools based on the figure: one from each quadrant 

separated by a baseline of 40% and a value-added score of zero.  

 

Figure II Schools’ baseline values in percentages and value-added scores in 2017 

We aimed for as large variability as possible between the schools through the chosen sampling 

method to have common themes, actions, and rationalisations to represent general approaches to 

the program.  

At the selected schools, we interviewed school management. Given that the literature shows their 

important role in mediating accountability measures (Ganon-Shilon and Schechter, 2019; 

Shirrell, 2016; Spillane and Kenney, 2012), we understood management as such mediators of the 

performance-funding policy. We implicitly also saw them as spokespersons representing their 

schools. Because trickling down ends with educators teaching students, the design lacked this 

last layer of teachers. However, by using two interviews with the same respondents, one in the 

first and another in the second year of the scheme, possible to principals unexpected responses 

from teachers could become visible. Such differences actualised at School C, where the principal 

 
 

§ The numbers were previously available on the now defunct https://www.cepos.dk/artikler/undervisningseffekt-
grundskoler-2017/ 
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first realised how his chosen approach unintendedly had affected teachers during the second 

year.  

We took a different sampling approach for chapters 2 and 3. Their empirical material concerns 

the response to the performance-funding program from a single municipality. This sampling 

method allowed for keeping constraints to practice as constant as possible (Miles et al., 2014, pp. 

31-32), e.g., the ordinary funding scheme, organisational form, budget levels, and general 

municipal projects. We interviewed the hierarchical chain from top management to teachers. It 

allowed for validating interpretations made by the school management on teachers’ or top 

management’s interpretations to achieve a contextualised account (Parker, 2012).  

The FEAWS’ cancellation presented challenges. It meant the performance-funding scheme had 

one year less to show its effects, thereby making its consequences potentially less visible. The 

cancellation also meant that the program received less attention at the schools, making 

interviewees possibly less reflective on it in their everyday practice and less likely to participate 

in interviews.  

However, the cancellation presented an interesting opportunity: an unexpected before-and-after 

view of the scheme’s particular effects. Both chapters 2 and 3 utilise this opportunity. In chapter 

2, the research mainly focuses on the findings’ two interpretations, the sceptical implementers 

and the active users, and how the interpretations affected practice. In the conceptualisation based 

on perceived stakes, sceptics believed the cancellation was inconsequential because the scheme 

did not affect their perception of stakes. To actives, who perceived increased stakes, the 

cancellation affected practice. We thereby use the cancellation to show one of the most marked 

differences between the groups.  

Chapter 3 takes a different approach through its theoretical framing. Since it uses the same 

empirical material as the second chapter, the two groups from the second chapter are present. 

However, the research focus differs through the chapters framing in loose coupling (Orton and 

Weick, 1990), particularly in the separation between perceived and actual coupling (Beekun and 

Glick, 2001). Where sceptics’ self-perceived coupling between the intention, i.e., incentivisation, 

and actions as noncoupled, their actual coupling was tight owing to the cancellation’s affecting 

action. Although the sceptics interpreted it differently, they responded to the incentivisation’s 
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termination. Through the lens of loose coupling framing the empirics, the reaction showed 

responsiveness.  

Another relevant issue on the empirical material was logistics. The first chapter’s approach 

allowed a relatively large sampling pool of potential schools. One school, which was first 

selected and approached, did not agree to participate. Given the setup, it was replaceable. 

Gathering empirics for the second and third papers, on the other hand, was somewhat 

challenging. Due to the focus on a single municipality, getting every school in the municipality 

selected by the program to participate became a primary concern.  

In the case of teachers, who were only interviewed during the second round of interviews, this 

became an issue because of the spread of COVID-19. During the spring of 2020, all Danish 

schools closed as teaching became virtual. Previous agreements with school managers made 

during the first round of interviews permitted interviewing during the second round at the school 

premises. The arrangement would have allowed for a grounded setting with presumably 

relatively easy access to teachers for interviews, e.g., during breaks. The new situation annulled 

the agreements. The resultant sampling of teachers became based on both detective work, e.g., 

figuring out which teachers taught which classes to contact them through private means of 

communication, and snowballing (Miles et al., 2014, p. 32) between willing participants. It did 

not allow for the desired grounded setting and meant that the sampling neglected interview 

subjects who would have been interesting to reach under different circumstances.  

Not reaching specific interviewees became particularly problematic because of the internalising 

teachers from chapter 2. Their perceived pressure simultaneously made them interesting and less 

likely to participate. Potentially, they could have been more easily accessible for regular 

interviews if I had been present at the school premises. Their perspectives could be reached 

indirectly through their colleagues and management, but the empirical material lacks the 

teachers’ specific voices. 

Given that much of the research focus concerns unintended or dysfunctional consequences, the 

information sought from interviewees could be sensitive. To overcome potential sensitivity 

issues, we used vignettes. As a projective technique, vignettes allow interviewees to project onto 

the ‘other’ (Barter and Renold, 2000), which could make for more candid talk through the 
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interviewee not personally having to admit to ethically problematical interpretations or actions. 

We wrote a short scenario on an increasingly pressured school, asking interviewees first for 

potential, then likely, and lastly their own possible responses.  

However, the vignette was unnecessary. In interviews for the first chapter, interviewees exposed 

themselves to self-critical reflections. For example, even before the vignette was introduced, one 

interviewee (School B) explicitly stated that he would cheat if it meant achieving the bonus. 

Another example of such self-critical reflection from chapter 1’s second round of interviews 

came from a principal (School C) reflecting on how his approach induced teacher-level stress. 

Similar results happened during interviews for chapters 2 and 3 with educators at all hierarchical 

levels. 

The thesis’s interviews were semi-structured (Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015). Such interviews 

hold themes and questions constant to allow for comparisons and an accumulation of the same 

types of responses. The semi-structured approach also leaves room for exploring interviewees’ 

interpretations, e.g., through probing. The use of probing can keep the interviews close to 

practice by making interviewees provide concrete examples (Blossing et al., 2019). The first 

interview guides were generally more inductive, focusing on whether the program’s intentions 

were met. As is often the case (Hall and Messner, 2018, p. 228), the second interview guides 

became more theory-informed. In chapter 1, this larger role of theory concerned the effects of 

performance funding raising stakes to induce washback. In chapter 2, it concerned the relative 

status of (dys)functionality to interpretive schema and how performance funding issues could 

relate to such schema. In chapter 3, it concerned understanding vertical coupling’s effects on the 

performance-funding program’s implementation.  

Where the interview guides for chapter 1 aimed solely at one type of actor, i.e., school managers, 

interviewing for chapters 2 and 3 additionally included teachers, staff specialists, and top 

management. Interview guides for the different hierarchically placed actors differed slightly. 

They had the same themes and wording, e.g., in questions about the scheme’s technical 

characteristics, but differed on, e.g., support: administration’s support for individual schools 

instead of school managers’ support for individual teachers. Other differences included an 

administration level focus on possible differences between municipalities, which to principals 

and teachers concerned differences between participating schools.  
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In practice, the interviewing process did not differ much. The most considerable difference was 

the concreteness of the examples provided by interviewees. Educators at lower levels gave 

tangible, illustrative examples; top management did not. The latter generally referred to school-

level educators to provide such examples. This lack of specificity, namely not knowing ‘what 

was going on’, and that it was not a concern to administration-level interviewees, prompted the 

acknowledgement of loosely coupled organisational form central to chapter 3.  

Making an interview guide and active probing show that analysis is ongoing rather than distinct 

from the interviewing process itself (Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015). Analysis thus precedes 

coding, which nonetheless was an important part of the analytical process. Coding was done in 

NVivo with coding schemes drawing on Saldaña (2016). All coding schemes used conceptual 

codes based on the theoretical frameworks to represent ideas or themes, e.g., in chapter 3 

intentions, actions, consequences, responsiveness, and distinctiveness. The schemes also 

included in vivo-coding to keep expressive statements uninterrupted, thereby taking serious the 

themes and points important to interviewees. The schemes also included time coding as sub-

codes for individual conceptual codes to categorise ‘before’, ‘now’, and ‘later’ and evaluative 

coding to organise positive or negative statements when appropriate.  

Although coding can seem like a mechanistic approach to qualitative data analysis, we grounded 

the codes themselves and their use in an interpretive methodology. The coding helped structure 

the findings and the analysis. For example, evaluative sub-coding allowed for a structured 

approach to understanding washback as positive or negative in chapter 1. The structured 

approach also helped pinpoint analysis for the first inclinations of the meaning of vertical 

coupling differing from that in van Hengel et al. (2014) to develop the analysis in chapter 3 

further.  

An implication to the perspective on theoretical pluralism (van der Meer-Koistra and Vosselman, 

2012) presented above is that many framings of research on performance funding are possible. 

As Chapman (2015) notes, any study has to ignore  

a potentially vast number of alternative framings [to build its contribution] … Some of 

these [framings] might be inferior substitutes that are correctly ignored, but in the arena 

of social science particularly, there are complementary perspectives (p. 399).  
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In the case of investigating the FEAWS, it could have been framed differently. For instance, it 

could have been part of a larger debate on New Public Management, thereby referencing more 

literature on general control. It could also have been framed as part of the literature on the 

developing role of testing and performance control of teachers or decentralised institutions 

budgeting processes.  

The actual framings of the chapters and their resultant analyses and contributions were initially 

developed by going back and forth between the empirical material and the literature (Eisenhardt, 

1989). From this, they were further evolved by means of feedback, e.g., from presentations at 

seminars and conferences, and from referee reports suggesting (or demanding) certain changes. 

The overall analytical framings as such have developed over time in response to feedback. As 

will be argued in the following section, the thesis’s three chapters represent complementary 

framings. 

An interesting example of the ongoing development of framing is chapter 3. It started as an 

analysis of the performance-funding scheme’s implementation through the vertical and 

horizontal coupling framework by van Hengel et al. (2014). My intuitive analysis was that the 

vertical coupling was loose and horizontal coupling tight, making the findings conflict with the 

assumptions presented in the original framework. However, in response to feedback, rereading 

the empirical material, and further investigating the literature, it became clear that vertical 

coupling was tight with its meaning differing from that first analysed by van Hengel et al. 

(2014). This realisation led to reading more literature on coupling in education, noting 

organisational couplings. This new theoretical perspective allowed for understanding the context 

in which the type of vertical coupling would fit, thus allowing for a theoretical complication to 

be understood. The framing also allowed for further qualitative generalisations in understanding 

how responses to financial incentivisation could be enacted as functional in a specific 

organisational setting.  

Intertextual linkages, contributions, and further research 

Collectively, the three chapters demonstrate how interpretations of performance funding models 

can differ and the importance of careful considerations of the implications of performance-

funding models before their use. As implicit in the critique of the single, functionalistic 
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perspective on dysfunctionality by Vakkuri and Meklin (2006), literature-based understandings 

of policies are often monolithic, assuming one true ‘meaning’. The thesis shows a more complex 

picture, and that assumed convergence can create disconnects. More specifically, in terms of 

design, the chapters show some of the potential pitfalls of using a scheme that can affect a few 

individuals personally even if the measure is meant to represent general performance. The 

chapters also outline practitioners’ concerns when meeting performance funding, how it could 

cause dysfunctional consequences, and how such effects could be averted and intended outcomes 

could be accomplished.  

In this section, I first reflect on the chapters’ three framings and argue for complementary 

perspectives. Some of the findings and arguments in the chapters’ theorised storylines can seem 

contradictory, but I next elaborate on why they are not. Lastly, I point towards different 

possibilities for further research.  

Chapter 1 focuses on how management mediates policy (Spillane et al., 2002), its effects on 

perceived exam-related stakes (Au, 2007), and resultant washback (Alderson and Wall, 1993). 

Managerial mediation is part of the two other chapters, e.g., emphasising performance funding 

trickling down. Still, the first chapter concentrates solely on school managers: its theoretical and 

empirical attention is on the specific role of the principal as a school manager. The other two 

chapters allow for perspectives on the importance of interpretations and organisational setting, 

whereas the first chapter’s theoretical lens contextualises managerial decision-making 

concerning stakes and washback. The first chapter demonstrates school management’s 

implementation of performance funding and its implications to stakes, thereby illustrating the 

importance of the managerial position between performance funding and teachers.  

Relative to the two other chapters, chapter 2 centres more on how the meaning of performance 

funding is enacted. The chapter demonstrates how performance can become something to strive 

for, immaterial, or a personal responsibility through different interpretations, actions, and 

interactions. The other chapters note how a scheme’s design frames possible responses, but 

chapter 2 shows how the enactment of performance funding and its trickling down depends on 

specific interpretations. Through illustrating consequences to the (dys)functionality of the 

performance-funding scheme’s resulting implementation, the chapter highlights how trickling 

down is not trivial but an important part of how the scheme came to affect practice. 
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The first and second chapters both contribute to understanding exit exam-related stakes and their 

influence on practice. The two interpretations from chapter 2 affected perceived stakes: actives 

felt increased stakes, whereas sceptics did not. The perceived target difficulty and felt stakes 

affected actions in relation to the scheme: whether it was self-perceived to motivate actions or 

not. The findings showing how educators enact test-related stakes are not solely given by a 

performance measure’s design. The first chapter adds to this. One school, School C, invested in 

the scheme to achieve the bonus. Investing raised stakes by making the school’s budgetary 

balance depend on the additional funding. The investment depended on the principal’s 

perceptions of target difficulty. In raising stakes, he unintendedly caused teachers to feel 

pressured. Together, the two chapters’ findings show how stakes are complex, depending on 

specific circumstances, interpretations, and actions.  

Although based on the same empirical material as chapter 2, the third chapter tells a different 

theorised storyline. As a result of its diverging perspective, the chapter shows the same 

phenomena through a different lens, visible through the different perspectives on the program’s 

cancellation presented in the subsection just above. The storyline framed in coupling theory 

found that sceptics’ actions self-perceived loosely coupled to incentivisation were tightly 

coupled. The chapter illustrates the importance of local adaptability. On its own, it demonstrates 

how performance funding as a tool could work to align actors’ interests to those of designers 

even if the subordinates themselves do not think it does. It also adds to the findings from chapter 

2 in further explaining why the reactions to the interpretations were possible.  

In representing different perspectives extending each other, the three chapters’ framings and their 

theoretical pluralism complement each other. They allow for contextualised views of 

performance funding in action that can help those that design models and those who have to 

respond. Collectively, the three chapters illustrate how performance funding can be acted upon 

through different managerial choices; that it can have different and potentially overlooked or 

unrecognised meanings; and that how it is enacted in practice depends on the organisational 

setting in which it is employed. The thesis also shows that the stakes aligned with the 

performance-funding scheme’s incentivised measure can differ through their enactment, 

perceived chance and the perceived target difficulty, and through different interpretations of the 

(dys)functionality of acting upon an incentivised measure.  
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However, chapters 2 and 3 could seem possibly contradictory. Chapter 2 demonstrates the two 

interpretations and their school-level consequences. It notes how actors are found at all 

hierarchical levels with each interpretation. Chapter 3 highlights the differences between 

hierarchical levels. The divergence derives from the role of expectations. The interpretations 

from chapter 2 are present across hierarchical levels, but chapter 3 shows that administration 

members did not believe that the program was substantially implemented. Administration 

members have the same interpretations as school-level actors (chapter 2) but differ in whether 

they expect the program affected action (chapter 3).  

The chapters present different avenues for future research. First and foremost, performance-

funding based on student test results is still not well-understood. The paper by Al-Samarrai et al. 

(2018) and the FEAWS represent two examples. Each scheme’s design places competition at a 

different place, i.e., between schools and relative to each schools’ earlier results, and focuses on 

a specific type of performance, i.e., that of the entire student group or solely a subgroup of 

students. More studies are needed to understand the effects of policy design on more 

generalizable results on student learning, its implementation, and possible unintended 

consequences and their (dys)functionality. More studies are also required to understand with 

what kinds of meanings performance funding is enacted, how it can conflict or align with 

interpretations and, e.g., professional values, and how the implementation is affected by 

organisational setting.  

Future research requires more use of the policy, i.e., more outcome- or student test result-based 

performance-funding schemes. Given the scheme’s early termination, the interviewees’ 

expectations and the generally politicised status of performance funding (e.g., Gándara, 2019), 

more outcome-based performance funding in the Danish basic education system seems 

improbable in the short term. Similarly, irrespective of self-perceived positive results, most 

interviewees did not want more outcome-based performance funding. Even most actives were 

sceptical of more performance funding. Further research could benefit from studying whether 

such reactions are common when performance funding and other similar controls are 

implemented within education and generally in the larger public sector. Could the seeming 

contradiction be caused by changes to interpretive schemes on behalf of public employees? 
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Further studies and analyses could provide more insights into how the public sector might be 

changing.   
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Danish summary 

Denne afhandling består af tre selvstændige kapitler, der alle omhandler performance funding 

(Dougherty og Reddy, 2013). På dansk kaldes det resultatbaserede tildelingsmodeller (Bukh og 

Christensen, 2018) inden for undervisningssektoren. I den akademiske litteratur er der ikke 

enighed om, hvorvidt der er en positiv kausal sammenhæng mellem skolers tildelingsniveau og 

elevers præstationer (e.g., Al-Samarai et al., 2018; Hanushek, 2006; LaFortune et al., 2018). Selv 

hvis der var vished om fænomenet, har den offentlige sektor ikke ubegrænsede midler, hvorfor 

de tilstedeværende ressourcer må fordeles så godt som muligt. Arbejdet med tildelingsmodeller 

er også tenderende mod en ”hvad virker?”-tilgang snarere end blot at efterspørge flere midler 

generelt (Gregorio og Savage, 2020). Til dette formål kan veldesignede tildelingsmodeller 

bruges til at allokerer midler efter relative behov decentrale enheder imellem og til at give 

enhederne incitamenter mod at forbedre sig (Smith, 2007). Performance funding drejer sig om 

brugen af tildelingsbaserede økonomiske incitamenter mod at forbedre decentraliserede enheders 

performance, dvs. deres opnåede resultater, ved at gøre tildelinger resultatbaserede.  

Tildelingsmodeller benytter sig af forskellige former for direkte og indirekte effektmål (Bukh og 

Christensen, 2018). Inden for skolesektoren benyttes ofte elevtal. Antaget at antallet af elever er 

en omkostningsdriver, giver dette mål mulighed for at fordele ressourcer efter omkostninger og 

deraf efter decentraliserede enheders relative behov. Samtidig giver det incitament til at forbedre 

resultater for at opnå højere elevtal: Hvis elever og deres forældre har frit skolevalg, vil det 

medføre, at flere elever vil forsøge at gå på en skole, der opnår bedre resultater end sine 

konkurrenter (Levačić, 2008). Deraf bliver elevtal et indirekte effektmål.  

At ”forbedre resultater” kan dog være tvetydigt. Det kan omhandle forskellige ting for 

forskellige interessenter, hvad kan medføre prioriteringskonflikter interessenterne imellem. Hvis 

fx tildelingsmodellens designer ser faglige resultater som det vigtigste forhold, mens forældre og 

elever snarere finder fritidslignende aktiviteter vigtigst ift. at vælge skole, fx som valgfag i musik 

eller computerspil, passer modellens faktiske incitamenter ikke overens med designerens 

intentioner.  
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Et alternativ er at bruge en direkte effektbaseret model (Bukh og Christensen, 2018). En sådan 

model benytter et direkte resultatmål, hvad fx kan være elevers overgang til videre uddannelse, 

løn eller faglige resultater. Denne type model bruges dog ikke ofte inden for 

undervisningssektoren. Vi har kun kunnet finde et enkelt eksempel på grundskoleniveau i Al-

Samarrai et al. (2018), der undersøgte en model, der tildelte en mulig bonus på baggrund af 

elevers testresultater. Forfatterne fandt, at den nye tildelingsmodel opnåede forbedrede resultater, 

hvad tidligere generelt øgede tildelingsniveauer ikke formåede.   

Generelt finder den akademiske litteratur om high-stakes testing, dvs. konsekvenserne af at sætte 

mere på spil ved elevers testresultater for elever, undervisere eller ledere, at det hæver elevers 

resultater i standardiserede tests (Figlio og Loeb, 2015). Litteraturen om præstationsmålinger 

generelt inden for den offentlige sektor (Bevan and Hood, 2006; Siverbo et al., 2019; Smith, 

1995), performance funding som resultatbaserede tildelingsmodeller (Bell et al., 2018; Ortagus 

et al., 2020; Umbricht et al., 2017) og litteratur om high-stakes testing (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 

2010; Paletta et al., 2020; Stecher og Baron, 2001) finder dog også ikke-intenderede og ligefrem 

dysfunktionelle konsekvenser.  

Sådanne effekter af resultatbaserede tildelingsmodeller baseret på test er ikke blevet undersøgt. 

Samlet set gør afhandlingens tre kapitler dette ud fra tre forskellige perspektiver. Alle kapitlerne 

undersøger Pulje til løft af fagligt svage elever (DME, 2017c). Puljen gav udvalgte skoler 

mulighed for at opnå en bonus, hvis de forbedrede deres elevers resultater til niende klasses 

afgangseksamen. 

Kapitel 1 har titlen “Performance Funding: Exam Results, Stakes and Washback in Danish 

Schools” og er skrevet i samarbejde med Per Nikolaj Bukh og Karina Skovvang Christensen. 

Den omhandler, hvordan skoleledere opfattede puljen, hvorvidt den satte mere på spil i forhold 

eksamensresultater, og om den medieret af skoleledelser havde indflydelse på praksis. Kapitlet er 

baseret på skolelederinterviews, hvor de specifikke interviewdeltagere er udvalgt ud fra 

teoretiske vilkår. Artiklen tager sit teoretiske perspektiv ud fra litteratur om washback (Alderson 

og Wall, 1993), dvs. tests tilbageløbseffekter på undervisning og motivation, high-stakes testing 

(Au, 2007) samt skolelederes medierende rolle ved implementeringen af politikker og 

målsætninger (e.g. Ganon-Shilon og Schechter, 2019; Shirrell, 2016; Spillane og Kenney, 2012).  
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Vi finder frem til, at trods skoleledelserne var kritiske over for puljen, satte den mere på spil i 

forhold til eksamenskarakterer. Den igangsatte også flere forandringsprocesser på skolerne. 

Disse forandringer blev overordnet set værdsat. Vi viser, at hvorvidt puljen satte noget på spil 

ikke kun afhang af dens tekniske specifikationer men også af skoleledernes handlinger i relation 

to puljen. Med artiklen bidrager vi til litteraturen ved at vise, hvordan resultatbaserede 

tildelingsmodeller kan sætte mere på spil ved eksaminer. Vi bidrager også ved at vise, at hvordan 

dette sker afhænger af skoleledelsers opfattelser og mediering. Videre fremviser vi, hvordan en 

mediering kan slå fejl. 

Kapitel 2 har titlen”(Dys)functionality of intentions or outcomes? Performance funding of 

Danish Schools” og er skrevet i samarbejdet med Per Nikolaj Bukh og Karina Skovvang 

Christensen. Den undersøger, hvordan puljen blev medieret gennem organisatoriske lag for at få 

indflydelse på handlinger og (dys)funktionaliteten af disse handlinger. Kapitlet er baseret på 

interviews med forvaltningsledelse, administrative medarbejdere, skoleledelse og lærere i en stor 

dansk kommune. Artiklen tager delvist sit udgangspunkt i washback og high-stakes testing men 

særligt i litteraturen om præstationsmålinger ufuldstændigt og dets mulige dysfunktionelle 

konsekvenser (Vakkuri og Meklin, 2006; Smith, 1993; Siverbo et al., 2019).  

Vi finder frem til to forskellige overordnede fortolkninger af puljen. Fortolkningerne havde både 

konsekvenser for handlinger i forhold til puljen, men også hvordan interviewdeltagere forstod 

puljens konsekvenser og (dys)funktionaliteten af samme. Med artiklen bidrager vi til litteraturen 

ved at vise, hvordan (dys)funktionaliteten af resultatbaserede tildelingsmodeller kan være 

omstridt, og hvordan forskellige fortolkninger kan have implikationer for ikke bare prioritering 

og handlinger men også forståelsen for, hvad der er en ”god” skole. 

Kapitel 3 har titlen ”Vertical coupling, intentions, and professionalism: performance funding in 

Danish basic education schools.” Den undersøger den øvre ledelses indflydelse på 

implementering af resultatbaserede tildelingsmodeller. Kapitlet er baseret på det samme 

datamateriale som kapitel 2. Artiklen benytter loose coupling (Orton og Weick, 1990) som 

teoretisk linse, hvor den særligt undersøger vertikal-horisontal kobling (van Hengel et al., 2014), 

dvs. hvordan forskellige ledelsesmæssige lag influere hinanden ift. sammenhængen mellem 

intentioner, handlinger og handlingernes konsekvenser. Kapitlet overvejer også en kobling, der 

ofte betragtes inden for undervisningslitteraturen, den organisatoriske kobling (Firestone, 2015; 
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Spillane et al., 2002; Weick, 1976). Dette omhandler hvorvidt organisationer har en tæt eller løs 

form, hvad inden for undervisningslitteraturen ofte omhandler hvorvidt organisationen hænger 

sammen på grund af tætte kontrolmekanismer som tæt koblet eller på grund af delte 

professionelle værdier som løst koblet (Hautala et al., 2018).   

Jeg finder frem til, at den øvre ledelse generelt lod skolerne reagere på programmet som de selv 

fandt bedst. En sådan vertikal kobling var typisk for organisationen, hvor organisationsformen 

generelt set var løst koblet. Den vertikale kobling medførte, at de forskellige skoler igangsatte 

forandringsprocesser som en reaktion på programmet. Skoleledere og lærere mente mestendels, 

at handlingerne opnåede programmets intenderede konsekvenser. Forandringsprocesserne var 

dog ikke forventede af det øvre ledelsesniveau, der troede, at programmet blev afvist på grund af 

en konflikt mellem professionelle værdier og finansielle incitamenter. Den løst koblet 

organisationsform blev dog holdt sammen af en forventning om fælles professionalisme, hvad 

medførte, at den øvre ledelse troede på, at skoleledere udelukkende ville reagere gennem 

handlinger, der opnåede bedre resultater for elever generelt.  

Med artiklen bidrager jeg til litteraturen ved at vise, at organisationsformen kan være et 

væsentligt element, når man forstår vertikal-horisontal kobling. Artiklen bidrager også ved at 

fremhæve, hvordan koblingerne kan have indflydelse på implementeringen af resultatbaserede 

tildelingsmodeller. Videre foreslår artiklen, at en mere tæt koblet organisationsform kunne have 

haft besvær ved at overkomme den potentielle konflikt mellem finansielle incitamenter og 

professionalisme.  
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Abstract 

High-stakes testing is meant to create a positive washback effect on student learning. 

Performance funding can raise stakes. However, it is not often used, and its washback is 

uncertain. The purpose of this paper is to examine performance-funding programmes based on 

students’ exam results. We study principals’ perceptions and interpretations of how this 

influenced stakes and washback effects of the exit exams. For that purpose, we selected four 

schools based on theoretical sampling criteria. The empirical data comprise semi-structured 

interviews with management over the two-year programme and documents describing the 

performance-funding programme. The findings indicate that implementing performance funding 

increases stakes and has washback effects, but that stakes depend partly on the principal’s 

choices. Although the consequences were unintended, the programme and its effects were mostly 

perceived as positive. The paper shows how unintended consequences call for careful 

consideration of the pros and cons of accountability systems when high-stakes test-based funding 

mechanisms are introduced. 

Keywords: Educational policy, incentives, performance funding, school management, washback 

effects, teaching to the test 
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1 Introduction 

The compulsory basic education in Denmark consists of 10 years of primary and lower 

secondary school education. Most children attend the Folkeskole, which is managed by the 

municipalities. As in the other Nordic countries, new public management-inspired policies have 

been introduced that make the public education system more focused on accountability and 

control (Imsen et al., 2017; Myhre, 2021). Following mediocre results in the PISA (Programme 

for International Student Assessment) tests, several policy initiatives were taken to improve the 

quality of the Folkeskole (Ratner, 2020), including mandatory national testing in 2010 

(Andreasen et al., 2015; Beuchert & Nandrup, 2018). 

In 2016, the government concluded that some student groups still graduated without 

satisfactory Danish language and mathematics skills. Consequently, the Danish Ministry of 

Education introduced a policy initiative, the Financing to Enhance Academically Weak Students 

programme (FEAWS). It introduced a performance-funding model (Dougherty et al., 2016) 

rewarding selected schools with a yearly bonus of 5%–8% of the annual budget if they reached 

specific improvement targets for the number of students achieving a threshold exam result.  

Performance funding is often used in higher education (e.g., Blankenberg & Phillips, 

2016; Ortagus et al., 2020; Umbricht et al., 2017), making university funding partly dependent 

on output measures, e.g., graduation and retention rates. Performance funding in basic education, 

where school funding is partially dependent on students’ achievements, is less widespread. We 

have identified only a single study (Al-Samarrai et al., 2018) of funding linked directly to 

students’ test results in basic education. 

Much research has focused on washback effects, i.e., the influence of testing on teaching 

and learning (Alderson & Wall, 1993, p. 120; Cheng, 1999). Such effects can be perceived and 

analysed as positive when they result in “good” teaching practices (Holm & Kousholt, 2019, p. 

921) or negative if they adversely affect teaching and learning outcomes. Washback’s effects 

depend on many factors (Alderson & Wall, 1993). Studies have confirmed that high-stakes 

testing has washback effects on teaching and learning (Akpinar & Cakildere, 2013; Alderson & 

Wall, 1993; Cheng, 1999; Luxia, 2005). Further, high-stakes testing can have unintended 
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consequences (e.g., Kelley & Protsik, 1997; Lee & Medina, 2018; Hill et al., 2016; Paletta et al., 

2020) as negative washback.  

Principals play an important role in policy implementation (e.g., Laughlin et al., 1994; 

Shaked & Schechter, 2018; Urick & Bowers, 2014) and thus the washback of test-based policies. 

Placed between potentially conflicting external demands and internal, professional goals for 

teachers (Spillane et al., 2002), principals mediate a policy’s influence on teaching (Koyama, 

2014; Lambersky, 2016; Shirrel, 2016). Principals’ prior experience and strategic choices are 

important to how they make sense of current situations (Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2019) with 

different possible perceptions of accountability demands (Shirrel, 2016) as well as funding 

schemes (Pouncey et al., 2013) and their alignment with internal goals. Because of such 

differences, principals can enact the same policy differently (Shaked & Schechter, 2018, p. 22). 

Policy implementation is more likely to intensify when aligned with tangible incentives (Spillane 

et al., 738), i.e., when stakes are raised. As stated above, high-stakes testing can lead to negative 

washback. Nonetheless, Spillane and Kenney (2012, p. 550) suggest that focusing on such 

adverse unintended consequences of policy implementation can underplay the good faith efforts 

by principals attempting to accomplish positive washback.  

We expect schools’ stakes to increase when funding is linked to exam results. However, 

school management’s perceptions and interpretations of performance-funding programmes likely 

influence mediation, implementation and washback effects. Whether and how performance 

funding based on students’ exit exams influences exam-related stakes to introduce washback 

effects has yet to be studied. This paper addresses whether performance funding based on exam 

results has similar consequences as when exam stakes increase through other means, and it aims 

to answer the following two research questions: 

• How do principals perceive performance funding based on exam results? 

• How do principals perceive stakes change when performance funding is introduced? 

• What are the adverse washback effects, if any, from performance funding based on exit 

exams? 

The paper presents a qualitative study of four Danish public schools participating in the 

FEAWS programme. We interviewed school management twice based on semi-structured 
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interview guides to understand managements’ interpretation of the programme and changes to 

educational practices.  

This paper contributes to the extant literature by examining whether performance funding 

based on what was prior low-stakes exams has the same consequences as high-stakes 

standardised tests and exams. Previous research on high-stakes testing in basic education 

(Amrein-Beardsley, 2009; Brill et al., 2018; Figlio & Ladd, 2015) and performance funding 

within higher education (Blankenberg & Phillips, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020; Umbricht et al., 

2017) show both intended and unintended consequences. We contribute by examining whether 

performance funding within basic education has similar consequences. Furthermore, we explore 

what behaviour is initiated and how principals rationalise it. Thus, this paper contributes to the 

literature on school management as mediators (Koyama, 2014; Lambersky, 2016; Shirrel, 2016) 

by demonstrating how principals perceive, interpret and enact performance funding. 

2 Theoretical framework 

Performance funding is resource allocation based on results (Dougherty et al., 2016; Herbst, 

2009: chapter 4). It is mostly associated with tertiary education financing (e.g., Blankenberg & 

Phillips, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020; Umbricht et al., 2017), where university funding partly 

depends on output measures such as graduation rates, retention rates or graduates’ average pay. 

Such an approach aligns with the focus on output often present in new public management-

inspired policies (Myhre, 2021). Although relevant education performance measures include 

student achievements based on tests, we have identified only one study of funding linked directly 

to students’ basic education test results (Al-Samarrai et al., 2018); this found positive effects on 

student results on standardised tests. 

2.1 Washback effects 

Washback effects (Alderson & Wall, 1993), i.e., the notion that testing and its structure influence 

teaching and learning, are commonplace in the education literature (Biggs, 1995; Cheng, 1999). 

Washback can be perceived as either positive or negative, depending on whether it results in 

“good” teaching practices (Holm & Kousholt, 2019, p. 921) or undesirable teaching and learning 

outcomes.  
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However, washback is a complex phenomenon, and it has been debated whether it is 

determined by the test itself or factors beyond it. Alderson and Wall (1993, p. 121) suggested 

that “[t]ests that have important consequences will have washback”, whereas “[t]ests that do not 

have important consequences will have no washback”. Numerous studies confirm that high-

stakes testing influences teaching and learning (Cheng, 1999). Linking school funding to test 

scores creates a high-stakes testing situation (Au, 2007) because the results have substantial 

consequences.  

Generally, heightening stakes related to test scores seems to positively affect student 

outcomes, especially in mathematics (Figlio & Ladd, 2015). However, testing is not a complete 

measure of student learning or ability (Jennings & Bearak, 2014). Much research (e.g., Amrein-

Beardsley, 2009; Brill et al., 2018; Deming et al., 2016; Wolf & Janssens, 2007) has examined 

negative washback effects, e.g., how “[a]ccountability pressures faced by teachers and leaders 

may lead well-intentioned educators to engage in strategic reporting and operational practices to 

increase test scores, graduation rates, and other indicators of student success” (Edwards & 

Mindrila, 2019, p. 3). In such cases of negative washback, increases to measured performance 

can come at a cost to actual performance.  

2.2 Effects of high-stakes testing 

Although the categories are relatively fuzzy, negative washback is often identified as different 

unintended consequences (Amrein-Beardsley, 2009; Paletta et al., 2020) conceptualised as 

teaching to the test, narrowing the curriculum and focusing on marginal students, e.g., by 

Spillane and Kenney (2012, p. 542), if under different names. However, such washback cannot 

be presumed negative because it depends on practice and whether its consequences benefit 

students.  

Teaching to the test represents teaching what is tested rather than what is relevant for 

learning (Popham, 2001). It displaces other, more relevant activities and inflates test scores 

(Jennings & Bearak, 2014, p. 382). Teaching to the test practices include, for instance, “students 

spend[ing] hours memorizing facts, learning test-taking strategies, bubbling score sheets 

accurately, eliminating unlikely distractor responses, [and] making educated guesses” (Amrein-

Beardsley, 2009, p. 3). However, if students become more comfortable in test-taking situations, 
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teaching to the test can enable students to more correctly demonstrate knowledge and skills 

(Jennings & Bearak, 2014). 

Narrowing the curriculum (Amrein-Beardsley, 2009) represents an increased focus on 

testing at the expense of non-tested parts of the curriculum. Some argue that it is a consequence 

of teaching to the test (Au, 2007; Brill et al., 2018) because it affects the curriculum. However, 

as Amrein-Beardsley (2009) demonstrates, curriculum narrowing has broader implications when 

parts of the curriculum can be skipped for specific students and when the effort is directed 

toward particular subjects or topics within them. This is, for instance, the case when music 

teachers engage in test preparations rather than their respective non-tested subjects (Booher-

Jennings, 2005, p. 242). 

Focusing on marginal students (Burgess et al., 2005; Deming et al., 2016) represents a 

strategic response to a system that makes some students more valuable for the school. Such 

students get more attention than others solely due to tests’ structure because they are at “the cusp 

of proficiency” (Golann, 2015, p. 104), i.e. close to the testing system’s proficiency threshold, 

and thus have a relatively heavy influence on evaluations. 

2.3 Principals as policy mediators 

Principals such as school management, administrators and leaders are central to school 

performance (Chua & Musha, 2015; Kalkan et al., 2020). They allocate resources, build 

organisational capacity and promote change (Paletta et al., 2020), influencing teachers’ 

perception, understanding, emotional commitment and motivation (Lambersky, 2016; Spillane et 

al., 2002). Principals affect teaching indirectly through these influences on teachers, and they 

indirectly affect some of the types of washback, e.g. teaching to the test. They affect others 

directly, e.g. by allocating resources between subjects, classes and students.  

School management finds itself at the intersection between external accountability 

demands and the school community (Spillane et al., 2002). In this position, studies have found 

principals actively negotiating between policy and local practice (Shaked & Schechter, 2017) to 

selectively prioritise and perform the parts of policies that they deem the most important 

(Gawlik, 2015; Koyama, 2014). Educational professionals’ norms can conflict with 

accountability policies (Englund et al., 2019; Myhre, 2021), and, in turn, principals prioritising 

compliance with such policies (Spillane & Kenney, 2012, p. 549). Although compliance with 
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external demands can prevent school-level punishments or terminations, teachers can respond by 

making a principal’s life miserable (Spillane et al., 2002, p. 747). 

Because of schools’ different situations and diverging experiences and already made 

strategic choices, principals can differ in their interpretation, prioritisation and, consequently, 

implementation of policies (Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2019; Shirrel, 2016; Spillane et al., 

2002). The implementation can differ in intensity, content and focus (Shaked & Schechter, 2017, 

p. 22). Solely implementing changes with low to no intensity, e.g. to insulate teachers (Laughlin 

et al., 1993) by paying lip service to formal demands (Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2019, p. 238), 

becomes less likely as the tangible rewards and punishments aligned with implementation 

(Spillane & Kennet, 2012; Spillane et al., 2002, p. 738), i.e., stakes, increase.  

The literature shows that principals manage and mediate policy implementation and that 

the mediation is affected by stakes. Furthermore, it finds that skilful leaders can reconcile policy 

demands and teachers’ norms (Gawlik, 2015; Koyama, 2014; Spillane & Kenney, 2012), but also 

that the results of high-stakes testing can come in the form of negative washback (e.g., Amrein-

Beardsley, 2009; Spillane & Kenney, 2012; Paletta et al., 2020). School managements’ 

mediation of policy has been studied in different contexts, such as the introduction of budgets 

(Laughlin et al., 1994), the implementation of formalised, mandatory evaluation practices 

(Paletta et al., 2020) and often in extensive reforms encompassing many aspects of school life 

(Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2019; Gawlik, 2014; Koyama, 2014; Shaked & Schechter, 2017; 

Spillane & Kenney, 2012). Shaked and Schechter (2017, p. 20) nonetheless argued that the 

literature on how principals enact policy is still meagre. As far as performance funding based on 

student exit exams is concerned, its mediation and enactment by principals are yet to be studied. 

3 The incentive programme  

3.1 Basic education in Denmark 

The Danish constitution entitles all children aged 6 to 16 years to free education in public 

schools. In 2018, approximately 77% of this age group were enrolled in one of 1,082 public 

schools averaging 500 students per school. The rest attended various forms of private schools 

partly financed by the government. The school system is organised such that the Danish Ministry 

of Education provides the overall objectives and directions for educational goals and 
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management. At the same time, the municipalities are responsible for operating the schools. In 

practice, the municipalities have high degrees of freedom concerning organising and funding of 

the schools, entailing significant differences between municipalities. 

Danish educational policy has since World War II been “influenced by progressive 

pedagogical ideas, which were also reflected in a critical attitude towards grading and 

examinations” (Andreasen, 2019, p. 138). However, as in other Nordic countries, it has become 

more focused on accountability, control and incentives, especially in the new millennium (Imsen 

et al., 2017)  

Denmark participates in PISA’s international student assessments, and mandatory 

national testing was introduced in 2010 (Andreasen et al., 2015; Beuchert & Nandrup, 2018), 

primarily for development purposes. Besides this, ninth class exit exams provide the only 

systematic testing of students. The exams hold some stakes to students by partly determining 

secondary education possibilities. Still, because schools are not rewarded or sanctioned based on 

tests and exam results, school-level accountability is based on low-powered incentives compared 

with Anglo-Saxon school systems (Andersen & Nielsen, 2020). 

The exit exams consist of mandatory exams in Danish (reading, writing, spelling and 

oral), math (calculus and problem-solving), English (oral) and physics/chemistry (oral). The 

exams are nationwide and decided at the central administrative level but are not considered 

standardised tests reflecting course objectives and general skills valued by teachers, as Beuchert 

and Nandrup (2018) emphasise. 

The Danish marking scale has seven possible marks and is comparable to the European 

Credit Transfer and Accumulation System. The scale has five passing marks: 02 (E), 4 (D), 7 

(C), 10 (B) and 12 (A) and two failing marks: -3 (Fx) and 00 (F). Enrolment in vocational 

schools requires a GPA of 2, whereas enrolment in the upper secondary school requires a GPA 

of 5. 

3.2 Financing to Enhance Academically Weak Students 

In 2016, the Danish government decided to “strengthen the efforts of schools for the most 

disadvantaged students” (Danish Government, 2016). They introduced the FEAWS as a financial 

incentive programme for schools with many students failing to achieve satisfactory levels of 

academic ability (Danish Ministry of Education, 2017, 2018). The programme operationalised 
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academically weak students as the relative number of students not achieving a GPA above 4 after 

the mandatory ninth class examinations in Danish and mathematics. With the incentive 

programme, the government expected to 

…give the schools an extra incentive to lift the academically disadvantaged and, e.g., 

develop and test new teaching methods. This will increase the focus on all children 

becoming as clever as possible (Danish Government, 2016, own translation). 

The schools selected for participation were those with the most significant relative 

number of academically weak students on average over the three school years of 2013/2014, 

2014/2015 and 2015/2016, conditional on at least 11 academically weak students each year. If 

the schools reached an improvement target compared to this three-year average (the baseline), 

they would receive a bonus. The size of the bonus depended on the number of students 

graduating from the schools: 50 students and below yielded DKK 1.3m (EUR 175,000), between 

50 and 100 students yielded DKK 1.4m (EUR 187,500) and more than 100 students yielded 

DKK 1.5m (EUR 200,000). The target was set to reduce the number of students performing 

below the threshold mark by 5%p, 10%p and 15%p for the school years 2017/2018, 2018/2019 

and 2019/2020. Although the bonus was linked to academically weak students’ achievements, 

the definition of “weakness” was retrospectively based on exam results. Consequently, the 

measure solely concerned a subgroup of students, but the programme implied no clear separation 

between academically weak students’ performance and the school in general.  

Participation in the programme was voluntary. Out of the 127 schools that were offered 

participation, 104 opted in. The baselines for the share of academically weak students were 

29%–62% (an average of 40%). A few months after the exams in June (more specifically in 

September), the bonuses were paid. For an average school participating in the programme, the 

bonus was about 5%–8% of the ordinary budget.  

Simultaneous with the incentive model, a supplementary project, Programme for 

Enhancing Students (PES), was established to aid performance improvements through courses, 

workshops and consultations. It was free of charge for participating schools who had to opt in to 

participate. The programme focused on providing teachers with tools for parent-teacher 

collaboration, continuous evaluation and feedback, intensive learning programmes and student-

to-student learning. Of the 104 schools, 87 participated in PES. 
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4 Methodology 

We approached four schools participating in the FEAWS programme that were selected on the 

basis of theoretical sampling. We selected two from the half with the highest percentage of 

academically weak students and two from the half with the lowest – one from each set having a 

positive and a negative value-added score (Ladd & Walsh, 2002). The Ministry of Education 

calculates such scores outside of the performance-funding programme as the difference between 

a graduating year group’s actual and expected marks given their socio-economic background. 

The sampling allowed for diversity, as the value-added score would entail that one school from 

each category would be under- and overperforming. However, no differences connected to the 

statuses were apparent between the schools in their managements’ self-understandings, 

approaches and results. 

All four schools had between 40 and 50 graduating students, making them eligible for a 

bonus of DKK 1.3m (EUR 175,000). Initially, all four schools agreed to participate in our study. 

One school, however, later declined, leaving us with three schools. A similar school was selected 

to take its place, and it agreed to participate. We conducted interviews at the original three 

schools twice: Once during the first year of the FEAWS programme and once during the second 

year. We conducted a single interview at the fourth school during the second year. Table 1 

summarises the data. 

Table 1. Participant schools, characterizations, and interviewee positions. 
School Baseline  Interviewee Positions Results 

  1st year 2nd year  

A Above 40%    Principal  Principal Won 

B Below 40%  Vice principal Principal Lost 

C Above 40% Principal Principal Won 

D Below 40%  Vice principal Won 
 

Based on the literature (Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2019; Paletta et al., 2020; Spillane et 

al., 2002), we understand principals as mediators and spokespersons for school-level approaches 

to FEAWS. We interviewed the school managers in charge of the FEAWS project, including two 

principals (schools A and C) and two vice-principals (schools B and D), with one becoming an 
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acting principal at the time of the interviews (School B). All the principals had teaching and 

varying management degrees, and they worked as full-time administrators without teaching 

obligations. Interviewing management could weaken the findings’ dependability (Guba & 

Lincoln, 1982) on washback as an instruction-level practice, but it allows for a broader view of 

organisational-level decisions and consequences. Furthermore, the two sets of interviews meant 

that managers could get feedback from both external influences and teachers, allowing for, for 

instance, pushback from teachers, which would also enhance the findings’ confirmability (Guba 

& Lincoln, 1982). To improve the credibility and authenticity of our analysis (Parker & 

Northcott, 2016), we shared a draft of the paper with the interviewees to allow for comments and 

reactions.  

The empirical data comprised seven semi-structured interviews as well as documents 

issued by the Danish Ministry of Education describing the incentive model. The interviews were 

based on semi-structured interview guides (Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015) to leave room for 

exploring the interviewees’ different understandings through probing, while keeping a format 

that permitted comparisons. The interviews lasted approximately 90 minutes and were taped and 

transcribed. The first round of interviews took place between June and July 2018, whereas the 

second round took place about six months later, between January and February 2019. The 

interview with School D was performed in October 2018. 

The interview guides had four themes. The first theme examined the principals’ decision 

to participate in the programme. The questions concerned initial perceptions of the programme, 

e.g. advantages and disadvantages to being selected and participating. We probed for potential 

differences between hierarchical levels at the schools and between the principal and other 

stakeholders, e.g. parents or local municipal administrations. The second theme explored how 

principals experienced FEAWS, whether it affected the perceived exam-related stakes and how 

such perceptions differed between hierarchical levels. It contained questions about how the 

scheme’s targets were perceived by management and teachers, probing how the scheme could 

affect stakes. The third theme concerned responses to the FEAWS. We asked questions about 

what activities had been initiated, whether the activities supported academically weak students 

and were meant to achieve targets, and how the principal sought to affect teachers. The fourth 

theme was the expected long-term implications of participation at the specific school and in 

general. We asked questions concerning whether the FEAWS could have unintended 
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consequences, e.g., for students not in the incentivised focus, relating the issue to expectations of 

management and their perceived expectations from teachers. Themes one, two and three were 

mainly emphasised in the first round of interviews. At the same time, in the second round of 

interviews, we also asked interviewees to describe and reflect on events between interviews.  

While interviewing, we were careful to avoid asking inappropriate leading questions 

(Brinkmann & Kvale, 2015, pp. 199-201). Interviews often tend to focus on the practitioners 

rather than their practices. Still, that can be overcome by focusing on asking interviewees for 

specific activities and concrete examples as well as encouraging specificity in answers (Blossing 

et al., 2019), which we did. We also transcribed word for word and had the coding reviewed by 

all three authors while including the questions and whole interview sequences in the presentation 

of data to enhance the dependability of the findings and analyses (Guba & Lincoln, 1982). The 

central question was whether an authentic representation is provided of what has been studied. 

We focused on what the phenomena meant to the principals rather than their frequencies or 

probability, thereby enhancing the analysis’ credibility and achieving qualitative generalisations 

(Parker & Northcott, 2016).  

The initial analysis of the gathered data was based on two coding cycles in NVivo 12. It 

was an iterative analytical process (Eisenhardt, 1989) of going back and forth between the 

literature, coded sequences and rereading parts of the transcripts. For the first cycle, we used 

concept coding for interpretations, initiatives and washback of FEAWS along with in vivo 

coding for expressive statements (Saldaña, 2016). We aimed to keep the analysis grounded in the 

language of the interviewees to enhance the analysis’ credibility (Guba & Lincoln, 1982). We 

developed a case summary for each school to explore general tendencies and differences 

between implementations based on the coding.  

After the initial coding and analysis cycle, we developed a common coding scheme based 

on memo writing and displays (Miles et al., 2014) and the above-mentioned theoretical 

framework. The refined coding scheme focused on interpretations and evaluations of actions. It 

was meant to analytically corroborate and further explore the results of the initial analysis to 

increase the analysis’ dependability. We based the coding scheme on concept coding and 

evaluation coding (Saldaña, 2016, p. 140) with codes on perceptions of the FEAWS, the 

FEAWS’ relation to schools, the role of school management, perceived stakes and consequences. 

We also concept coded washback categorised as teaching to the test, narrowing the curriculum 
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and focusing on marginal students based on the definition in the theoretical framework. We used 

the three categories as heuristics to understand the school-level effects while utilising evaluative 

coding to define whether principals perceived the actions positively or negatively.  

The findings are representative of the general sentiments and are expressed as the 

interviewees emphasised them, if not stated otherwise. We do not elaborate on initiatives 

specifically attributed to certain schools due to anonymity concerns. The findings section is 

presented such that each section is related to one of the paper’s three research questions.  

5 Findings 

5.1 Principals’ perception of performance funding based on exam results 

The school managers met the FEAWS programme with pragmatism, expressing sceptical but 

positive attitudes. Performance funding was generally not well-regarded. For example, the 

principal of School C found it somewhat provocative that schools were to finance initiatives, and 

only if they succeeded would they “get some money … to pay for [what] had actually been 

done” (C1). Others similarly emphasised that the funding principle increased financial risks by 

providing funding at the end rather than at the start of an initiative. The FEAWS, however, 

affected the schools’ foci. Principal A noted that the FEAWS legitimised a focus on marks and, 

more specifically, academic performance previously perceived problematic because it could 

conflict with students’ learning and personal development. Although the concerns reflected a 

criticism of standardised testing in literature (e.g., Amrein-Beardsley, 2009; Booher-Jennings, 

2005), most interviewees perceived it as a positive change. 

Even though the schools’ success in attaining the bonus could influence principals’ 

perceptions, we did not find substantial differences. Schools A, C and D obtained the bonus after 

the first year. They received mostly positive reactions from stakeholders. When School A 

attained its bonus, its principal said, “There has been this spirit of ‘yes! We succeeded’” (A1). 

Although characterised as a victory for the entire school, some teachers remained critical of the 

FEAWS. Even if School B did not reach the target, the negative consequences were limited. 

School B’s vice-principal recounted, “Well, our educational director [in the municipality] noted 

it, of course. When we’re in a project, we want to meet its demands. But we haven’t been 
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reprimanded or anything like that” (B2). As such, the upside of winning was greater than the 

downside of not achieving targets. 

Nonetheless, interviewees mentioned several challenges. First, they worried that FEAWS 

might lead to more performance funding in the Danish educational sector. Irrespective of the 

perceived results, no one wanted more performance funding. As one principal reasoned, “[t]he 

goal is fine … but you could also have said that we support you with … [the PES], and you get 

the 1.3m beforehand. … That might have worked just as well” (A2).  

Second, it was questioned whether factors not included in the model could influence 

results, especially student composition. Some suggested that schools with a large share of non-

native Danish speaking students might not improve enough to achieve the bonus. A vice-

principal argued that “[t]he challenges with that student group might be that extreme … that it’s 

more like special classes” (D2).  

Finally, there was the possibility of cheating. The principal of School A saw it as a 

theoretical possibility, but not something likely to occur: 

Some do better; some do worse on any test. You can’t do anything about that. You can play 

with the thought of giving [DKK] 150,000 to a family to move, because they have bad 

children, but we don’t do that in Denmark (A1). 

Dishonesty was expressed to represent “a warped mentality” (A1) because the municipal 

schools are for all students. However, as school B’s vice-principal suggested: 

If we had that one student who needed a mark of 10 at the exam [to achieve the target 

score]? Well, I think, don’t get me wrong, but then he would get that mark. If that’s correct, 

then there’s something that’s not right (B1). 

Such outright cheating was considered unethical. Although vice-principal B expressed a 

willingness to cheat by changing a student’s mark to attain the bonus, the other interviewees 

would not. No specific examples of cheating were given, and interviewees only mentioned 

inappropriate initiatives in a hypothetical sense. Overall, the interviewees expressed that the 

FEAWS had driven positive changes, which contrasts with the negative portrayal of result-

oriented accountability measures in literature (Hardy et al., 2019; Imsen et al., 2017; Jacobsen & 

Rothstein, 2015). 
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5.2 Perception of stakes when performance funding is introduced 

Schools differed with respect to their perceived chances of attaining the bonus. Notably, 

differences in student composition between year groups were believed to influence results. All 

four schools stated that they discerned financial risks and their chances of achieving the bonus by 

projecting students’ expected marks. The projections affected choices relative to stakes. 

All interviewees aimed at achieving the targets and bonus. However, pressure to achieve 

the targets differed because of the differently projected chances. School A experienced little to 

no pressure during the first year, expecting that the bonus would be earned easily. Principal A 

explained that “the class that we had in the first year was a quite skilled class, and participation 

was pretty much free” (A1). In turn, he summarised that 

We have probably done more testing and been a bit more focused on the individual student 

and some subjects than we used to … [but] when you ask me, have we done a lot? No (A1). 

In contrast, the principal at School C decided to invest by spending more than the 

allocated budget on additional staff to achieve the target and in that way have the financing to 

create a better learning environment for the school. Investing could influence the school 

adversely if it failed, as that would mean dismissals. It effectively raised the stakes by creating a 

potential downside that, for example, was not experienced by School B when losing during the 

first year. The principal managed the risk by maintaining a projected “safety margin” of at least 

one student to gain the bonus.  

During the second year, School C’s economic conditions changed due to the 

municipality’s general budget reductions, and the FEAWS-related investments were terminated. 

Subsequently, the principal learned that the teachers had felt excessively pressured by the 

incentive during the first year. They had been worried about the school’s finances, something the 

principal had believed was solely his concern. He stated that projects had already been a 

contributing factor to a teacher’s stress-related breakdown, and he believed that if investments 

had continued, more teachers would have been similarly affected. After termination of the 

specific initiatives, the efforts were perceived to be “more sincere” (C2) because the focus 

changed to “the student becoming as skilled as possible rather than […] achieving the 4” (C2). 

The experience affected the principal’s opinion about the FEAWS. During the first interview, he 
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was very positive, but later, he became critical of the incentives and the focus on students with a 

GPA of approximately 4. 

Schools B and D also saw its teachers being exposed to pressure. Some ninth class 

teachers felt increased pressure to accomplish targets, but the principals believed it was being 

handled and therefore not problematic. Pressure on teachers was part of the reason why the vice-

principal at School B opted not to implement an investment strategy: 

I can’t budget with [DKK] 1.3m that we might not get …. The only way to [reduce cost] is to 

lay off staff. And I think that would make you incredibly anxious about not reaching the 

targets (B2). 

Accordingly, stakes were not predetermined by FEAWS’ design. They were affected by 

other factors that could not be influenced at the school level (e.g., student group composition) 

and enacted by management’s choices, specifically in terms of investments. Based on school C’s 

experience and school B’s reflections, investments to improve the chances of obtaining the bonus 

increased stakes. Even if it was solely meant to affect school management, it could affect 

teachers as well. 

5.3 Changes and consequences of the performance-based funding 

programme 

All schools gained insight or inspiration from the PES’ courses and workshops, and they 

introduced initiatives based on them. Generally, the interviewees preferred PES to the FEAWS. 

It was elaborated that: 

The FEAWS was a catalyst to get started, I think. But, if it had just been the FEAWS on its 

own, it wouldn’t have done it, because we wouldn’t have acquired all that knowledge from 

the workshops … then we wouldn’t have accomplished what we [did] … not at the present 

moment, at least (C1). 

The FEAWS was a motivating force, but the PES shaped the different efforts. As 

mentioned by Edwards and Mindrila (2019), studies on high-performing schools have identified 

practices that lead to genuine improvements. These practices often result in “slow, incremental 

growth and require exceptional effort by educators” (Edwards & Mindrila, 2019, p. 4). Because 
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of the FEAWS’ role as a catalyst, focusing efforts, the schools had to choose the “low-hanging 

fruit that we most likely would be able to lift the most in six months” (B1) because the bonus 

required immediate improvements. For instance, serving breakfast to students was an easy way 

to improve students’ start at the exams. It was beneficial to both the students’ experience of the 

exams as well as their results, which were both important. As the vice-principal of School B 

explained, “if we reach the baseline or if we don’t, the things that we’ve initiated … [must] 

accomplish something” (B1). As such, the efforts were perceived beneficial, even if they did not 

necessarily require exceptional effort. 

All four schools engaged in various forms of teaching to the test in the form of practising 

test-taking and teaching test-optimising strategies (Popham, 2001; Amrein-Beardsley, 2009). 

Three of the four interviewees directly mentioned teaching to the test, noting its negative 

connotations. For example, School A mentioned that it increased testing to assess students’ 

expected marks and initiated intensive learning programmes for students based on the tests. The 

principal explained that “I think that’s something you always train” (A1), and FEAWS just 

reinforced it. All argued that their test-taking practice was legitimate because it gave the students 

the best chance of succeeding as part of learning how to approach tests. Holm and Kousholt 

(2019) also found that Danish teachers taught to the test, while admitting to its negative 

reputation. The principals provided specific examples of teaching to the test practices, such as 

when teachers at School C guided individual students’ schoolwork during the year by deciding 

with each student in the final year classes which types of math problems they should focus on 

knowing how to solve.  

All the principals noted giving additional attention to the students on the cusp of the GPA 

threshold because of the FEAWS. For instance, students were selected for intensive learning 

programmes, and the progress of these students and their likelihood of success were discussed at 

management meetings. As Booher-Jennings (2005) suggested, solely focusing on marginal 

students can come at a cost to other student groups. The improvement target implied by the 

FEAWS, however, was based on the number of academically weak students among all ninth 

class students, not a predetermined subgroup. Consequently, singling out specific marginal 

students was fraught with uncertainties, which was noted and coped with by, for instance, 

principal C through his previously mentioned “safety margin”. 
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Some new efforts only addressed the students that were regarded as marginal, but others 

included all ninth class students or all classes. For example, School B implemented specific 

initiatives aimed at those they considered marginal students, while generally focusing on reading, 

spelling and the parts of mathematics perceived to be weak spots at the school. Initially, all 

Danish and mathematics teachers and the vice-principal participated in PES, but the participation 

was later limited to ninth class teachers due to increasing costs. It reflected a concern for efforts 

positively affecting all students, but the marginal students nonetheless became the most 

prioritised, given that their specific initiatives continued. 

Most schools invested additional resources to improve the ninth class results rather than 

reallocate resources from other classes. School C did it by investing. School B and D took it 

from their budgetary slack: resources not already spent on mandated instruction that could be 

freely spent. Management emphasised its responsibility to handle potential dilemmas between 

the model’s incentive and its intent to improve the entire school, thereby shouldering the 

responsibility for avoiding negative washback. The increased focus on marginal students at the 

schools, in turn, was positive because the specific students, as well as other student groups, 

benefited from the additional attention and new efforts.  

The principals of Schools A and C and the vice-principal of School B, however, 

expressed that they might be focusing too much on tests. Teaching to the test could produce 

negative washback, although what this entailed was contested. School C’s principal said that if 

similar tests were done “25 times, only for the sake of training, that would not be all right” (C1), 

whereas school B practised exactly such intensive training. School C’s principal further stated 

that singling out students for intensive learning programmes was problematic, which Schools B 

and D did without reservation. School D’s vice-principal reasoned that such initiatives were 

unacceptable if they only affected short-term results yet could be permissible if not harming the 

student and done to achieve funding for improvements at the school.  

The schools increased the relative focus on Danish and mathematics, thereby reducing 

the time spent on other subjects and narrowing the curriculum. They also increased their focus on 

subjects perceived as weak spots for that year’s students. According to Au (2007) and Brill et al. 

(2018), such actions can have detrimental effects on the scope of learning. However, increasing 

the focus on Danish and mathematics was argued to be beneficial because they are fundamental 

subjects, implying that additional learning could positively affect other subjects as well. 
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Furthermore, for example, at school B, their teaching to the test practices were also an extension 

of an existing “municipal reading initiative” (B2) rather than just because of the FEAWS. 

When asked whether the efforts could have negative consequences for other student 

groups, the vice-principal of School B explained that: 

The easy answer would be ‘yes’. What we have done is to say, these eight students … we’ll 

concentrate on those. However, and this is important for me to say, that does not mean that 

we have compromised the learning situation for [other student groups]. But it does mean that 

there has been a resource allocation [prioritising those students] (B1). 

This was because the resources allocated had not already been spent; that is, it was not 

taken away from other students. The vice-principal of School D worried that some schools could 

“yield amazing results in one or two years, and then no more” (D2) because they focused on 

“hacks you can do if you’re cynical enough” (D2) to achieve targets without actually improving 

anything, where the interviewee noted the impreciseness of testing. The principal of School C 

noted that some might expect that the schools launched the initiatives only for the bonus. His 

choice to invest could be interpreted as such. He clearly expressed, however, that this was not his 

intention: 

I simply don’t want anyone to say that I only did it for the money. No one should be able to 

say that I only helped those that were likely to get a 4. In ten years, when I look back on this 

project, I want to be able to look myself in the eyes (C1). 

6 Discussion and conclusion 

Studies have shown how school management mediate policy and local practice (Lambersky, 

2016; Shirrel, 2016; Paletta et al., 2020) by being positioned between potentially conflicting 

external and internal demands (Koyama, 2014; Shaked & Schechter, 2017; Spillane et al., 2002). 

This paper investigates whether performance funding based on exam results has similar 

consequences to other means of increasing the stakes of testing, and it demonstrates the 

complexities involved when principals mediate between performance funding, teachers and daily 

work practices.  
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We find that the principals interviewed had preconceived, negative opinions about 

performance funding but nevertheless focused on its possibilities: They met the performance-

funding programme with scepticism but changed practices to reach the targets. We show that the 

programme did not necessarily increase the exam-related stakes, although it had the potential to 

do so. We illustrate several initiatives that could be interpreted as teaching to the test (Popham, 

2001), narrowing the curriculum (Amrein-Beardsley, 2009) and focusing on marginal students 

(Deming et al., 2016). Although these behaviours potentially were negative washback, we 

demonstrate that they were rationalised as positive by principals and often enacted as general 

initiatives to benefit students. In spite of the initial scepticism among the principals and the fact 

that much literature has been critical of result-oriented measures (Hardy et al., 2019; Imsen et al., 

2017; Jacobsen & Rothstein, 2015), managers held positive attitudes toward the programme’s 

intention, content and consequences. They mainly perceived the programme as a catalyst for 

positive change, even if they did not want more performance funding.  

Since exit exams in Denmark are considered low-stakes testing (Andersen & Nielsen, 

2020), this paper focuses on whether performance funding linked to exam results increases 

stakes. Our findings indicate that it did. However, how and to what degree differed. The stakes 

and their consequences depended on the perceptions of the improvement targets. If they were 

perceived as easy, e.g., because of the skills of the ninth class in question, the new initiatives 

received less managerial attention. By contrast, when the targets were perceived as challenging 

but achievable, pressure to improve the students’ marks increased, and new activities gained 

additional attention. As such, the stakes depended on a school’s specific situation. 

The stakes also depended on the actions taken by the principals, specifically in terms of 

investments. In our findings, investing to achieve targets was possible by spending above the 

allocated budget. It would increase financial risk, thereby increasing stakes. Whereas other 

principals spent additional resources on the marginal students by allocating their financial slack, 

one chose to invest. He accepted the associated increased stakes but meant for the stakes only to 

affect himself and to insulate the teachers. He coped with the additional pressure through an 

intentional strategy of having a “safety margin” of at least one student performing above the 

required target, testing students to ascertain the likelihood of success. The principal, as the 

others, made good faith efforts (Spillane & Kenney, 2012, p. 550) to improve performance. 

However, the principal stated that he misinterpreted the teachers’ experiences during the first 
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year where teachers perceived the programme as stressful; something not found at other schools. 

Rather than making the principal’s life miserable, as in Spillane et al. (2002, p. 747), the teachers 

reacted by feeling that the efforts were insincere and did not initially make their feelings clear to 

the principal.  

The teachers’ experiences of stakes as stressful and insincere, i.e., negative washback, 

seemed to depend on the school’s investment strategy. This finding would raise the question of 

whether negative washback through the investment choice became qualitatively different by 

introducing a potential “downside” to being offered a bonus, or if it merely further increased the 

stakes and thus affected the teachers with a higher intensity. The fact that the principal became 

highly critical of the programme and that other interviewees considered excessive stakes a 

possibility would suggest the latter. For example, another principal chose not to invest to avoid 

adversely affecting the teachers. This made for an initial divergence in interpretation between the 

two principals, which later became aligned through the investor’s experiences. Both, as well as 

the other managers, implied that it was their responsibility to avoid negative washback. 

This paper confirms the vital role of principals in interpreting and enacting new policies 

and accountabilities in daily practices in line with other studies (e.g., Koyama, 2014; Shaked & 

Schechter, 2017; Shirrel, 2016) and how strategic choices affect the understanding of current 

situations (Ganon-Shilon & Schechter, 2019). Moreover, we illustrate that the principals’ 

mediating role has its limitations in terms of influencing teachers’ perceptions of stakes, where 

the mediation does not necessarily achieve its intended effects. Coburn (2016, p. 472) questioned 

how policy could reshape the role of the principal. We demonstrate that performance funding 

based on students’ exit exam results extended the role through the potential new tool of 

investing. We thus highlight that investments could enact stakes by the principals’ own choices 

rather than solely owing the performance-funding scheme’s design. We also illustrate that 

principals cannot necessarily control who will be affected by the increased stakes.  

Previous research has indicated that washback effects are expected for high-stakes tests, 

documenting that such tests also have unintended consequences (Alderson & Wall, 1993; Kelley 

& Protsik, 1997; Lee & Medina, 2018; Hill et al., 2016). Unintended consequences have also 

been found in performance funding in higher education (Ortagus et al., 2020; Umbricht et al., 

2018). This paper contributes to the extant literature by demonstrating that similar consequences 

can be found within basic education when performance funding is applied. The schools’ 
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reactions to the incentives of the performance-funding model were similar to those in a high-

stakes accountability system.  

Contrary to the literature that often emphasises the dysfunctionality of unintended 

consequences (e.g., Amrein-Beardsley, 2009; Ortagus et al., 2020; Paletta et al., 2020), this paper 

indicates that such behaviour can be perceived as beneficial to the students. The results imply 

that whether teaching to the test, narrowing the curriculum or focusing on marginal students 

(Amrein-Beardsley, 2009; Paletta et al., 2020) will have negative washback depends on other 

factors than whether specific initiatives are implemented. If washback was for the betterment of 

the students, interviewees considered it appropriate.  

However, if initiatives were perceived to be taken to obtain bonuses, they led to insincere 

efforts and were deemed problematic. Teaching to the test in our case may be perceived less 

problematic than in the Anglo-Saxon literature because exams reflect course objectives and 

general skills valued by teachers (Beuchert & Nandrup, 2018) and have stakes to students as well 

as to educators.  

Higher stakes or being at the cusp of achieving the bonus would seem to make negative 

washback more likely. This was especially the case in terms of cheating, which was considered a 

possible type of negative washback. It is well-established in the literature that the use of 

incentivised targets in connection with budgets can have adverse behavioural outcomes (e.g., 

Jensen, 2003). One interviewee suggested, albeit purely hypothetically, that he himself would 

cheat to achieve the bonus if presented with the opportunity. In their literature review of 

accountability, Wolf and Janssens (2007) mentioned how several papers find that increased 

accountability based on test scores “result[s] in the exclusion of more pupils from tests” (Wolf & 

Janssens, 2007, p. 390). We did not find indications of similar unintended consequences. The 

reason may be that the improvement target for the FEAWS programme was measured in relation 

to all enrolled students at the school, not only to students that attended the exit exam. Even if we 

cannot validate this condition, the result indicates the importance of considering a performance-

funding programme’s specific details and accountability initiatives. 

Consequently, our findings align with the literature in that high-stakes testing could cause 

negative washback. However, we also show that stakes are not necessarily implied by the 

system, as typically assumed (e.g., Au, 2007), but at least partly enacted by the school 
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management. We contribute by showing how principals enact increased stakes of performance 

funding through their own choices. 

In this research, we studied the organisational-level washback of performance funding 

based on students’ exit exam results. The findings will be relevant for policymakers considering 

implementing performance funding within basic education in general or improving educational 

outcomes for specific groups of students. Our results suggest that policymakers should carefully 

consider the pros and cons of implementing it as a policy. Even though teaching to the test, 

narrowing the curriculum and focusing on marginal students were self-perceived positive 

washback effects in the eyes of the principals, the possibility that the teachers experience a 

higher intensity pressure than the principals expected and wanted indicates how results-based 

performance funding can be mediated unsuccessfully and introduce unintended consequences 

such as negative washback. The willingness to cheat could also undermine the intended results. 

The results show the importance of communication between management and staff when dealing 

with funding-based measures to practitioners. Examining how performance funding affects 

testing outcomes and washback calls for careful consideration of the pros and cons of 

accountability systems, especially when high-stakes test-based funding mechanisms are 

introduced. 

Given that this is only the second study of performance funding based on student test 

results after Al-Samarrai et al. (2018), more studies are needed to understand it further. The 

findings regarding the creation of stakes and unintended consequences and the meanings enacted 

around them should be studied in more depth to ascertain their effects in other ways than those 

mediated by the school management. We only interviewed persons with the managerial 

responsibility for the implementation, whereas the actors implementing the performance-funding 

model are the teachers. Another limitation is that the interviews were conducted with only 4 out 

of the 104 schools participating in FEAWS, and other schools might have experienced different 

results. Because Danish exit exams are valued by teachers (Beuchert & Nandrup, 2018), the 

transferability (Guba & Lincoln, 1982) to contexts with standardised testing is questionable. 

However, the findings show such a different testing context and its potential benefits in relation 

to washback. Furthermore, the extended role of the principal would seem to depend on 

performance funding rather than tests, thereby increasing the results’ transferability.  
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Abstract 

Purpose—This paper investigated the effects of performance funding based on students’ exam 

results on educational activities and what influences the dysfunctionality of responses in relation 

to intentions, actions and outcomes. 

Design/methodology/approach—Following a qualitative methodology, semi-structured 

interviews were conducted with teachers, school management, staff specialists and top 

management in a large Danish municipality when a performance-funding program based on 

students’ exit exam results was introduced. 

Findings—The performance-funding program affected teaching by changing educational 

priorities. Different perceptions of the (dys)functionality of intentions, actions and outcomes lead 

to two diverging responses to the program. Although it was generally agreed that the 

performance measure was incomplete, interviewees’ perceptions of the financial incentivisation 
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and the dysfunctionality of actions depended on interpretations of the incentivisation’s 

appropriateness and student-related outcomes of the program. 

Research limitations/implications—Dysfunctionality can be contested; the interpretations of 

the intention of a performance-funding program affect the perceived dysfunctionality of 

reactions. Consequently, both technical characteristics of funding schemes as well as 

administrators’ and principals’ mediating roles are essential for the consequences of performance 

funding. 

Originality/value—The paper contributes to the literature by disentangling intentionality and 

dysfunctionality and demonstrates how the interpretations of intentions affect the perceptions of 

consequences. Further, the paper shows how the reception of performance funding depends on 

perceptions of intentions, actions and outcomes and how consequences are enacted based on 

educators’ interpretations of incompleteness and the appropriateness of financial incentivisation. 

Keywords—Performance funding, unintended consequences, dysfunctionality, incentives, 

intentions and actions, public sector. 

Article classification—Research paper. 

1 Introduction 
Publicly funded educational institutions are increasingly being held accountable for their 

performance. When student testing is used for the purpose of accountability, it assesses students’ 

learning outcomes and schools’ performance (Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020). How such 

measures affect performance can be termed functional or dysfunctional if they help or hinder the 

achievement of organisational mission and goals (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006, p. 242). The 

concepts of (dys)functionality and intentionality, namely, whether intended consequences are 

achieved, are often conflated because unintended consequences are mostly dysfunctional (e.g. 

Ortagus et al., 2020; Smith, 1993; Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006). However, unintended 

consequences can be functional (Van Helden et al., 2012). 

The consequences of tests and exams on teaching as well as educators’ and students’ motivations 

are called washback (Pearson, 1988; cf. Alderson and Wall, 1993). Such washback is considered 

positive or negative, i.e. functional or dysfunctional, according to its beneficial or detrimental 

effects (Alderson and Wall, 1993; Holm and Kousholt, 2019). Washback is distinct from the 
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general impact of tests and exams because it includes effects on teachers and schools (Tsagari 

and Cheng, 2017). Numerous factors influence washback, but testing’s stakes play an important 

role (Luxia, 2005). Although the concept of stakes is relatively vague, stakes are generally 

described as low if they have little to no consequences and high if they entail important 

consequences for students or educators (Au, 2007). 

Stakes can be raised by, for example, influencing students’ possibilities for further education, 

firing teachers, closing schools (Andersen and Nielsen, 2020, p. 420), or through rewards such as 

performance funding (Dougherty et al., 2016). Performance funding makes financing depend on 

specific performance measures, thereby raising their stakes (Li and Ortagus, 2019). In education, 

such measures are often based on student count, e.g. the number of students enrolled 

(Agyemang, 2010; Bjørnenak, 2000) or graduating (Aliabadi et al., 2021). The measures can also 

be outcome-based, e.g. graduates’ average wages (Ortagus et al., 2020, p. 523) or students’ test 

results (Al-Samarrai et al., 2018). However, performance funding often fails to achieve its 

intentions or has unintended consequences (Bell et al., 2018; Hillman et al., 2015; Ortagus et al., 

2020; Umbricht et al., 2017). 

To affect teaching practice, the financial pressures of the performance measure must trickle 

down to individual educators through intervening or mediating layers (Jongbloed and 

Vossensteyn, 2016, p. 591). Performance measurement can be incomplete, i.e. fail to completely 

capture organisational performance (Siverbo et al., 2019). Further, possible disagreements on 

organisational missions or uncertainty regarding the means to achieve goals can create 

ambiguous situations (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006). 

This paper focuses on the consequences of raising stakes for schools directly via performance 

funding that is related to exam results. Al-Samarrai et al. (2018) found that performance funding 

increased students’ test results. However, student testing is an incomplete measure of school 

performance (e.g. Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020). The literature on the unintended 

consequences of high-stakes testing in basic education (Au, 2007; Amrein-Beardsley et al., 

2010; Deming et al., 2016) indicates that performance funding can have dysfunctional 

consequences. Accordingly, we aim to address two research questions. (1) How and why is 

outcome-based performance funding responded to? (2) What influences the (dys)functionality of 

responses? 
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To answer the questions, we investigate washback in a case study of ‘Financing to Enhance 

Academically Low-Performing Students’ (FEAWS), a Danish performance-funding program. 

The program introduced a student exit exam-based performance-funding scheme to specifically 

select basic-education schools and incentivise enhancing outcomes for students performing 

poorly academically (DME, 2017e). Because the FEAWS intends to increase learning for a 

specific group of students by raising exam-related stakes, it presents an opportunity to explore 

washback when performance funding trickles down to teachers. The case study focuses on a 

large Danish municipality with multiple schools participating in the program. 

We find that the performance-funding program affected teaching by changing educational 

priorities. Different perceptions of the consequences and (dys)functionality of specific initiatives 

led to two diverging responses to the program. Although it was generally agreed that the 

performance measure was incomplete, interviewees’ perceptions of the financial incentivisation 

and the (dys)functionality of actions differed. The divergence depended on interpretations of 

incentivisation’s appropriateness and the student-related outcomes of the program.  

By answering the research questions, the paper makes two overall contributions to extant 

literature. First, the paper contributes to the literature on performance measurement and 

dysfunctionality (Siverbo et al., 2019; Smith, 1993; Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006) by examining 

conditions for performance measures to be dysfunctional. Intentionality and (dys)functionality 

are often conflated in the literature. Even when they are not (e.g., Van Helden et al., 2012), 

(dys)functionality typically concerns actions or their outcomes, but not actions’ relation to 

intention. We propose that actions can also be perceived dysfunctional because of how and why 

they are responses to intentions. We demonstrate the three aspects of actions’ (dys)functionality 

and highlight how interpretations of the performance funding-scheme affect prioritisations, the 

resulting action and the perceptions of consequences.  

Second, the paper contributes to the literature on performance funding in education (Bell et al., 

2018; Ortagus et al., 2020; Umbricht et al., 2017). It is contested whether performance funding 

fails to achieve its intentions and causes unintended consequences because of design (Dougherty 

and Reddy, 2013; Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020) or inherent issues 

(Bell et al., 2018; Levačić, 2008; Umbricht et al., 2017). We illustrate how the reception of 

performance funding depends on both perceived incompleteness and the appropriateness of 
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financial incentivisation. Further, we show how consequences are enacted based on educators’ 

interpretations of the (dys)functionality of intentions, actions and outcomes.  

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the literature on high-

stakes testing, performance funding, performance measurement and dysfunctionality, developing 

our conceptual framework. Section 3 describes the research setting and methodology; Section 4 

contextualises the research and presents its two interpretations. Subsequently, Section 5 presents 

how the interpretations perceived dysfunctionality. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 

2 Literature review and theoretical framing 
Although other educational goals are important, academic achievements often attain the highest 

priority (e.g. Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020). Academic performance is typically represented by 

test results, expressing the performance of students as well as teachers, schools and countries 

(Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020; Ratner, 2020). However, testing is subject to Goodhart’s Law, 

originally posited in a paper discussing control over money supply (Goodhart, 1975, cf. Pidd, 

2005) as ‘any observed statistical regularity will tend to collapse once pressure is placed upon it 

for control purposes’. Testing creates washback by influencing students’ and educators’ 

motivations, priorities and actions (Alderson and Wall, 1993). Washback effects increase if test 

results hold important consequences for students or educators (Luxia, 2005), i.e. comprise high 

stakes (Au, 2007). Although the literature is varied, generally, students’ test scores improve 

owing to high-stakes testing (Figlio and Ladd, 2015). Stakes can be raised using different means, 

including performance funding based on students’ test results. 

2.1 Performance funding 

Performance-based funding implies that funding depends on performance measures (e.g. 

Aliabadi et al., 2021), thereby making educational institutions financially accountable to 

measured results either as additional funding (i.e. a bonus) or as part of ordinary funding 

(Ortagus et al., 2020). Performance funding is now commonly used across countries as a policy 

mechanism, although the specific designs differ (Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016). The 

performance measures used in performance funding are often cost drivers (Bjørnenak, 2000; Li 

and Ortagus, 2019) or outputs (Umbricht et al., 2017); however, examples of outcomes also exist 

(Ortagus et al., 2020, p. 523). 
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Performance funding can depend directly or indirectly on test results. For example, student count 

can be an indirect performance measure if the funding mechanism creates competitive pressure 

to retain or obtain students (Levačić, 2008) by focusing on students’ academic results (e.g. 

Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020). It is less common to use performance funding based on test 

results directly to fund basic education. To the best of our knowledge, the only paper examining 

such a funding mechanism in basic education is that of Al-Samarrai et al. (2018). These authors 

studied the Jarkatan school system and found that a funding scheme with a bonus conditional on 

relative performance compared to other schools positively impacted students’ test performance. 

Performance funding often fails to achieve its intended results. Bell et al. (2018), for instance, 

found that performance funding had no significant positive effects on achieving its intended 

goals. Furthermore, performance funding can have unintended consequences (Bell et al., 2018; 

Ortagus et al., 2020), e.g. a focus on easily achieved short-term goals at the cost of more 

important and challenging long-term ones (Hillman et al., 2015), increased selectivity in 

admission rates (Bell et al., 2018; Umbricht et al., 2017), funding disparities among institutions 

(Favero and Rutherford, 2020) and artificial grade inflation (Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020). 

The reason for this failure is contested. One explanation is policy design, which concerns models 

having various surmountable ‘obstacles’ (Dougherty and Reddy, 2013, p. 13) that prevent 

performance funding from functioning as intended such as a mismatch between funding and 

other policies affecting practice (Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016, pp. 590-591). Hillman et al. 

(2015, pp. 515-516) noted that institutions may not know of causal mechanisms or have the 

capacity to respond to incentives. Similarly, Ortagus et al. (2020) argued that intended 

consequences can be achieved and unintended ones avoided if funding schemes present 

straightforward, well-designed incentives as part of ordinary funding. Moreover, Kelchen (2018) 

and Li and Ortagus (2019) found that schemes based on additional funding for specific focus 

areas, e.g. attracting student groups, could counteract unintended consequences. However, 

creating more sophisticated funding models can be difficult, and the development of funding 

schemes often ignores research evidence (Gándara, 2019). 

Alternatively, performance funding might fail to achieve its intended goals because performance 

measurement has inherent problems that are not easily overcome. For example, Bell et al. 

(2018), Umbricht et al. (2017, p. 667) and Levačić (2008, pp. 230-231) argued that the implicit 
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assumption in performance funding that institutions need incentivisation to achieve better results 

might miss the point that factors outside of institution-level control determine performance. 

2.2 Performance measurement, (dys)functionality and intentionality 

Performance measurement can, particularly in the public sector, be incomplete (Siverbo et al., 

2019). It entails that a measure’s meaning is ‘created through coherent and convincing histories 

to be told to members of the organisation, other organisations, constituencies, and stakeholders’ 

(Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006, p. 241) rather than being solely represented by its design or 

intentions. Vakkuri and Meklin further explained that performance measurement systems’ 

dysfunctionality is typically defined from a functionalistic perspective that assumes ‘a clear, 

unambiguous interpretation of organisational mission, goals, and the mechanism through which 

the achievement of goals could be assessed’ (2006, p. 242). When the linkage between goals and 

their attainment mechanisms is uncertain, dysfunctionality is conditioned on interpretations of 

organisational missions, goals and the appropriateness of mechanisms. This creates an 

ambiguous situation wherein decision-makers must manage uncertainty (Vakkuri and Meklin, 

2006). 

Such interpretations become particularly important when more goals are formulated in broad 

terms rather than in direct relation to employees’ specific work. Jongbloed and Vossensteyn 

(2016, p. 591) argued that financial incentives must trickle down from an organisational level to 

that of individual educators who decide how to react because measuring performance alone does 

not necessarily affect action (e.g. Ter Bogt et al., 2015; van Hengel et al., 2014). 

Although numerous forms of dysfunctionality can be listed (e.g. Smith, 1993), three overall 

categories of dysfunctional actions have been emphasised (Siverbo et al., 2019, p. 1804; Vakkuri 

and Meklin, 2006, pp. 244-245). First, in behavioural displacement (Siverbo et al., 2019, p. 

1804), the design of performance measurement comes to mislead action. It conditions a situation 

wherein actors must adapt; despite their intentions to improve performance, they decrease it, for 

example, via ‘tunnel vision’ (Smith, 1993), where important actions are unintentionally avoided 

because they do not improve what is measured. Second, in the intentional, strategic manipulation 

of incompleteness, often termed gaming (Bevan and Hood, 2006), the incompleteness of the 

measurement system is used to increase the measured performance at the cost of actual 

performance (Roberts, 2018), e.g. distorting organisational output by focusing on easier rather 
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than more challenging to achieve, but more worthwhile, goals (Ortagus et al., 2020). Third, 

affective reactions to performance measurement can result in negative attitudes, which do not 

concern actions or their outcomes but an employee’s relational connection to performance 

measurement, although these attitudes might affect other activities, e.g. through demotivation, 

but are presented as dysfunctional in themselves. Namely, this category refers to when 

performance measurement leads to ‘job tension, conflict, frustration and resistance’ (Siverbo et 

al., 2019, p. 1804). 

Dysfunctional consequences have not been studied in relation to student test results-based 

performance funding. However, as Siverbo et al. (2019) suggested, using results for 

reimbursement purposes (p. 1805) tightens control, which increases the likelihood of 

dysfunctional consequences. Further, the literature on high-stakes testing (Amrein-Beardsley et 

al., 2010; Au, 2007; Jennings and Bearak, 2014) emphasises unintended consequences, including 

gaming, e.g. cheating when grades are intentionally inflated artificially (Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 

2020), and behavioural displacement. 

Within the basic education literature, three major groupings of unintended consequences are 

often identified. First, teaching-to-the-test (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010) concerns classroom 

practice wherein students are taught test-taking strategies to inflate scores without improving 

actual abilities. Second, narrowing the curriculum (Au, 2007) concerns the relative weight of 

tested material in teaching, crowding out worthwhile but untested subjects. Finally, focusing on 

marginal students (Deming et al., 2016) concerns the relative effort spent on students or grades 

wherein some students acquire more educational resources because their improvement can attract 

the most funding. 

However, the (dys)functionality and intentionality of these three groups are complex. For 

example, Shirrell (2016) demonstrated inconsistent understandings of accountability and, 

thereby, different school-level interpretations of policy intentions and their alignment with 

organisational mission. Jennings and Bearak (2014) argued that teaching-to-the-test could 

increase testing validity by enabling students to demonstrate their abilities better. Similarly, Van 

Helden et al. (2012, p. 162) as well as Speklé and Verbeeten (2014) suggested that performance 

measurement could introduce functional changes irrespective of intentionality. Narrowing the 

curriculum or additional focus on marginal students can also be intended if a policy is meant to 

achieve a more significant focus on neglected subject areas or student groups such as minorities 
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(e.g. Umbricht et al., 2017), where such efforts only become dysfunctional when harming other 

subjects or student groups. 

Because actions can be perceived as dysfunctional regardless of intentionality, the intentionality–

(dys)functionality relation is ambiguous. However, intentionality and dysfunctionality are often 

conflated, e.g. in Ortagus et al. (2020), Smith (1993) and Vakkuri and Meklin (2006, p. 242) 

because unintended consequences are often dysfunctional. Even when the distinction is made 

explicit (e.g. in Van Helden et al., 2012, p. 162), intentions and dysfunctions are conceptualised 

as related to the outcomes of actions. Smith (1993), Siverbo et al. (2019) and Vakkuri and 

Meklin (2006) showed how actions themselves could also be dysfunctional. 

 

 
Figure I Perceived (dys)functionality of actions and its relation to intentions and outcomes. 

 

We propose that actions can be perceived dysfunctional in three different ways (Figure I): (1) if 

they do not achieve outcomes that align with organisational mission, e.g. narrowing the 

curriculum at the expense of actual learning, which concerns the perceived action–consequence 

relation; (2) in and of themselves, e.g. inflating grades or gaming, in which case actions do not 

necessarily impair outcomes, e.g. if actions imply additional resources to a school; and (3) owing 

to the intention-action relation, which would mean that a rejection of the intention, i.e. being 

critical of a policy intention and not responding with action would be perceived functional, 

whereas actions aligning with the policy intention would be dysfunctional because the intention 

is perceived as dysfunctional irrespective of the character of its related actions and their 

outcomes. 
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3 Research setting and methodology 
3.1 Schooling and testing in Denmark 

Per the Danish constitution, all children aged 6–16 are entitled to free education in public basic 

education schools, the Folkeskole, encompassing primary and lower secondary education. The 

Folkeskole aims to develop students’ academic abilities for further education and enhance 

students’ understanding of and appreciation for intellectual freedom, equality and democratic 

values (DME, 2018a). In 2018, around 540,000 (76%) of the 710,000 Danish basic education 

students attended 1,082 public schools, averaging at around 500 students per school. The 

remaining students were enrolled in various forms of private schools, partially publicly financed. 

The Ministry of Education sets the overall objectives and directions of the system; the 98 Danish 

municipalities maintain political and financial responsibility, with a high degree of freedom, in 

organising and funding the schools. 

In Denmark, 10 years of basic education is mandatory. Education starts with the 0th grade, named 

so for historical reasons, and ends with the 9th grade’s compulsory exit exams. The exams are 

graded according to academic objectives, which align with course objectives and skills, generally 

considered important by teachers (Beuchert and Nandrup, 2018, p. 10). The compulsory exit 

exams have traditionally been low-stakes (Egelund, 2005), holding no or few consequences for 

educators or students. However, poor results in international comparisons in the early 2000s, 

called the ‘PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) shock’ in the Danish 

educational debate, meant that policymakers ‘raised questions about the quality of education, 

given the well-funded Danish school [system]’ (Ratner, 2020, p. 217). Consequently, successive 

governments introduced reforms and national testing to increase students’ academic performance 

(DME, 2013). The governments also raised stakes related to exit exams for students by making 

the results determine their further education possibilities and educators and by making poorly 

performing schools come under stricter municipal or ministerial supervision. However, the 

exams only present low-powered incentives to educators relative to Anglo-Saxon systems 

(Andersen and Nielsen, 2020). 

Exams are graded using the Danish grading scale, which is comparable to the European Credit-

Transfer and Accumulation System with five passing grades of ‘02’ (E), ‘4’ (D), ‘7’ (C), ‘10’ (B) 

and ‘12’ (A), and two failing grades, ‘−3’ (Fx) and ‘00’ (F). It is an absolute scale wherein 
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grades are given relative to the individual students’ abilities concerning educational goals rather 

than to other students’ performance (DME, 2020). The grade ‘02’ indicates a minimally 

acceptable performance; ‘4’ is given for an adequate exam performance that shows some 

command over the relevant materials but has significant flaws; while ‘7’ is a good performance 

with some weaknesses (DME, 2007). In 2018, 1.3% of students achieved a grade point average 

(GPA) below 02 (DME, 2021). The national GPA for graduating students in 2018 was 7.3, with 

6.3 and 7.9 in written and oral Danish and 7.0 in written mathematics (DME, 2018b). 

3.2 FEAWS and its incentive 

The Ministry of Education introduced the FEAWS to improve outcomes for students performing 

poorly (DME, 2017e), arguing that academically weak or low-performing students, 

operationalised as those achieving a GPA below 4, generally have poor educational outcomes 

such as a lower transition rate to further education (DME, 2017d). 

The program aimed to ‘raise the incentive to develop new educational methods and create 

academic progress’ (DME, 2017c, own translation) through a bonus conditional on specific 

performance increases. The potential bonus was of DKK 1.3M–1.5M (DME, 2017c) or around 

€175,000–€200,000 (DME, 2017a), which could finance three teachers for a school year and 

represented 5%–8% of an ordinary school budget. Participation selection was based on the 

number of students achieving below a grade of 4 at the compulsory exit exams in Danish 

(reading, spelling, a written presentation and an oral examination) and mathematics (two exams: 

1 h without aids and 3 h with aids). The results were averaged over three school years preceding 

the program to create a baseline ranging from 28% to 62% (averaged 40%). The bonus was 

conditional on improvements of 5, 10 and 15 percentage points or above against the baseline 

over the following three years. The program selected 127 schools from the entire country. 

Participation was voluntary, and 104 schools choose to participate. The incentive model and an 

example of a hypothetical representative school are shown in table I. 
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Table I The performance-funding scheme and an example 

Baseline The relative number of students achieving below a grade of 4 in the compulsory 
exams in Danish and mathematics: the baseline is calculated as the average of 
results in 2014, 2015 and 2016. 

Bonus 
size 

The size depends on the number of students in the 9th grade. 

- <50 students: €175,000 
- 50–100 students: €182,500 
- ≥100 students: €200,000 

The bonus is paid out yearly a few months after exams. 

Target  The target is the improvement compared to the baseline of 5pp the first year, 10pp 
the second year and 15pp the third year. 

Example School: two classes, totalling 45 students in the 9th grade in all three years. 
Weak students, i.e. those achieving below 4: 19 in 2014 (41%), 11 in 2015 (26%) 
and 16 in 2016 (37%). 

Bonus size: €175,000 

Baseline: (42% + 26% + 37%)/3 = 35% 
Target: Achieving the bonus would depend on 13 students (30%) or below 
achieving 4 the first year, 11 students (25%) the second and 9 students (20%) the 
third.  

 

As Table I shows, considerable differences might exist in ‘weak students’ between years, 

implying that the selection criteria, i.e. having a high number of weak students, is not a precise 

measure. Furthermore, achieving the targets compared to the baseline might not necessarily be 

an accurate measure of schools’ increased performance. Thus, the target difficulty has an 

element of arbitrariness. Moreover, the difficulty of the target increases annually, while the 

annual bonus remains the same. 

Concurrently, the Ministry also established a voluntary supplementary development initiative, 

the ‘Program for Enhancing Students’ (PES) (DME, 2017b). Participation in the PES was free 

and included courses, workshops, networks and aid from the Ministry’s staff specialists focusing 

on parent–teacher collaboration, continuous evaluation and feedback, intensive learning 

programs and student-to-student learning (DME, 2017b). Schools had free rein in choosing 
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whether to participate and apply the tools included in the program (DME, 2017e). Of the 104 

schools participating in the FEAWS, 91 participated in the PES. 

3.3 Case selection 

To purposefully sample reactions to the program, we chose a single municipality (cf. Miles et al., 

2014, pp. 31-32). Keeping contextual parameters such as the ordinary funding scheme, 

hierarchical relations and municipal projects constant, we focus on the performance-funding 

scheme’s washback. Because performance funding based on student exam results has not been 

studied extensively, we employed a qualitative methodology using an exploratory case design. 

The case municipality has over 300,000 inhabitants, among the largest in Denmark. 

Approximately 25,000 of the 30,000 municipality’s school-aged children attend one of the 46 

public basic education schools. The municipality is organised such that the Children and Youth 

Administration is responsible for public schools and day-care, setting the overall strategy and 

focus. Five municipal directors are each responsible for institutions in specific districts; each 

school has a local management team headed by a principal. The program selected seven of the 

municipality’s schools; all decided to participate. 

The municipal funds all schools via a scheme wherein funds are allocated based on student count 

and the financing of fixed components, e.g. management. Further, the scheme allocates funds for 

special needs education based on a model estimating each school’s needs. The schools must fund 

each student they segregate to special needs education at other schools. Each segregated student 

costs the schools approximately the amount allocated for four students in the variable component 

in the funding scheme. 

3.4 Data collection 

The empirical data comprised semi-structured interviews and documents related to the FEAWS. 

Moreover, we followed the public debate on the program, marking different stakeholders’ 

positions and rationales. To understand the municipal actors’ interpretations, we used interviews, 

conducting two rounds of interviews. The first round comprised seven interviews with school 

management or managers (‘SM’) and seven with top management and staff specialists 

(‘administration members’ or ‘MA’). The second round comprised six interviews with SM, one 

with an MA, and 11 with teachers (‘T’) at five participating schools. The documents consisted of 

formal information at the policy level issued by the Ministry of Education and were used to 
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analyse the structure and intentions of the program. Table II shows the timing of interviews 

relative to the cancellation of the scheme. 

Table II Interviewee position and interview timing relative to the cancellation 

Interviewees Before cancellation After cancellation Total 

Administration 7 1 8 

School management 7 6 13 

Teachers  11 11 

Total 14 18 32 

 

Although the PES continued, a newly elected government chose to terminate the FEAWS one 

year early. Because the second round of interviews was done after the cancellation, the FEAWS 

unexpectedly no longer affected schools. Although this was not part of the intended research 

design, it enabled a before-and-after view of the reactions to the performance-funding scheme. 

SM and MA were contacted via e-mail. All schools agreed to participate. However, owing to a 

restructuring, one school dropped out during the second round of interviews. We interviewed the 

SM member in charge of the program to focus on the mediating role of this person. We selected 

teachers for interviews through information gathered in interviews and snowballing (Miles et al., 

2014, p. 32) among interviewees. The first round of 14 interviews took place at the school 

premises, with one being interviewed by phone. Because of COVID-19-related concerns during 

the program’s third year, interviewing was conducted by phone, Skype or Microsoft Teams; a 

single interview was conducted the following school year. 

The interview guides were semi-structured, which enabled comparisons and left room to explore 

interviewees’ interpretations of the program and its presence in everyday practice (Brinkmann 

and Kvale, 2015). The first guide was more inductive, with the second becoming more theory-

informed (Hall and Messner, 2018, p. 228). The first guide’s four themes included the first 

impressions of the program, the decision to participate, implementation and selection of 

initiatives and consequences. The second’s themes included changes since the first interview, the 

program in everyday practice, reflections on implementation and long-term consequences. 
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Interviews lasted 45–120 min, averaging approximately 90 min. All interviews were taped and 

transcribed, totalling around 1,000 pages. 

While interviewing, we paid attention to reliability by avoiding leading questions (Brinkmann 

and Kvale, 2015), transcribing the interviews word-for-word and having the coding reviewed by 

all authors while having questions and entire interview sequences included in the data 

presentation. Validity as gaining an authentic and credible understanding (Parker and Northcott, 

2016) was addressed by allowing the interviewees an opportunity to comment on interpretations 

made at the end of interviews and during the recapitulations of their statements. 

3.5 Data analysis 

Analyses were performed based on systematic coding using NVivo. We used the concept codes 

(Saldaña, 2016) for statements concerning intentions, actions, outcomes and the relationship 

thereof. In addition, we used codes for unintended consequences identified in the educational 

literature and used time and evaluation coding (Saldaña, 2016) to identify ‘earlier’, ‘now’ and 

‘later’ as well as positive and negative judgments. This was done to explore changes over time, 

code the outcomes of actions and understand how the (dys)functionality of intentions, actions 

and outcomes was perceived. The analysis was conducted as an iterative process (Eisenhardt, 

1989), reviewing the literature, the coded sequences and parts of the transcripts repeatedly. 

In the subsequent section, statements are representative of general sentiments unless stated 

otherwise. To ensure anonymity, we avoid statements and actions attributable to specific persons 

or schools. We found no systematic connection between the different interpretations of the 

performance-funding scheme and identity. Interview timing is shown using ‘a’ and ‘b’ for the 

first and second interview periods, respectively. 

4 Findings 
Shortly after the Danish Liberal Party won the election in 2015, the newly formed minority 

government announced a performance-funding program to enhance academically weak students. 

The government allocated a sum of DKK 500M, i.e. €67.5M, to a three-year project aimed to 

‘encourage schools to improve efforts for the academically weakest students’, declaring that ‘the 

funds from the scheme will only be paid out to schools that can document raising the level of 

achievement for the academically weakest students’ (Regeringen, 2016, p. 17, own translation). 
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In the presentation of the program, it was explicitly stated that it was inspired by the activity-

based funding used in the Danish healthcare sector, where ‘a similar scheme … meant that 

hospital departments developed new methods to treat patients faster and better’ (Regeringen, 

2016, p. 17, own translation). However, the healthcare funding scheme was based on patient 

contacts, i.e. an activity measure, rather than outcomes. Similar activity-based funding of basic 

education based on student count are the norm within most Danish municipalities, and it has 

roots back to the 1980s (Bjerg, 1991). 

Around nine months after the announcement of the initiative, the Minister of Education, Merethe 

Riisager, and the Prime Minister, Lars Løkke Rasmussen, presented the performance-funding 

scheme. Its announcement was followed by intense debates in media; both the opposition and 

educators’ unions were critical. As a representative example of the critical comments, a 

politician from the Socialist People’s Party, Jacob Mark, stated that ‘you can’t run the Folkeskole 

like a business … How are the schools supposed to raise the level of achievement when they 

only get funded afterward? … It results in a narrow-minded focus on grades’ (Folkeskolen.dk, 

25th April, 2017, own translation). 

After the parliament election in 2019, a new Social Democrat minority government was formed. 

Subsequently, the funding scheme was terminated a year before its scheduled end. The Social 

Democrats had not criticised the program heavily but depended on socialist supporting parties to 

form a government. The Social Democrat Minister of Education, Pernille Rosenkrantz-Theil, 

stated that the program 

… only rewards final results and not the prior initiatives. Thus, individual students and 

teachers end up accountable for whether a school achieves a bonus or not. 

Consequently, the government is not going to continue such lump sum management of 

the Folkeskole (DME, 2019, own translation). 

4.1 Interpretation of the incentive scheme 

All the interviewees were aware of the debate surrounding the FEAWS and frequently referred to 

the political context of the program. An administration member stated, e.g. that the program was 

the product of ‘a liberal government that wanted to brand itself’ (MA3). Other interviewees also 

emphasised that the program rested on a particular ‘ideology’. However, school participation was 

voluntary; one principal remarked, ‘you’re employed as a loyal civil servant. You must translate 
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ideas into what is best for the school. You can’t let your political conviction be in the way’ 

(SM3b). 

Interviewees often emphasised that an explicit financial incentive was a new kind of funding 

policy in the Danish educational sector. Nonetheless, they acknowledged that financial 

incentives were already present because funds were allocated to schools based on student count. 

Further, one interviewee noted how ‘running a school well requires being in control of the 

budget. That’s a prerequisite for a pedagogically and didactically strong school’ (SM9b). Many 

interviewees also observed how schools compete with each other and private schools for the 

academically strongest students. Such competition often focused on schools’ ‘branding’ based on 

academic competence and specific focus areas, e.g. advanced music classes. Although being 

selected for the program made additional funding possible, some schools expressed concern that 

selection could hurt their brand. However, as one interviewee explained, the program ‘focused 

on a group of students that really needs a boost that we don’t accomplish at the moment’ (MA6). 

Immediately after the schools that could participate in the program were announced, the Children 

and Youth Administration held a meeting for administrators and principals. It was decided that 

the program was to be handled locally at the schools without interference from the municipal 

administration. An administrator explained how the FEAWS was perceived from the municipal 

perspective: 

We see it as an opportunity to strengthen local efforts underway and … a welcome 

economic helping hand to the schools–if they achieved the targets … [but] to avoid 

putting unnecessary pressure on the schools, we did not announce expectations whether 

the schools would achieve the targets (MA7). 

Shortly after the meeting, all the schools launched various initiatives focused on enhancing 

academic abilities. Some initiatives encompassed all the year groups; most were aimed at the 9th-

grade students. Following the literature on unintended consequences in education (Amrein-

Beardsley et al., 2010), most of the initiatives could at first glance be categorised as unintended. 

One initiative was to focus on exam preparation. Students traditionally spent time preparing for 

exams at home; now, it was done part-time at the school, aided by teachers. Guided preparations 

focused on individual and group coaching for exams, and teachers explicitly mentioned that it 

was a teaching-to-the-test strategy (cf. Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010). Moreover, another 
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prevailing initiative was to increase attention to Danish language and mathematics, including 

additional lessons, thus narrowing the curriculum (cf. Au, 2007). The third type of response was 

teacher conferences, where students’ academic progress in Danish and mathematics were 

analysed and specific initiatives were discussed. Among such initiatives were new student 

groupings and intensive learning programs centred on low-performing students, thus focusing on 

marginal students (Deming et al., 2016). 

Most interviewees were critical of using direct financial incentives in education, showing 

negative attitudes (Siverbo et al., 2019) towards it. However, there were differences in how 

interviewees perceived and responded to the program. Overall, we identified two diverging 

interpretations: sceptical implementers and active users. Both groups included teachers, 

principals and administration members. Sceptical implementers (sceptics) doubted the scheme’s 

usefulness but implemented changes, especially the PES’ supplementary aid, while active users 

(actives) focused directly on and prioritised the incentive scheme. Although the specific 

initiatives were often similar between groups, sceptics often focused more on all students at the 

schools, while actives’ efforts were of greater intensity and more targeted. 

4.2 Sceptics 

To sceptics, the scheme was problematic owing to its ‘rhetoric that the principal now had to 

concentrate on the weakest students … and that money was a motivation’ (SM7a). One principal 

explained that low-performing students already received attention, potentially at the expense of 

other students. Further, it was emphasised that addressing the needs of low-performing students 

requires attention in all grades, not only in the last year of schooling. Neither was a financial 

incentive perceived as useful. The interviewees were instead motivated by a desire to achieve the 

best outcomes for students. One principal explained, ‘[we] felt a bit insulted by the belief that a 

carrot could make someone a better teacher’ (SM6a). Sceptic teachers agreed, also noting how 

the scheme was often the target of collegial jokes. 

Sceptics stated that improvements in student learning only weakly affected the measure. 

Numerous other factors that were perceived as non-controllable should have been considered, 

e.g. the performance measure did not account for the substantial differences between the classes 

annually and the possibility of students transferring between schools even in a single year. Both 

were perceived to affect scoring primarily negatively without reflecting school-level efforts. 
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Moreover, at some schools, the targets were perceived as challenging; at other schools, no 

improvements were required. One principal stated, upon achieving the bonus, ‘no matter what 

we had done, [the year group] would have been above the baseline … I see it as a lottery ticket’ 

(SM6b). Following these interpretations, the performance measure was perceived to be 

incomplete (cf. Siverbo et al., 2019) and the target arbitrary. Consequently, exam-related stakes 

(Au, 2007) were not raised. 

Furthermore, the measure could be affected by actions that had nothing to do with improved 

learning for low-performing students. A principal mentioned how he hypothetically 

could’ve spent enormous amounts of effort on [the project], which is what we’re 

supposed to do, but if I had to reach the target, I could’ve lobbied my neighbouring 

school for their best students (SM9b). 

Thus, the principal reasoned that transferring in high-performing or transferring out low-

performing students was the easiest way to affect the measure. The principal emphasised that 

such strategies were not implemented yet remained a possibility. While interpreting the scheme 

as vulnerable to gaming (cf. Bevan and Hood, 2006), sceptics maintained that the incentives did 

not influence them. 

Although sceptics doubted the scheme’s usefulness, its introduction was instrumental for 

changes. New initiatives were implemented to improve academic performance, focusing 

particularly on the two subjects included in the FEAWS’ performance measure and typically 

inspired by the PES. One such initiative was the increased attention to and structuring of exam 

preparation. Initially, a manager stated that she ‘had no great expectations’ (SM6a) of the PES 

but became positive after experiencing the effects of changes implemented in the first year. 

Teachers mentioned how it helped with ‘those easy things that actually enhance [student results]’ 

(T11), e.g. using student testing in everyday practice to strengthen exam preparations. The 

initiatives mainly focused on low-performing students but were ‘not just useful to the weakest 

students. It’s just as much for the most talented’ (T4) by helping students become more 

comfortable with and knowledgeable of exam scenarios. 

Sceptic managers afforded the scheme limited attention and indicated that they did not change 

educational practices to achieve targets. Because he had not paid attention to the school’s 

progress towards the target, one principal was even surprised when informed that his school got 
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the bonus. This inattention was also evident when asked about how the bonus was spent. The 

same SM noted that the additional funding would just be carried forward as a buffer to shield 

against future budgetary risk. Teachers at schools with sceptic managers often did not know 

whether new initiatives were related to the FEAWS or how the bonus was spent. Some did not 

even know of the scheme’s early termination. In turn, participating in the FEAWS seemed to not 

have raised stakes for sceptics. 

However, the additional funding was perceived to be important. A principal mentioned that 

‘additional [funding] would be great. Amazing, actually. But we haven’t focused on that’ 

(SM3a). Rather, sceptic managers often expressed how the scheme could affect teachers by 

potentially raising their perceived stakes. One principal recounted, 

We briefed the teachers on the scheme … and [the PES] and its focus on the 9th grade. 

But that didn’t mean that [teachers] under any circumstances should feel pressure 

towards the school getting the bonus. We made it about learning how to improve as a 

school (SM3a). 

SMs believed that how the scheme affected teachers depended on their mediation. Although the 

bonus did not seem to be in focus, sceptic managers often allocated additional resources to the 

teaching in 9th grade. Management did so at one school during the first year but not the second 

because it was not perceived as needed, conversely achieving the bonus in the second year but 

not the first. Being asked whether similar allocations were to achieve the bonus, another 

principal argued that if ‘we see a need, then we do something … We don’t say: “This [bonus]. 

How do we obtain it?” … We don’t use it as our rationale’ (SM3b). Thus, although the actions 

could be interpreted as responding to the FEAWS, the sceptic managers rationalised them 

differently. 

Sceptics considered the scheme’s cancellation inconsequential. One principal reasoned that it 

acquired ‘no attention from the administration or the ministry anymore, so we’ve moved on’ 

(SM3b). They no longer focused on implementing new initiatives; although teachers kept 

participating in the PES, it was afforded less attention. The implemented initiatives, e.g. changes 

to the reading period before exams, continued because of their perceived beneficial effects. 

Further, some sceptics hoped that the termination meant that no more outcome-based 

performance funding would be implemented in education. 
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4.3 Actives 

The actives generally acknowledge that the FEAWS’ performance measure could be incomplete 

(cf. Siverbo et al., 2019) and gamed (Bevan and Hood, 2006). However, they expressed that 

incompleteness was an exception, e.g. with a student group in a year that differed from a more 

normal year, and emphasised that other means than gaming, especially targeting resources and 

improving instruction-level practices, could affect actual performance and targets, making the 

program an opportunity to both improve and achieve additional funding. Consequently, the 

actives differed from sceptics in their interpretation of the target difficulty. Sceptics often 

interpreted targets as too challenging or easy; actives interpreted targets as challenging but 

achievable. Thus, the funding scheme was perceived to raise stakes (Au, 2007), and it motivated 

effort. 

The actives did not find the scheme’s financial incentivisation problematic. The scheme had 

issues, e.g. teachers could be critical of it or come to feel pressured by it. However, as one 

principal explained, ‘I know that some really dislike the scheme. I think that it’s interesting to try 

an [economic] carrot, right? Something out of the ordinary’ (SM4a). Further, a vice-principal 

noted that ‘it’s not the money that makes a difference, but the approach where you want schools 

to do better … and then actually ask the question: Are we getting something for those funds?’ 

(SM5b). 

One distinct aspect characterising managers and teachers classified as actives was their explicit 

aim to improve students’ performance to achieve the bonus. One vice-principal stated that it was 

a ‘hunt to achieve the bonus to make life sweeter’ (SM5b) for staff and students. Another vice-

principal explained how initiatives depended on specific assessments to improve grades: ‘we 

could see: if we were to achieve it this year, they are weakest in math. That’s a purely strategic 

prioritisation’ (SM1b). Similarly, a third manager summarised how the school had approached 

the project: 

We must openly address that we executed a project aimed at the 9th grade to aim at the 

sixth or the fourth. And that would’ve had an effect, too. Now we’re focused on the 9th 

because we must succeed this year with this year group. Is the 6th or 4th grade any less 

important? Such a prize obviously steers your attention (SM2a). 
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Assessing possibilities for and challenges to achieving the bonus was an on-going issue. If 

students did not improve as planned, additional resources would be allocated if available. One 

principal explained how the incentive scheme was actively used to direct attention and prioritise: 

Throughout the year, we have specifically looked at: ‘What are our chances? How are 

the percentages looking? … Does this specific student have what it takes to get a 4?’ 

And we did that often because we wanted the bonus (SM2b). 

Thus, active SMs acted according to the program’s intention because of the incentive. 

The sceptics emphasised that many initiatives for improving targets had been initiated before the 

FEAWS, whereas the actives retrospectively connected similar initiatives to the FEAWS. They 

explained how pre-existing practices were adjusted and aimed at achieving the bonus: ‘I don’t 

feel it was: “Now we’re starting something up!” We’d already begun … [the program] became 

something extra: “What can we do to make them even more ready for the exams?”’ (T3). One 

vice-principal argued that the program ‘suited both our work to continue improving and to shake 

up school activities with some money that were low-hanging fruits’ (SM5a). 

The active managers engaged in dialogue with teachers. Some initially believed that teachers 

would be sceptical of incentivisation, but, gradually, teachers became more positively inclined. 

Teachers concurred: ‘first, [the program] primarily concerned management and the teachers 

directly involved. But as time progressed, others’ interest grew’ (T1) owing to specific team 

meetings that shared knowledge from the PES between staff. The management prioritised the 

meetings to make the most of the program and achieve the bonus. During the second year, efforts 

intensified as new teachers were involved with the following year group and through additionally 

allocated resources. 

Furthermore, teachers used the scheme as an argument for continuing or intensifying activities. 

One school had used the ability grouping of students and flexible organisation of learning groups 

before the FEAWS. This was believed to improve students’ results but increased cost because it 

was based on three teachers sharing two classes, thus requiring an additional teacher. One 

teacher noted that ability grouping ‘easily becomes controversial … it can sound like you split 

people into A and B groups’ (T3) instead of treating students as equals. When the FEAWS was 

introduced, it was seen as an opportunity to intensify the work with ability groupings: 
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You can tell [management] that you need something [to accomplish the targets] … ‘Do 

you need some more weekly Danish lessons? Do you need another teacher for some 

lessons? Or are there conflicts between students that’s too much for a new teacher?’ 

You know … something (T8). 

Thus, the scheme was ‘an opportunity to argue for [resources] with management’ (T2). 

Consequently, actions were also initiated for the active teachers because of the FEAWS’ 

intentions. 

Nonetheless, it was still emphasised that the bonus was a side benefit. One vice-principal 

explained that ‘that’s not what drives us … What’s most important is the academic results’ 

(SM1b). Similarly, others stated that the initiatives had and ought to have meaningful positive 

effects on student outcomes irrespective of the bonus. The aforementioned vice-principal 

mentioned their initial uncertainty about ‘whether [the target] was realistic. But we worked 

intensively … and did something right because they improved quite markedly’ (SM1a). Thus, 

achieving the bonus showed to actives that they had ‘chosen the right path … I don’t think that 

we’ve been lucky. It was hard work’ (T4). When the schools with active managers achieved the 

target and obtained the bonus, managers and teachers saw it as a success. 

Compared to the sceptics, awareness of the scheme’s cancellation among the actives was higher. 

However, because the FEAWS had been instrumental in achieving the beneficial outcomes, one 

vice-principal explained how the lack of a bonus would affect them: 

We are going to continue the initiatives. … But I must admit that I’ve not looked as 

much at the specific students … The money suddenly disappearing had that effect. But 

that doesn’t mean that the project will disappear (SM2b). 

Following the cancellation of the incentive scheme, the exam-related stakes lowered again. 

Moreover, some new initiatives that explicitly aimed at obtaining the bonus concluded. Other 

initiatives that were less focused on the student-specific outcomes continued. For example, the 

school that had increased attention regarding ability grouping continued the project owing to its 

perceived positive effects. The actives who believed that they would have attained the bonus 

were indignant over its cancellation. Although it was acknowledged that it had worked well in 

this instance, most sceptics did not want more outcome-based performance funding. 
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5 Intentions and dysfunctionality 
The interpretations of the FEAWS by sceptical implementers and active users differed in how 

dysfunctionality was perceived. Overall, the sceptics maintained that incentivisation was 

problematic, did not rationalise their actions based on the incentives and did not perceive their 

actions to be because of the scheme. One sceptic principal elaborated that it was important that 

‘it isn’t the money that comes to control us! We have to focus on on-going processes and 

accomplishing better results for all children’ (SM7). It was further stated that using the bonus as 

an argument would entail problematic prioritisations. One sceptic MA explained how 

the downside … is that it becomes an entirely financial incentive: you let economic 

thinking rather than the individual child’s needs take control … The upside is that 

something very complex becomes tangible. But it can become so concrete that you 

overlook how complicated the world is (MA4). 

Thus, focusing on the bonus was perceived to entail behavioural displacement (Siverbo et al., 

2019) by misguiding actions. For the sceptics, reacting to the incentive was a sufficient condition 

for action being dysfunctional. Consequently, the sceptics rationalised their actions as rejecting 

the FEAWS even if the actions achieved their intended outcomes of increased student learning. 

Conversely, active users emphasised functionality when rationalising their actions. One vice-

principal reasoned that ‘the Danish tradition isn’t centred on student results. But if you want 

improvements? That’s what we must concentrate on … And the program helped strengthen that 

focus’ (SM5b). Further, an active principal exemplified how the intentions of the FEAWS was 

perceived to achieve the FEAWS’ intended outcomes: 

The goal isn’t that our students must get a 4, and that’s it. We must form democratic 

citizens capable of taking responsibility for their own lives … But those aren’t 

opposites … I believe that the student who gets the experience of ‘Wow! I thought I 

was bad at reading, but I got a 4!’ leaves the school with more confidence. That’s not 

contradictory to our other goals (SM2b). 

The actives acknowledged the potential tensions between money and student needs, stressing the 

importance of handling potential conflicts. Focusing on the bonus could be dysfunctional but was 

not a sufficient condition. It rather depended on the beneficial or detrimental outcomes of actions 

given how the tension was handled. Thus, the interpretations of how the outcomes aligned with 
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the overall goals of the education were important for determining whether the actions were 

functional or dysfunctional. 

Many actions initiated by sceptic and active managers were similar but were often implemented 

with greater intensity by actives. However, the interpretation of the actions’ dysfunctionality 

differed between the two groups depending on their interpretations of the relation between 

actions, intentions and outcomes. It was perceived as functional by the sceptics when additional 

funds were allocated to the 9th grade if the students’ needs required it—but dysfunctional if done 

to achieve the bonus. For the actives, dysfunctionality was a question of whether the actions 

achieved beneficial outcomes. Targeting resources and changing instruction-level practice helped 

achieve targets and increase learning regardless of the reason behind the implementation. 

However, gaming, e.g. lobbying for transfers of students, would not benefit students but solely 

earn the bonus. It would not necessarily have worse outcomes but still represented dysfunctional 

action. 

Given these ambiguous interpretations of the initiatives to improve exam outcomes, SMs 

actively attempted to handle the scheme’s trickling down to affect teachers. Generally, managers 

stated that the bonus should not affect individual teachers. One teacher explained that the scheme 

could create a high-stakes situation with ‘an unpleasant pressure on the 9th-grade teachers … 

[because it was] loathsome to be responsible for the school’s financial condition’ (T5), thus 

increasing perceived stakes (cf. Au, 2007). In such situations, managers had an important role 

when mediating between organisational priorities and teaching practices. Sceptic managers 

rejected the scheme, whereas actives aimed for the bonus by initiating improvements. 

Managements’ mediation attempts did not always work as intended. At a school with sceptic 

managers, a teacher explained how some of her colleagues still perceived stakes as raised: 

They still felt the pressure even though we had agreed that there wasn’t! And then it’s 

hard to put your finger on, you know, does it come from yourself? … Does that mean 

you’re a ‘bad’ teacher? Or that we haven’t done as much as we should? Or all those 

other questions that, of course, occur to all teachers (T11). 

Similarly, it could be perceived as ‘a failure not to achieve the bonus’ (T2). This would represent 

a personal rather than an organisational failure, i.e. a ‘bad’ teacher rather than school, which 

meant that the measure was internalised. 
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The teachers that had felt the pressure did not wish to be interviewed, but we interviewed other 

teachers at the school. They characterised the aforementioned teachers as what we term active 

users given the belief that the targets could and should be affected as achieved. Furthermore, 

many managers and teachers reflected on reactions to the pressure through raised perceived 

stakes. One teacher explained how 

If I had an entire grade and had to boost the academically challenged [to achieve the 

bonus], then I’m sure that … if I wanted to or not, I’d concentrate on them … You have 

to economise your time, and if there isn’t time for everyone … logically, you’d focus 

on those around the 4. That can’t be a surprise to anyone! (T2). 

In this situation, where the stakes were perceived to be high and the targets challenging, it was 

tempting to focus on marginal students. The pressure was also believed to lead to excessive 

teaching-to-the-test (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010). The teacher further elaborated how ‘if you 

just looked at from the perspective of an Excel sheet, a 10? That’s good enough … “The students 

with 10s or 12s, they’ll be fine!” … [But] we have an obligation to reach all students’ (T2). The 

actions could be interpreted as either gaming or behavioural displacement and were reactions to 

raised stakes. Deciding how to focus on all students’ needs or on marginal students would not 

necessarily influence student outcomes. However, prioritisations due to exam-related stakes, 

owing to incentivisation and thereby intention, would diverge from the organisational mission 

and norms to help students equally, thereby making the actions dysfunctional in themselves. 

Sceptics and actives agreed that some test-taking practicing, self-described teaching-to-the-test, 

was necessary: ‘exams have to be something that [the students] feel comfortable with’ (T7). 

However, if students learned to ‘structure their responses as well as possible, but the content is 

rubbish … it becomes just cheap points’ (T7). Thus, teaching-to-the-test became dysfunctional 

when it concerned ‘points’ over the content, i.e. measured results over learning. 

Individual teachers taking personal responsibility for the performance measure and its 

consequences was considered dysfunctional by all interviewees that mentioned such effects. 

Sceptic managers believed that this would depend on a managerial mediation. For example, the 

principal whose teachers internalised targets believed that the teachers would resist the pressure 

independently. This belief contrasted with teachers’ experiences from schools with active 

managers: ‘money is always important here, and [the scheme]’s been mentioned a lot. There 
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have been clear expectations that we as teachers and school would perform well and deliver 

results’ (T9). This teacher mentioned that his management had clearly prioritised achieving the 

bonus and often asked for grade projections. However, he clarified that ‘if we don’t get it? It’s a 

bonus! It’s not in the [ordinary] budget’ (T9). Similarly, 

I think that it could have adverse effects … if you budget with [the bonus]. That would 

make it really important, which would make it influence teaching … If management 

reminded me daily, ‘remember to improve those results!’ … I would be stressed about 

whether my teaching was good enough (T8). 

The managers and teachers were used to not having a fixed budget. The ordinary funding scheme 

implied that students transferring to other schools or referred to special education schools meant 

a loss of funding. Similarly, students transferring in represented a gain. Budgeting with the bonus 

by spending the funds prior to achieving the target would change its status to that of a possible 

loss, raising stakes. This could affect ‘your way of thinking so much that you risk missing other 

important concerns’ (SM2a), thereby inducing behavioural displacement. Both actives and 

sceptics mentioned that such dysfunctional consequences were possible but diverged on whether 

the consequences depended on reacting to the intention as a sufficient condition or because of 

how such a reaction enacted the bonus’ status to affect outcomes. 

Active managements believed that teachers could internalise the incentives but emphasised that it 

was avoidable. One active manager explained that improving results for low-performing students 

required additional resources, which made it a managerial responsibility. Further, he stated that 

‘if organising a response was up to individual teachers? They wouldn’t have the time for it’ 

(SM1b). Similarly, a teacher with active management said, ‘without management support, you 

can’t do these things’ (T7). Because the sceptic managers did not focus on achieving the bonus, 

they were less involved in prioritising activities aimed at improving results for the low-

performing students. One teacher with sceptic management noted that ‘I’m missing a collegial 

space to share knowledge [from the supplementary aid] … achieving better results is not just up 

to individual teachers. We discuss it, but that alone doesn’t achieve anything’ (T6). 

Active management created such a collegial space by explicitly prioritising the scheme. These 

actions, along with other the targeted allocations, made the project a collective response. For 
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example, teachers splitting classes meant that they shared responsibility for students. One active 

principal stated the following: 

Numbers can be dangerous, but the fact that these things have been measured means 

that it can become a tool for teachers to approach management to communicate that 

they need something extra (SM2b). 

The targets allowed for discussions of what was to be achieved, how to achieve it and different 

roles in the response. Teachers could affect it through their interactions with management on the 

prioritisations of specific efforts. Instead of being individual or organisational, the financial 

incentive’s level of incentivisation was enacted through interactions between management and 

teachers. 

Some teachers stated that financial circumstances differed by schools, arguing that the ordinary 

funding scheme could allocate insufficient funds to some schools relative to their financial needs, 

thereby offering different opportunities. It could ‘twist it for the schools that can’t afford to do 

[special projects]’ (T5). Favero and Rutherford (2020) also emphasised that relatively well-off 

institutions respond more easily to performance funding, thereby more easily achieving 

additional funding. However, the teachers were usually uninvolved in budgeting and financial 

decisions and lacked detailed knowledge regarding how management prioritised funding. The 

principals acknowledged that funding differed between schools but did not connect the 

differences to the demands of and reactions to the FEAWS. Expressing a general sentiment, one 

principal explained that ‘there are many prioritisations when planning your budget, but I can 

only spend the funds I have’ (SM9b). Given different obligatory requirements, such as a 

ministerial minimum of hours spent on subjects and municipal projects, some ‘90%–95% of 

[schools’] resources are already budgeted’ (MA4). SMs had to prioritise what remained, which 

made the (dys)functionality of a response relative to its opportunity cost in what was not 

prioritised. 

6 Discussion and conclusion 
This paper examines a Danish performance-funding program that introduced an exam-based 

performance-funding scheme to specifically select basic-education schools and incentivise 

enhancing outcomes for low-performing students. Focusing on a large Danish municipality with 
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multiple schools participating in the program, we studied how and why performance funding was 

responded to and what influenced the dysfunctionality of actions, outcomes and intentions. 

Overall, we identified two diverging interpretations, which we conceptualised as sceptical 

implementers and active users. The former doubted the scheme’s usefulness but implemented 

changes, especially owing to the PES’ supplementary aid; the latter focused directly on the 

incentive scheme when prioritising initiatives and allocating resources. Interpretations at the 

managerial level were consistent over time, but some sceptic teachers gradually became more 

positively inclined because of positive experiences based on how active managers handled the 

program. 

We show how the interpretations differed on the scheme’s performance measure’s perceived 

incompleteness (Siverbo et al., 2019) and alignment with overall educational goals. Both groups 

found that the performance measure used in the FEAWS was incomplete. Further, it was 

ambiguous (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006) because the interpretations of the incompleteness’ 

implications differed. To sceptic implementers, its targets were arbitrary, and target achievement 

depended on chance or gaming (Bevan and Hood, 2006). To active users, the performance 

measure could be circumstantially arbitrary and affected by gaming; however, the actives mostly 

perceived the targets as challenging but achievable. Comparing the two groups, the actives’ 

interpretations of the target difficulty affected exam-related stakes (Au, 2007). Even if most 

interviewees were critical of performance funding based on student results, the interpretations 

also differed on how responding to financial incentivisation aligned with the organisational 

mission. 

Managements prioritised the program against other on-going efforts. However, the sceptic 

managers only implemented changes because of the supplementary aid program as they 

perceived the scheme’s intention to incentivise as dysfunctional. The active managers explicitly 

sought to achieve targets and implemented changes to obtain the bonus. Upon the unexpected 

termination of the program, the financial incentives disappeared, and the initiatives to obtain the 

bonus were also terminated, further indicating that the actives’ actions responded to the 

program’s intention. Although the specific initiatives were often similar between the two groups, 

the sceptics focused more on all students, whereas actives’ efforts were of a greater intensity and 

more targeted to the 9th grade or towards students that were close to achieving the target. The 
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sceptics considered achieving the bonus a matter of chance; the actives saw it as a success 

achieved by their targeted efforts. 

Furthermore, we illustrate how the trickling down of the performance-funding program depended 

on interactions between management and teachers. When active managers responded to the 

program’s intentions, the bonus was enacted as a collective goal and not necessarily with actual 

student learning as the most crucial aspect. Further, when these managers prioritised initiatives to 

achieve the targets, teachers could interact with management to affect managerial prioritisations 

and share responsibility for achieving the bonus. Generally, the interviewees from both groups 

indicated that achieving the bonus or not should not be regarded as a personal responsibility or 

an indication of inadequacy of the teachers. However, some active teachers took personal 

responsibility for the targets even though their managers were sceptics. These teachers did not 

have the opportunity to affect managerial prioritisations, thus leaving the target achievement to 

the teachers. 

In addressing the research questions, the paper makes two overall contributions to the literature. 

First, the paper contributes to the literature on performance measurement and dysfunctionality 

(Siverbo et al., 2019; Smith, 1993; Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006) by examining conditions for 

performance measures to be dysfunctional and demonstrating how (dys)functionality is relative 

to interpretations and can concern actions, outcomes and intentions. Vakkuri and Meklin (2006, 

pp. 242-243) argued that the dysfunctionality of performance measurement concerns whether it 

helps or hinders achieving organisational mission. However, the aforementioned authors 

emphasised that mission, goals and the means to achieve them complicate dysfunctionality by 

neither necessarily being agreed upon nor fixed. Further, Siverbo et al. (2019, p. 1805) argued 

that dysfunctional consequences become more likely as control over incomplete measures 

tightens. Unintended consequences are often confounded with dysfunctionality (e.g. in Ortagus 

et al., 2020; Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006) but can be functional (e.g. Speklé and Verbeeten, 2014; 

Van Helden et al., 2012). The literature has focused on how actions and their outcomes are 

dysfunctional. Here, we show that actions can also be perceived as dysfunctional because of how 

and why they respond to intentions. Thus, actions might be dysfunctional in of themselves, based 

on their outcomes and when responding to intentions that are perceived to be dysfunctional. 

Our findings indicate that some actions can be perceived as dysfunctional on their own, e.g. 

cheating and lobbying for students to achieve the bonus, although these actions do not 
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necessarily worsen outcomes. Other were because of their outcomes. At an organisational level, 

not prioritising the FEAWS could seem dysfunctional because of its potential benefits. However, 

its activities had to be weighed against other projects, and dysfunctionality was clearly a matter 

of interpretation. This conditionality was also apparent at the instructional level where teachers 

interpreted similar perceived initiatives differently depending on whether the intentions of the 

program were considered dysfunctional. The interviewees openly explained actions that could be 

interpreted as teaching-to-the-test (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010), narrowing the curriculum 

(Au, 2007) and focusing on marginal students (Deming et al., 2016). In the literature, such 

activities are often portrayed as either behavioural displacement or gaming. However, the 

interviewees generally perceived the activities functional because they increased learning to 

achieve beneficial outcomes. Thus, the dysfunctionality of actions was conditioned on the 

perception of the outcomes. For example, teaching-to-the-test was functional if used to teach 

students how to approach exams. However, it was also emphasised that teaching-to-the-test 

could become excessive and harm outcomes by narrowing the curriculum. Such dysfunctional 

reactions became more likely as the stakes are raised, e.g. if teachers took personal responsibility 

for achieving the targets. 

Finally, the findings illustrate how actions can be dysfunctional when responding to intentions. 

Although sceptics and actives generally agreed on the two former types of dysfunctionalities, 

they differed in their interpretation of the intentions, consequently differing on how they 

perceived the (dys)functionality of action that was initiated to achieve the bonus and how it 

aligned with the organisational mission to increase student learning. Sceptics emphasised that 

actions initiated because of the scheme’s intention, i.e. because of incentivisation, contrasted 

with educational values. In contrast, actives perceived that incentivisation aligned with or at least 

did not conflict with the educational values. Thus, the actives reconciled the potential tension 

between achieving the bonus, i.e. reacting to the intention, and increasing learning, i.e. improve 

outcomes. However, the responses depended on how the incentivisation trickling down to 

teachers. If stakes were raised by budgeting with the bonus or if teachers internalised targets, the 

likelihood of dysfunctional response seemed to be increasing. 

As its second contribution, this paper adds to the literature on performance funding in education 

(Bell et al., 2018; Ortagus et al., 2020; Umbricht et al., 2017) by demonstrating how the 

reception of performance funding depends on both perceived incompleteness and 
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appropriateness of financial incentivisation. Within basic education, Al-Samarrai et al. (2018) 

found that funding measures based on student test scores increased school performance. 

However, the existing research on performance within education often found that performance 

funding fails to achieve its intended and has unintended consequences (Bell et al., 2018; Ortagus 

et al., 2020; Umbricht et al., 2017). Some argue that this is because of design issues, which act as 

obstacles that can be overcome by more sophisticated models (Dougherty and Reddy, 2013; 

Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020); others posit that the use of funding-

based incentives on outcome measures has inherent issues (Bell et al., 2018; Umbricht et al., 

2017; Levačić, 2008). Our findings show how design issues and inherent problems were 

constituted by interpretations based on perceptions of values and organisational mission. This, in 

turn, has implications for how a performance-funding scheme is enacted based on educators’ 

interpretations of the (dys)functionality of intentions, actions and outcomes. 

The FEAWS’s scheme was not technically sophisticated, and the target difficulty had an element 

of arbitrariness. Neither the criteria for being selected for the program nor the targets were 

accurate measures of schools’ performance, and the scheme did not include measures to deflect 

possible unintended consequences. The interviewees acknowledged its incompleteness and noted 

how the scheme could be gamed, i.e. that the bonus could be obtained without any real 

improvements in student learning. Further, the program was highly political; as Gándara (2019) 

emphasised, the performance-funding design was a political and a technical process. 

Although numerous interviewees disagreed with the intentions of the FEAWS and most 

criticised the use of financial incentives in basic education, the scheme still affected initiatives at 

the schools. The specific actions at an organisational and instructional level were mediated by 

interpretations. To the sceptics, the scheme’s incompleteness and incentivisation were perceived 

to be dysfunctional as inherent issues. Although responding to indirect financial incentives as 

part of the ordinary funding scheme was normal practice, responding to a politicised, direct 

financial incentive was, per the sceptics, dysfunctional. It did not align with their perceptions of 

educational values, i.e. organisational mission, and related action entailed behavioural 

displacement. The actives emphasised that although the scheme could be gamed, it was not 

dysfunctional to prioritise initiatives to attain the bonus if the actions achieved increased student 

learning. However, if the actions harmed educational outcomes, the actives also perceived those 

actions as dysfunctional. Thus, across all interviews, actions with perceived dysfunctional 
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outcomes were rejected, while only the sceptics rejected actions that were solely due to the 

incentives. Furthermore, gaming only became a self-perceived issue if the performance measure 

was perceived to be the teachers’ personal responsibility. 

Unintended, dysfunctional consequences depended on interpretations and how reactions to the 

program were enacted at specific schools—rather than on design obstacles or inherent issues 

related to its design. If the program had obstacles, these could be overcome by enacting the 

scheme as an organisational incentive for actives. If the program had inherent issues, it was 

because the incentivisation conflicted with educational values, which was not solvable. 

The funding from the FEAWS was a bonus financed by the national government; the funding of 

the ordinary educational activities at the schools were funded by the municipality. The ordinary 

funding was available during the same time period as when the expenses were borne, whereas 

the bonus was only paid after the expenses if the performance target was achieved. In principle, 

the schools could budget with a deficit the first year and with a surplus when obtaining the bonus 

in the next year. This would, however, make the bonus a potential loss instead of a potential 

gain. If the status of a potential gain raised stakes, a potential loss would raise the stakes to a 

considerably higher degree. Ortagus et al. (2020) argued that performance-based funding 

measures work better as a part of ordinary funding rather than as a potential bonus. Because we 

cannot compare the effects of different funding schemes in our given setting, we cannot directly 

compare Ortagus et al.’s (2020) findings to the results herein. However, it seems likely that when 

expenses are increased over the fixed funding to obtain the bonus, i.e. when the status of the 

bonus is that of a potential loss, the bonus would raise stakes as ordinary funding would. It 

would raise stakes further than the potential of the bonus on its own, i.e. as a potential gain. In 

our case, enacting the bonus as a potential loss would require taking on financial risk which the 

interviewees were unwilling to do, preferring and generally enacting the bonus’ status as a 

potential gain. Therefore, ordinary funding might work better than a potential bonus owing to the 

raising of the stakes irrespective of how the funding-based incentive is mediated in its trickling 

down. 

Stakes depend on interpretations. In situations where additional expenses raise the stakes in 

reality because of the risk of a deficit, sceptic managers, who perceived the funding scheme as 

dysfunctional, could lower the perceived stakes by enacting the initiatives as unrelated to the 

budget and the bonus scheme. The reactions from schools with active managers partly depended 
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on target difficulty, which could differ annually because of the incompleteness of the measure. 

Thus, the annual stakes depend on the target difficulty. However, if the bonus was enacted with 

the status of a potential loss as opposed to a potential gain, the stakes were raised even further. 

Although, for example, funding according to graduates would concern a general institutional 

performance, such as retention which is affected by many educators, the FEAWS focused solely 

on graduating classes. It concerned specific students taught by specific teachers. As a bonus, it 

could more easily be ignored or rejected, but given its technical design, it allowed for the 

possibility of becoming an individual incentive as the measure became internalised by some 

teachers. Thus, the effects of the incentive scheme depended not only on the scheme’s technical 

design but also on the interpretations and managers’ mediations. 

Generally, the scheme’s trickling down depended on the supplementary aid program, the PES. 

Although other performance-funding schemes are typically stand-alone (Jongbloed and 

Vossensteyn, 2016) as only potentially aligned with other policies, this aid helped define efforts. 

It added capacity and made actions to increase results concrete. Thus, our findings are in line 

with Hillman et al. (2015), who argued that institution-level capabilities are important for the 

effect of performance-funding programs. 

The present study was conducted in one municipality; the interviews were conducted at all seven 

schools therein that were selected for participation in the program. By keeping contextual 

parameters such as the ordinary funding scheme, hierarchical relations and municipal projects 

constant, we focused specifically on the effect of the performance-funding scheme. Because the 

perceptions of the program are mediated by managerial attention and priorities at both the school 

and municipal levels, the generalisations of results are based on a single case. Consequently, our 

theoretical generalisations (Parker and Northcott, 2016, p. 1114) are based on the interpretations 

made and enacted for specific circumstances and have a limited external validity and 

transferability (Miles et al., 2014). Nevertheless, the case study has allowed for an in-depth 

investigation of how the program trickled down to teachers and how tensions between 

educational aims and financial considerations were coped with. 

The early termination of the performance-funding scheme prevented us from investigating the 

interviewees’ interpretations over time. Since the program has been terminated, we cannot 

examine how schools from other municipalities reacted to the program. However, the 
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(dys)functionality of intentions, actions and outcomes could—should—be studied in relation to 

performance funding and performance measurement more generally in other settings. 
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CHAPTER 3:  

Vertical coupling, intentions, and professionalism: 

performance funding in Danish basic education 

Abstract 

Purpose – This paper examined the implementation of a performance-funding program through 

its vertical and horizontal coupling, i.e. how the coupling between hierarchical levels influenced 

the coupling between intentions, actions, and consequences.   

Design/methodology/approach – A qualitative study of a Danish municipality’s response to 

performance funding using semi-structured interviews with administration members, school 

managers, and teachers. 

Findings – The administration tightly coupled vertically to allow school managers to handle the 

performance-funding program as the managers saw fit. The managers responded by tight 

horizontal coupling through different actions meant to achieve the program’s intended 

consequences. The reactions were unexpected by the administration, who presumed the program 

rejected because of a conflict between performance funding and professional values. 

Administration members additionally assumed tight horizontal coupling dysfunctional. However, 

because of shared professionalism, if school-level actors did respond, administration members 

believed horizontal coupling would be aligned with professional values.  

Originality/value – The paper contributes to the literature by extending the use of sub-

dimensions of vertical-horizontal coupling and illustrating the importance of an additional 

coupling in producing observed outcomes. It more specifically highlights organisational 

couplings. Further, the paper demonstrates how incentives in performance funding can be 

absorbed to align with professionalism and achieve policy intentions. 

Keywords – hierarchy, loose coupling, performance funding, professionalism, public sector 

Paper type – Research Paper 
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1 Introduction 
In 2016, the Danish government introduced the program ‘Financing to Enhance Academically 

Weak Students’ (the FEAWS). The program was intended to incentivise better educational 

outcomes for academically low-performing students by making additional funding achievable 

depending on student exit-exam results (DME, 2017c). The FEAWS thereby introduced a 

performance-funding scheme (Ortagus et al., 2020). Performance funding as a policy mechanism 

makes funding contingent on measured performance (e.g. Aliabadi et al., 2021) and is one of 

several policies in education meant to achieve accountability and incentivise accessibility, 

quality, and efficiency (Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016).  

Educational institutions often have loosely coupled organisational forms (Firestone, 2015; 

Weick, 1976), i.e. organisations held together by shared values rather than formal rules or 

procedures (Hautala et al., 2018). Accountability policies, such as performance funding, can 

conflict with professional values (Noordegraf, 2007). Educational professionals sometimes 

implement the policies but often resist or reject them (Frostenson and Englund, 2020). When 

implemented, the policies can have unintended consequences (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010; 

Ortagus et al., 2020) that might be dysfunctional if hindering the organisation in achieving its 

mission and goals (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006, p. 242). As Siverbo et al. (2019, p. 1805) argue, 

dysfunctionality becomes more likely as control based on specific performance measures tighten, 

e.g. through aligning them with funding.  

Jongbloed and Vossensteyn (2016, pp. 591-592) argue that how performance funding comes to 

be implemented depends on how its financial incentive is mediated through organisational 

layers. Hierarchical interactions and their effects on subordinates’ actions have been studied as 

the relation between two types of coupling: vertical and horizontal (Van Hengel et al., 2014). 

Coupling theory concerns the relations between elements that can be of different types, e.g. the 

previously mentioned organisational forms, but also many others (Orton and Weick, 1990), 

where patterns of couplings produce observed outcomes (Weick, 1976). One such pattern is 

vertical and horizontal coupling studied simultaneously.  

Vertical coupling concerns one hierarchical level’s influence on another, e.g. whether top 

management’s adoption of the FEAWS influenced school-level practices. Horizontal coupling 
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concerns the coupling between intentions and actions. Through Bromley and Powell (2012) and 

Siti-Nabiha et al. (2020), horizontal coupling can additionally be conceptualised in terms of the 

coupling between actions and their consequences. In terms of the FEAWS, school-level actors 

could implement the FEAWS or reject it, but the resulting actions could also achieve unintended, 

dysfunctional consequences rather than intended ones. A tight vertical coupling, i.e. responsive 

and indistinct coupling (Orton and Weick, 1990), is generally presumed (Van Hengel et al., 

2014; Siti-Nabiha et al., 2020) or found (Bukh and Svanholt, 2020; Van der Kolk and Schokker, 

2016) to most suitably achieve tight horizontal coupling. 

We study responses to the program through vertical and horizontal coupling based on 

documentary sources and semi-structured interviews with top management, staff specialists, 

school managers, and teachers in a large Danish municipality. We investigate how different 

actors responded and why the responses came to be as they were. Based on earlier literature 

(Beekun and Glick, 2001; Van der Kolk and Schokker; Van Hengel et al., 2014), we present an 

analytical framework using sub-dimensions to analyse both vertical and horizontal coupling. 

Because of Weick’s (1976) argument on patterns of coupling, we also note other couplings, 

primarily organisational coupling because of its role in the study of educational organisations.  

We find that the administration responded to the program by allowing school managers to handle 

the performance-funding program as they saw fit. We also show that managers responded by 

implementing actions meant to achieve the program’s intended consequences, thereby achieving 

tight horizontal coupling. Although the actions aligned with administration-level intentions to 

achieve tight vertical coupling, i.e. managers doing ‘as they saw fit’, the reactions were 

unexpected by the administration, who presumed the program would be rejected because of a 

conflict between professionalism and financial incentivisation. Furthermore, administration 

members evaluated responsiveness towards incentivisation dysfunctional. However, because of 

presumed shared professionalism, if school-level actors did respond, administration members 

believed that the managers in question would only enact responses aligned with professional 

values.  

The paper contributes to the literature on vertical and horizontal coupling (Bukh and Svanholt, 

2020; Van der Kolk and Schokker, 2016; Van Hengel et al., 2014; Siti-Nabiha et al., 2020) by 

utilising sub-dimensions in terms of both vertical and horizontal coupling. Van der Kolk and 
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Schokker (2016) and Demartini and Otley (2020) showed that sub-dimension could be useful in 

conceptualising the coupling between management controls. We extend the literature by using 

sub-dimensions in horizontal coupling. Furthermore, we illustrate the usefulness of the 

framework through our analysis. Additionally, the paper contributes by illustrating the 

importance of organisational coupling on vertical and horizontal coupling. Our study shows how 

tight vertical coupling within a loosely coupled organisational form can enact tight horizontal 

coupling that is not dysfunctional but achieves intended consequences despite being unexpected 

to top management.  

The paper also contributes to the literature on performance funding (Dougherty and Reddy, 

2013; Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020) by demonstrating how a financial 

incentive can achieve its intention by becoming part of professional practice. The literature often 

finds that performance finding does not achieve its intended consequences (Dougherty and 

Reddy, 2013; Ortagus et al., 2020) and that accountability policies can conflict with professional 

norms (e.g. Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010; Ezzamel et al., 2012; Frostenson and Englund, 2020). 

We show how even if performance funding conflicts with professional values, loose 

organisational coupling can allow for financial incentives to achieve tight horizontal coupling. 

We show how the pattern of couplings could affect action to achieve intended consequences and 

mostly avoid dysfunctional consequences, and we suggest that the observed outcomes could 

have been hindered by a more tightly coupled organisational form.  

In the next section, we introduce the theory on coupling, the educational setting, and coupling in 

education, after which we in section 3 present performance funding and develop our analytical 

framework. In section 4, we introduce the research setting and methodology. We analyse the 

paper’s findings in section 5, while we in section 6 discuss the paper’s contributions to the 

literature and suggest avenues for further research.   

2 Loose coupling in education 

2.1 Coupling, responsiveness, and distinctiveness 

Loose coupling was introduced as ‘sensitizing devices’ to conceptualise organisational processes 

(Weick, 1976, p. 2). Coupling concerns the linkages between elements of multiple categories, 
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including individuals, ideas, organisational forms, hierarchical levels, and intentions and actions 

(Orton and Weick, 1990). Recent research has introduced the notion of loose coupling as an 

additional dimension of management control design (Demartini and Otley, 2020; Van der Kolk 

and Schokker, 2016). Coupling between elements can happen through different domains 

(Beekun and Glick, 2001), e.g. two organisational subunits being coupled through 

communication and resource flows. Multiple different types of couplings exist within 

organisations (Orton and Weick, 1990), where the coupling is both a process and an outcome 

(Van Hengel et al., 2014), and patterns of simultaneous coupling processes can produce observed 

outcomes (Weick, 1976, p. 10).  

Orton and Weick (1990) conceptualise coupling as an ongoing, two-dimensional phenomenon of 

distinctiveness and responsiveness. Distinctiveness relates to whether elements are alike or retain 

their own identity, whereas responsiveness relates to whether elements respond to each other 

(Weick, 1976, p. 3). Together, the two dimensions constitute a framework of four types, as 

shown in Figure I.  
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Fig. I Typology of couplings based on Orton and Weick (1990, p. 205, cf. Van der Kolk and 
Schokker, 2016) 

In the typology, loosely coupled elements differ from decoupled ones on whether one element 

affects the other or not, which Cruz et al. (2009) and Czarniawska (2005) note is often missed. 

For example, in terms of intention-action coupling, a loose coupling implies an action that is 

responsive to but differs from intentions, e.g. unintended consequences; decoupling is action 

irresponsive to and distinct from intentions, e.g. rejection. Tight coupling is responsive and 

indistinct, e.g. intentions that affect action indistinctly from intentions. Lastly, noncoupling is 
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irresponsive and indistinct, e.g. actions that match but are not in response to intentions. Given 

that perceived coupling can differ from actual coupling (Beekun and Glick, 2001, p. 231), 

actions actually noncoupled to intentions can be retrospectively perceived as tightly coupled (cf. 

Weick, 1976, p. 4). Furthermore, as Beekun and Glick (2001, p. 231) argue, perceived couplings 

may affect actual coupling, e.g. action at first noncoupled becoming tightly coupled because of 

the perceived outcomes of coupling.  

2.2 Professionalism in education 

The classical conception of professionalism concerns collegially self-regulating expert 

occupations (Abbott, 1988). Professionals enact expertise through applying general occupational 

practices and scientific knowledge in institutionalised ways to specific cases (Noordegraf, 2007, 

p. 765). Professionalism encompasses shared value systems and norms to achieve organisational 

and societal goals but also ideological elements as a shared identity through education, 

professional training, and membership of professional associations (Evetts, 2003).  

As Noordegraf (2007) and Evetts (2003) emphasise, managerial controls can challenge 

professionalism. The educational profession’s values, assumptions, and identities can contrast 

assumptions implicit in, e.g. budgeting (Ezzamel et al., 2012) or performance indicators, 

rankings, and evaluations (Frostenson and Englund, 2020). Introducing such measures can 

induce conflicts between, e.g. grading norms and financial incentives (Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 

2020) or individual students’ needs and budgetary requirements (Borell, 2019).  

The conflicts can result in different responses. Educational professionals often reject the 

measures, but they can also reshape values to affect practice (Frostenson and Englund, 2020). 

Furthermore, the literature on test-based accountability measures shows unintended 

consequences, principally ‘teaching-to-the-test’ as practices to increase students’ grades rather 

than actual learning (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010).  

2.3 Loose coupling in educational institutions 

In his 1976 paper, Weick presented educational organisations as loosely coupled systems. The 

coupling in question concerns organisational forms, i.e. the coupling between organisational 
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elements (Orton and Weick, 1990), such that different parts of the organisation are responsive 

yet retain their own identities (Weick, 1976). Whereas the normative goal is often tight coupling, 

Weick (1976) argues that different types of coupling can have advantages and disadvantages.  

In their review of the education literature on loose coupling, Hautala et al. (2018) posited that 

loosely coupled educational organisations can be held together by shared values, norms, and 

expectations rather than, e.g. standardisation, rules, and a centralised authority. It would thus 

represent a loose coupling in one domain being compensated by a tighter coupling in another. If 

compensated, loose coupling can be advantageous because loosely coupled elements can adapt 

individually rather than rely on standardisation (Weick, 1976). Because educational technology 

is uncertain through ambiguous causal relationships between actions and their consequences, i.e. 

where different actions can achieve the same consequences, loose coupling allows teachers to 

make localised adaptions that best align with local contingencies (Weick, 1976, p. 12). Hautala et 

al. (2018, p. 247) also find that loose coupling allows for persistence and buffering from outside 

intervention as well as for teachers to have opportunities to develop professionally. More, 

Firestone (2015, p. 49-50) argue that a shared culture through a learning community can be part 

of advancing teaching knowledge between colleagues, change management, and allow for 

professional development. 

However, loose coupling can also be disadvantageous. Loosely coupled organisations can 

problematise coordination (Weick, 1976) and entails that large-scale change is ‘more difficult to 

achieve if it is needed’ (Weick, 1982, p. 387), e.g. potentially requiring resocialisation. Hautala 

et al. (2018) also find that tightly coupled educational institutions are more easily controlled by 

top management and that they often have more academically oriented goals (p. 247-248).  

3 Analytical framework 

3.1 Performance funding and student testing 

Performance funding (Ortagus et al., 2020) connects institutions’ budgets to performance 

measures (e.g. Aliabadi et al., 2021) to make financing depend on performance, financially 

incentivising improvements (Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016). The measures can be of 

different kinds, e.g. of cost as student count (e.g. Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020), output as the 
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number of graduates (Dougherty and Reddy, 2013), or outcomes as students’ test results (Al-

Samarrai et al., 2018).  

Performance funding using student test-results is rare in basic education. We have only found a 

single study in Al-Samarrai et al. (2018). The authors found that a conditional bonus positively 

impacted students’ test-based performance, which aligns with the findings in the literature on 

increased student test-based school accountability (Figlio and Ladd, 2015). However, this 

literature also finds unintended consequences, e.g. the previously mentioned ‘teaching-to-the-

test’ (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010). The literature on performance funding also shows that it 

often fails to achieve its intentions and has unintended consequences (Dougherty and Reddy, 

2013; Ortagus et al., 2020). A basic education examples is inflation of grade-giving by cheating 

(Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020).  

Such reactions are possible because performance measurement is incomplete, i.e. it does not 

fully capture performance (Siverbo et al., 2019). Student test results are such an incomplete 

measure of school performance (Hasselbladh and Bejerot, 2020). Unintended consequences can 

be dysfunctional if conflicting with organisational mission, even if multiple definitions are 

possible (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006). Siverbo et al. (2019, p. 1805) contend that incompleteness 

is more likely to induce dysfunctionality when control on the incomplete measure tightens, e.g. 

by aligning the measure with financing. Siverbo et al. (2019) further find that dysfunctional 

consequences can be because incompleteness misguides actions or is knowingly abused to 

achieve necessary scores. 

3.2 Vertical and horizontal coupling 

Jongbloed and Vossensteyn (2016, p. 591) argue that performance funding financial incentives 

have to trickle down from the policy level to educators to affect practice, where organisational 

layers mediate its financial incentives. We study this mediation in terms of vertical and 

horizontal coupling (Van Hengel et al., 2014). Vertical linkages can be of different kinds, e.g. 

between ministry and municipality, but in the use of Van Hengel et al. (2014), it concerns 

hierarchical coupling, i.e. the coupling between organisational elements (Orton and Weick, 

1990). It can happen through different domains, such as budgeting (Bukh and Svanholt, 2020) or 

managerial use of controls and communication (Van der Kolk and Schokker, 2016).  
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Horizontal coupling can concern both intentions’ coupling to actions (Van Hengel et al., 2014) 

and consequences (Siti-Nabiha et al., 2020). Van Hengel et al. (2014) studied horizontal 

coupling between an intention and its implementation, where a loose coupling entailed a 

symbolic implementation, i.e. responsiveness but distinctiveness. Siti-Nabiha et al. (2020) 

include consequences through means-ends decoupling (Bromley and Powell, 2012). Means-ends 

decoupling is actions implemented at odds with core organisational tasks and goals (Bromley 

and Powell, 2012), e.g. as implementation (action) happens without achieving its intended 

outcomes (consequences). From Weick’s (1976, p. 15) argument that multiple intentions can 

determine different actions, and that different actions can achieve similar consequences, it 

follows that horizontal coupling allows for multiple interpretations. 

The literature finds that tight vertical coupling best achieves tight horizontal coupling. Van 

Hengel et al. (2014, p. 51) and Siti-Nabiha et al. (2020, p. 617) assume that a tight horizontal 

coupling necessitates a tight vertical coupling when a change is introduced. Furthermore, Van 

der Kolk and Schokker (2016, p. 130) argue how loose vertical coupling ‘may evoke different, 

perhaps even negative, effects.’ Strengthening the argument, Van Hengel et al. (2014) and Siti-

Nabiha et al. (2020) find that a loose vertical coupling failed to achieve horizontal coupling. Van 

der Kolk and Schokker (2016) show that tighter vertical couplings can help implement 

organisational strategy, and Bukh and Svanholt (2020) demonstrate how tightness could balance 

different organisational goals. Nonetheless, Van der Kolk and Schokker (2016, p. 148) also show 

how tightened coupling on specific controls through managerial communication and co-

development can reach a point of ‘saturation,’ after which it becomes counterproductive. The 

findings suggest that such too tight coupling can add additional administrative cost (cf. Weick, 

1976).  

In Bromley and Powell (2012), strong institutional pressures, e.g. towards legitimacy, cause 

means-ends decoupling. The argument by Siverbo et al. (2019) on dysfunctional consequences 

of incompleteness suggests a decoupling between actions and consequences caused by tightened 

control. In coupling terms, misguided dysfunctionality represents misperceiving the coupling 

between actions and consequences, whereas knowingly abusing incompleteness represents 

actions being decoupled from intended to be tightly coupled to other consequences, e.g. 

additional financing.  
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3.3 Subdimensions of coupling 

A general issue with the idea of loose coupling is that it has been ‘widely used and diversely 

understood … [resulting in] a rare combination of face validity, metaphorical salience and 

cutting-edge mysticism’ (Orton and Weick, 1990, p. 203) to become ‘simultaneously fertile and 

ambiguous’ (Beekun and Glick, 2001, p. 227). To clarify, Orton and Weick (1990) developed the 

two-dimensional typology, and Beekun and Glick (2001) introduced several subdimensions. 

Brown (2005), Van der Kolk and Schokker (2016), and Demartini and Otley (2020) used the 

two-dimensional typology and subdimensions to conceptualise coupling between management 

control elements. Finding inspiration in this literature, we use subdimensions of vertical and 

horizontal coupling as heuristics for analysis.  

We define vertical coupling as how hierarchical element affects each other, i.e. how one 

hierarchical level influences the other. Distinctiveness concerns overlap, i.e. whether one level 

acts as the other intends. Responsiveness concerns whether one element reacts because of the 

other. Similarly to Brown (2005) and Van der Kolk and Schokker (2016), we use sub-dimensions 

introduced by Beekun and Glick (2001) to assess responsiveness‡‡. Directness is the degree to 

which one hierarchical element affects the other unmediated. Strength is the frequency and 

intensity of interactions and effects between elements. Consistency is the uniformity and 

constancy of directness and strength between actors and over time. We define horizontal 

coupling in terms of the coupling between intentions, actions, and consequences. Distinctiveness 

concerns whether there is overlap between the three. Responsiveness concerns whether there is a 

direct, strong, and consistent relationship between them.  

A coupling is (in)distinct if there are (no) overlap and (ir)responsive if there is (not) a direct, 

strong, and consistent relationship between elements. A vertical coupling is tight when one 

element responsively affects the other indistinctly from intentions. A horizontal coupling is tight 

when intentions responsively affect actions indistinctly from intentions. The actions can have 

different types of coupling to consequences. Given the potential for different interpretations of 

 
 

‡‡ We do not use the subdimension dependence, i.e. the magnitude of exchange and lack of substitutes between 
elements (Beekun and Glick, 2001, p. 230), because it does not relate clearly to either vertical or horizontal 
relations. 
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means, organisational mission, and goals (Vakkuri and Meklin, 2006) as well as intentions, 

actions, and consequences (Weick, 1976), interpreted horizontal coupling can differ. This entails 

that horizontal coupling is perceived rather than ‘actual;’ however, as Beekun and Glick (2001, 

p. 231) argue, perceived couplings may affect actions to become actual. 

4 Methodology 

4.1 Danish exit exams and the FEAWS 

The Danish Folkeskole (municipal basic education schools) concludes ten years (age 6-16) of 

compulsory schooling with the national exit exams. Previously, the exams represented the state’s 

only systematized student testing, and results had few consequences to students, teachers, and 

school managers (Egelund, 2005). After Denmark’s first participation in PISA (Programme for 

International Student Assessment) tests in 2000, poor results instigated intensified formal 

accountability (Rattner, 2020). Successive governments made exit exam results partly determine 

students’ secondary education possibilities and made schools come under increased supervision 

if achieving poor results over multiple years.  

Because of continually unsatisfactory results for low-performing students, a liberal government 

introduced the ‘Financing to Enhance Academically Weak Students’ (the FEAWS) in 2016 

(DME, 2017c). The program’s objective was to ‘increase the incentive to develop new 

educational methods and create academic progress’ (DME, 2017b, own translation). The 

FEAWS started in 2017, was to last three years, and included a performance-funding scheme and 

a voluntary supplementary development initiative. The supplemental aid included support from 

the Ministry’s staff specialists, workshops, courses, and networks (DME, 2017b), focused on 

continuous evaluation and feedback, intensive learning programs, parent-teacher collaboration, 

and student-to-student learning, and it was free of charge (DME, 2017c). Schools had free rein in 

choosing whether and how to approach and use the program.  
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The program selected schools for participation by means of a baseline. It derived from the 

relative number of students achieving below a grade of ‘4§§’ at the compulsory exit exams over 

three school years (2014, 2015, and 2016) in the subjects of Danish (reading, spelling, written 

presentation, and an oral exam) and mathematics (written examination with and without aids). If 

schools increased performance relative to the baseline by 5, 10, and 15pp or above for the 

subsequent three years (2018, 2019, and 2020), the performance-funding scheme awarded DKK 

1.3M (€175,000), 1.4M (€182,500), or 1.5M (€200,000) for below 50, between 50 and 100, and 

more than 100 graduating students. The funds could finance up to three teachers for a school 

year (DME, 2017a). Because an average school had two final-year classes with about 22 students 

each, the bonus required two or three additional students to improve relative to the baseline, with 

demands increasing each year.  

While the supplementary initiative continued, a newly-elected Social Democrat government 

chose to terminate the scheme 1-year early after the Danish election in 2019. The new Minister 

of Education was critical of the scheme’s performance measure’s quality and using financial 

incentives in basic education (DME, 2019).  

4.2 The municipality  

The Ministry of Education sets the overall objectives and requirements for teaching, e.g. 

minimum requirements for teaching, but municipalities maintain financial and political 

responsibility. We chose to study a single municipality’s reaction to the program to keep 

contextual factors constant as purposeful sampling (Miles et al., 2014, pp. 31-32).  

With approximately 25,000 students attending 46 public basic education schools, the studied 

municipality is among the largest in Denmark. The municipality’s Children and Youth 

administration’s responsibilities included public schools and day-care. The top management 

team consisted of a CEO and several municipal directors responsible for schools and day-care 

centres in specific districts. The administration level also included staff specialists in different 

 
 

§§ The Danish numerical grading scale is comparable to the European Credit-transfer and Accumulation System with 
five passing grades, ‘02’ (E), ‘4’ (D), ‘7’ (C), ‘10’ (B) and ‘12’ (A), and two failing grades, ‘-3’ (Fx) and ‘00’ (F).  
The grade ‘4’ indicates a fair exam performance with major weaknesses and some command over the relevant 
material (DME, 2007).   
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functions, e.g. HR, accounting, and special projects. Each school had a local management team 

headed by a principal. Managers did not have teaching obligations, and all had teaching and 

management degrees. Different team constellations existed between teachers, but they were 

individually in charge of teaching. The program selected seven of the schools that all 

participated. About half of the schools achieved the bonus each year.  

4.3 Data collection and analysis 

The empirical data consists of official documents and two rounds of semi-structured interviews, 

totalling 32 interviews with 27 interviewees. The documents are used to contextualise the 

analysis. They contain formal policy-level information issued by the Ministry of Education and 

publicly available municipal documents, e.g. quality reports and budget analyses. We conducted 

interviews during the program’s second year and third year. The first set comprises seven 

interviews with school managers and seven with top management and staff specialists 

(administration members). The second set comprises six interviews with managers, one with an 

administration member, and 11 with teachers from five schools. We contacted administration 

members and managers via e-mail and selected teachers by means of information gathered 

through manager interviews.  

The interview guides were semi-structured (Brinkmann and Kvale, 2015). The first interview 

guide’s themes concern first impressions of the program, the decision to participate, the selection 

of initiatives, and the initiatives’ consequences. The second guide’s themes concern changes 

between interviews, the program in everyday practice, perspectives on implementation, and 

consequences. Interviews lasted one and a half hours on average and were transcribed, which 

totalled approximately 1000 pages.  

We probed interviewees’ interpretations with examples drawn from other interviews and the 

program’s news coverage. The second set of interviews occurred after the performance-funding 

scheme’s cancellation. Therefore, the scheme was no longer present, which allowed for a 

perspective on whether it affected responsiveness. During the program’s first year, the top 

management team was replaced because of restructuring. The top management team that we 

interviewed was therefore not present during the program’s start. Managers and staff specialists 

argued that the change was unimportant because the approach to the program had not changed. 

Weick (1976, p. 10) argues that the study of couplings depends on richness, thereby being able to 
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spot different potential kinds of couplings, which probing, the early cancellation, and the 

management changes allowed.  

We based the analysis on abductively going back and forth between the literature and the 

empirical material. From this approach, we first focused on vertical and horizontal coupling 

emerged after which the importance of organisational coupling emerged. We systematically 

coded in NVivo using concept coding (Saldaña, 2016), basing codes on the framework presented 

in 3.3. The initial analysis started by studying the vertical coupling as the coupling between the 

administration and individual school as shown in figure II, drawing inspiration from Van Hengel 

et al. (2014, p. 59). 

 
Fig. II Hierarchical coupling 

We studied horizontal coupling to the program as presented in figure II, drawing inspiration from 

Van Hengel et al. (2014, p. 60).  

 
Fig. III Intention, actions, and consequences 

Emerging analyses were discussed with colleagues and interviewees at the end of the interviews. 

The paper’s draft was shared with interviewees for reactions and comments to achieve a credible 

and authentic understanding (Parker and Northcott, 2016). The presentation of findings first 

gives a broad introduction to the municipality to then focus on the FEAWS. To ensure 

anonymity in the presentation, we collectively call top management members and staff 

specialists ‘administration members’, and we avoid referring to actions or statements attributable 

to specific individuals or schools.  
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5 Findings 
The relationship between the municipal Children and Youth administration and schools at the 

municipality changed some years prior to the FEAWS’ introduction. Previously, the 

administration emphasised budgetary compliance. After a reorganisation, budgetary compliance 

was still important, but the administration became more involved in policy implementation. In 

particular, the administration introduced a project towards professional learning communities 

meant to create collaborations across hierarchical levels, between managers at different schools, 

and between teachers at the same school.  

5.1 Ordinary organisational practice 

Through the new approach, administration members sought to affect school-level practices 

through dialogues with managers. The interactions were based on different performance 

indicators as part of ‘an ambitious mission to achieve the best results for all students. We want 

them all to succeed’ (Administration#3). Grade-specific measures were important, including how 

many students passed, grade point averages, and value-added scores calculated from the 

difference between socio-economically expected and students’ actual grades. The administration 

sought 

not to focus on single indicators on their own, but rather see them in a larger context …  

It’s not just about academics, but about overall competencies, health, and student well-

being and satisfaction. (Administration#1) 

Specific non-academic indicators included, e.g. of students’ absenteeism, transition to further 

education, and students’ and teachers’ well-being. When used with budgetary measures, the 

different indicators were to contextualise understanding of schools and their performance. 

Administration members told of several possible means of sanctioning unbalanced budgets or 

problematic performance. However, they primarily sought to influence schools by different kinds 

of help rather than through punishments. As an administration member explained:  

If I see that a class hasn’t improved from the 2nd to the 3rd grade, I ask, ‘why?’ [The 

manager] might say: ‘That’s because the class had its teachers replaced four times.’ 
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How do we make sure that doesn’t happen again? That’s the kind of talk we have … 

looking for patterns. (Administration#3) 

Such patterns were important because ‘if we can spot it, we can do something about it’ 

(Administration#3), mobilising resources to achieve progress.  Rather than, e.g. demanding 

specific actions or relying on rules, the administration members made clear that it was school 

managers’ responsibility to develop appropriate responses.  

Based on the above, we classify the organisational form as loosely coupled with the interactions 

between hierarchical levels aimed at achieving the best results for all students. In figure IV, we 

present the intention in relation to actions and consequences behind the administration’s ordinary 

vertical coupling. 

 

Fig. IV The administration’s ordinary intention, actions, and consequences 

5.2 The program and its intention 

When asked, the FEAWS’ intention was typically explained by referring to its name: to enhance 

the academic abilities of low-performing students. Generally, interviewees interpreted the 

program as part of a broader turn in Danish education towards indicator-based formal 

accountability, which began when politicians ‘said that what we achieved wasn’t good enough 

… [because] 20% of students left the Folkeskole without the necessary basic knowledge and 

skills’ (Administration#5). Reforms stimulated a ‘much stronger focus on academic skills and 

standards. It was there before, but the emphasis is just far larger’ (Teacher#4) through a stronger 

focus on results at exit exams results, attention to students’ academic potential, and reliance on 

tests.  

Although interviewees acknowledged the educational failure causing the reforms, and most 

believed academics increased prominence appropriate, the increased formal accountability 
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conflicted with professional values. As an administration member stated, ‘fundamentally, we 

think that everything would be better if we were just being left alone’ (Administration#6).  

Albeit part of a general movement, interviewees expressed that the program differed from earlier 

policies. The financial incentive was new. It ‘conflicts with the concept of professionalism we 

have in the Folkeskole … We don’t accept that economics can incentivise. That’s not the Danish 

way of doing things.’ (Administration#5). Additionally, to administration members, the FEAWS’ 

connecting the ministry and individual schools ‘raised the question: is municipal autonomy under 

pressure?’ (Administration#4). An unmediated link could decrease municipal autonomy and 

conflict with usual practice as well. It could challenge ‘the “arm’s length principle”: the 

parliament legislates, and we interpret and implement that legislation. … [The program] went 

directly to the schools, sidestepping the municipal administration and the city council’ 

(Administration#6).  

The program also differed from the administration’s ordinary intention by focusing on a 

subgroup of students, and the scheme’s indicator compared students’ results to earlier year 

groups rather than themselves. It had ‘others define what is right for [the students]’ 

(Administration#6), contrasting the usual practice to ‘always try to help all students achieve as 

much as they can’ (Administration#6). The scheme could be ‘a Band-Aid on a bullet wound. 

[Students’ academic performance] is not something you fix in the final years of schooling’ 

(Administration#3). The accepted professional approach to improving students’ academic 

performance was early interventions.  

Additionally, the scheme’s performance indicator was perceived as incomplete. For example, a 

teacher mentioned how ‘some [exiting year groups] do great, others less so. Of course, I make a 

difference … but many other factors are crucial concerning achieving those targets’ (Teacher#8). 

The measure could be affected by efforts that did not increase actual performance, e.g. by 

changing the student composition in exiting classes, self-described ‘teaching-to-the-test, or 

cheating. Moreover, differences in academic skills between year groups meant that the baseline 

was imprecise. It potentially made some years’ targets effortless and others impossible to attain. 

Some administration members were positive of financial incentivisation. However, all believed 

that the educational profession resented it. School-level actors and the program represented two 
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sides to an ideological debate on improving education that saw each other as ‘normative hippies 

or evil, evil neoliberalists’ (Administration#4) and clashed on the potentials of formal 

accountability.  

The school-level first impressions of the FEAWS were more diverse and positive than 

administration members presumed. All school-level educators saw potential in the 

supplementary aid and the scheme’s focus on low-performing students, but interpretations 

differed on financial incentivisation. Some school-level actors embraced the performance-

funding scheme. Several managers explained that they immediately saw the program as ‘a lever 

to strengthen our continuing efforts’ (Manager#6) to emphasise academic results, for instance 

noting how financial incentives were ‘some of the right stuff. Today, we don’t think 

improvements require just more colleagues, more resources. This could shake up educational 

organisations’ (Manager#7). To like-minded teachers, the program was ‘overall beneficial with 

the prize money’ (Teacher#7), and it was ‘nice to have a carrot consisting of something you can 

use at the school during such a process [towards achieving better student results]’ (Teacher#5). 

Responsiveness towards incentivisation was positively understood.  

Others’ impressions aligned with administration-level expectations. For example, a manager 

stated how ‘my first impression was that it was rubbish. Nobody thinks this could do anything 

for students’ (Manager#1). Some teachers noted how ‘rewarding money wasn’t particularly 

appealing’ (Teacher#2) or even ‘somewhat repugnant’ (Teacher#11). To these educators, the 

financial incentive implied that they could have increased student learning more previously if 

financially incentivised. This contrasted to their self-perceptions and the teaching profession as 

highly motivated. Responsiveness towards the incentivisation conflicted with professional 

values. 

5.3 Actions and changes 

Once the ministry announced all selected participants, the administration set up a meeting 

between top management, relevant staff specialists, and the selected schools’ managers. The 

participants discussed using financial incentives, the program’s connection to ongoing municipal 

projects, and the supplementary aid program. Because of a political decision in the municipality, 

all selected schools had to participate. Aligning with their general approach, however, the 
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administration decided and communicated that each school should approach the program as they 

saw fit. In turn, the program was ‘not something the administration followed closely. Schools 

have been allowed to respond autonomously’ (Administration#1).  

After the initial meeting, the administration largely ignored the program. Administration 

members explained that ‘there are numerous competing agendas [in the municipality]. We 

haven’t focused on this one’ (Administration#2). The administration thus directly decided on the 

issue to intensely affect managers’ possible approaches to the program, consistently standing by 

the decision. The vertical coupling between levels on the program was responsive because it was 

direct, strong as intense if infrequent, and consistent over time and across actors.  

Given its expected reception, administration members believed that schools would not be 

responsive towards the program. As an administration member reasoned, educational 

professionals ‘are extreme in their aim for autonomy. They try to evade centralised 

accountability’ (Administration#6) like the scheme. A reaction would require that the 

administration demanded it. As succinctly put by an administration member, ‘I haven’t used it … 

so, I don’t think it has made a difference’ (Administration#3).  

All schools, however, implemented changes because of the program. Furthermore, managers and 

teachers enacted what they believed were the best possible responses to the program. Their 

actions aligned with the administration’s intention to use the program as they saw fit, making the 

vertical coupling indistinct. The vertical coupling was consequently tight. 

The implemented changes derived from the supplementary aid program, which was generally 

appreciated. The courses provided materials that helped with both test-specific and general 

teaching. The materials were ‘well-planned and easily accessible. You don’t have to spend time 

inventing anything. It’s a slam dunk for your daily teaching’ (Teacher#5). A manager also told of 

how ‘the initiatives are great, and it’s great to have a specific focus [on poorly performing 

students]. It is an exciting collaboration with the ministry’ (Manager#2).  

The initiatives implemented emphasised academic results. Common initiatives included 

changing the reading period and intensive learning programs. The traditional reading period was 

instruction-free time spent by students individually preparing for exit exams. Changes made 

students prepare at school premises supervised by teachers. Supervision included self-described 
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‘teaching-to-the-test.’ Teaching how to understand test situations and grading conditions aimed 

at students’ performing well was common practice, and all school-level educators noted its 

importance. It became gradually more focused on particular exit exams during the 9th grade. As a 

manager explained,  

Teaching-to-the-test is something you can’t avoid in a 9th grade context. The exit exams 

are the end goal. But we have to not make it learning by rote! We have to teach them 

strategies that they can use later.’ (Manager#9) 

Teaching-to-the-test was thus common practice but could become excessive. It was used 

extensively in intensive learning programs, which removed specifically selected low-performing 

students from regular teaching to individualised tutoring. The select students were taught 

individualised strategies to maximise their scores. The schools routinely used teaching-to-the-test 

and intensive learning programs previously, but managers and teachers explained that their use 

intensified and quality improved owing to the program.  

The flexibility allowed by the administration caused some divergence across schools. The 

managers who embraced the scheme made its presence prominent. The targets were brought up 

at management-teacher meetings in a systematized manner and were used as a basis for 

allocating funds, e.g. prioritising regular meetings and additional resources for the exiting 

classes, and the likelihood of attaining the bonus was often projected. If teachers noticed 

something negatively affecting their chances, they relayed results to management, which ‘led to 

a dialogue with the teachers and the allocation of necessary resources’ (Manager#3). The action 

was indistinct from and directly and strongly related to the incentivisation. The scheme’s 

cancellation meant that such targeted actions stopped, showing consistency. Consequently, the 

horizontal coupling between the intention and action was tight. 

The other managers would have declined to participate if possible. Initiatives implemented were 

similar to those of the other group, indicating the actions as indistinct, but implementations were 

less intense as well as explained to represent responsiveness to achieving better results for low-

performing students rather than incentivisation. The indicator ‘helps set an overall focus 

[achieving better results for low-performing students], but it’s not useful in the daily grind as 

formative evaluation’ (Manager#5): it could represent a focus on low-performers but was not 
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professionally valuable, e.g. in dialogues with teachers or as a reason to allocate funds. Another 

manager explained how the school’s management team ‘was on board with the aid and focus … 

The bonus? That we park somewhere else’ (Manager#8).  

Even so, the scheme’s cancellation affected these schools. Participation in the supplementary aid 

decreased, and managers focused less on the specific low-performing students in exiting classes. 

It was ‘how you of course react’ (Manager#5) to a cancellation. A teacher mentioned how the 

school had stopped its program-related efforts but ‘still needed to decide how we approach low-

performing students’ (Teacher#3). As the teacher explained, ‘I hope that we can get back on 

track to accomplish this’ (Teacher#3), worrying that the cancellation and disturbances from 

COVID-19 would affect the likelihood. This indicated that even rejecting schools responded 

consistently, directly, and strongly to the incentivisation. It was perceived noncoupled 

horizontally between intention and actions but could be an actual tighter coupling, if more 

moderately and with a different meaning than the other group. 

Generally, teachers appreciated changes. However, aligning with the teacher’s experiences 

above, a teacher explained that:   

Our management is old-school. When we’re at the courses with managers … who use 

[the program] a lot, I see that. We have to do it ourselves … When we leave the 

courses, we’re full of great ideas. Three, four weeks later?  We haven’t done anything 

with them. (Teacher#8) 

Management being ‘old-school’ entailed rejecting the financial incentives. Furthermore, the 

teacher’s colleagues experienced pressure to achieve targets, worrying how management and the 

outside world would react if their students did not achieve the bonus. The pressure could mean 

that ‘you decide to do something with the best intentions that end up harming students. It would 

be naïve to think you don’t … sometimes steamroller students in the belief that you’re helping 

them’ (Teacher#8). For instance, it could induce excessive teaching-to-the-test. The teachers at 

the schools would ask themselves the question: ‘do we guide them too much? Is this going to 

help them in the long run?’ (Teacher#8). Excessive teaching-to-the-test would inflate students’ 

results, indicating some actions’ responsive to the incentivisation loosely coupling to intended 

consequences.  
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Teachers with managers embracing the scheme had a different experience. At first, some 

teachers had ‘a real worry that we would not achieve the targets … because we felt that it was 

our responsibility’ (Teacher#1), indicating potential pressure. The worry subsided after 

management allocated additional resources and communicated that achieving the bonus was a 

common goal. The teacher felt it ‘created a sense of confidence because we were to achieve the 

targets together’ (Teacher#1). Another teacher explained how the school’s management had 

made clear that they wanted to achieve the bonus, noting how ‘I don’t feel like we focus our 

teaching on something unusual because of the scheme’ (Teacher#5). Thus, although embracing 

managers’ actions were tightly coupled to incentivisation, it lessened teacher-level experience of 

increased pressure.  

However, embracing incentivisation could make cheating possible. At the last relevant exam 

during the scheme’s first year, a Danish oral exam, teachers at one school knew individual 

students’ necessary grades for target achievement because their managers informed them. The 

information could be used strategically: ‘to play our cards right, we don’t argue for the top 

grades; we argue only for the ones we need. That would make negotiations easier’ (Teacher#9). 

Strategic negotiations with the external examiner could influence grading irrespective of student 

performance. The teacher noted that ‘as a teacher, you obviously want to do all you can to 

achieve the bonus … [but] it is incredibly important that we respect the rules of the game’ 

(Teacher#9). The knowledge made visible a potential conflict between professional conduct and 

achieving the bonus. The teacher and colleagues decided against the strategy owing to the 

professional responsibility, but as the teacher explained: ‘We talked about it’ (Teacher#9). It led 

to the teacher experiencing a situation, where  

we had a student that needed a certain grade for us to achieve the bonus. I could hear 

from the start that [the student] wasn’t going to get it. When the external examiner 

argued for the grade below, well. That was that. (Teacher#9) 

The school’s teachers and management decided that such information was not to be distributed in 

the following years. 
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5.4 Perceived consequences, rationalisations, and dysfunctionality 

Given the expected rejection, administration members did not believe that the program achieved 

its intended consequences. At best, the supplemental aid ‘supported efforts already underway’ 

(Administration#6), realising some derivative effects. Ongoing actions tightly coupled to the 

ordinary intention to achieve better results for all students would achieve some of the same 

consequences as intended by the program, i.e. better results for low-performing students. It could 

appear as if action was responsive to incentivisation, thereby loosely coupling, but the actual 

expected action was irresponsive and distinct, consequently making for a horizontal 

noncoupling.  

At worst, however, reactions could result in dysfunctional consequences. Dysfunctionality was 

not expected in the municipality but possible elsewhere. Specific examples mentioned included 

teaching-to-the-test and intensive learning programs. Making students understand testing 

situations was critical ‘if it increases learning, teaches you how to be persistent, and things like 

that. … [But] knowing just how to achieve a 4? What can the student actually do with that?’ 

(Administration#3). Such targeted teaching implied responsiveness to incentivisation, where the 

‘teaching-to-the-test means you neglect something else. What’s important is the ability to really 

learn something: immersion, persistence, robustness. That’s our ultimate purpose’ 

(Administration#4). Teaching-to-the-test and intensive learning programs had ‘no [positive] 

long-term consequences’ (Administration#2), and using them explicitly to achieve targets would 

potentially be ‘incongruent with the purpose of the Folkeskole’ (Administration#1).  

Although actions could have consequences that conflicted with professional values, an 

administration member explained having previously seen ‘schools [in other municipalities] 

prepared to do a lot to achieve the right scores … I’m not saying they are cheating. Still, they 

could be willing to’ (Administration#6). That was ‘the danger with a financial incentive … you 

forget it was created to support a nobler end’ (Administration#5), where ‘the ambition has to be 

that the students learn; not that the school achieves the bonus’ (Administration#7). Coupling 

action tightly to incentivisation would entail loosely coupling to intended consequences.  

After the newly-elected government ended the performance-funding scheme early, the 

administration held another meeting to summarise learning from the program. Aside from 
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congratulatory messages to managers on receiving the bonus, it represented the only meaningful 

direct communication between hierarchical levels on the program. An administration member 

noted surprise: ‘When I hear managers speak of it, they’ve actually used it! This quite technical 

indicator has focused their work’ (Administration#1). The administration member learned how 

the indicator’s ‘simplicity and intense focusing on poorly performing students … actually can 

have an effect and be valuable’ (Administration#1). The administration would keep this learning 

in mind, potentially affecting their use of indicators. However, it did not affect the 

administration’s approach to the program, which thus kept its consistency.  

The administration member’s surprise showed differently perceived horizontal couplings despite 

the tight vertical coupling. To school-level educators, their actions tightly coupled to intended 

consequence and, if not explicitly targeted at achieving the bonus, the actions would be 

continued after the program. As a manager reasoned, ‘changing the reading period and intensive 

learning courses gave students better grades. That’s the experience we’ve had. Shame on us if we 

didn’t do it again!’ (Manager#1). Another manager also noted how, ‘just now, we’re adjusting … 

and further developing [the initiatives]. We’re not at the finish line yet, but we’re continuing 

down this road’ (Manager#4). 

Given the differences, the actual horizontal coupling was unexpected and potentially even 

unintended to the administration. Moreover, the administration perceived responsiveness to 

conflict with educational values and evaluated specific actions implemented by the schools as 

loosely coupled to intended consequences, e.g. intensified teaching-to-the-test, intensive learning 

program, and other more school-specific initiatives not mentioned in details for privacy 

concerns. The school-level educators’ tight horizontal coupling thus entailed dysfunctional 

consequences to administration members.  

However, as an administration member put it: ‘it’s my normative assessment that such actions 

achieve [dysfunctional consequences]. They could also be solid work of high quality’ 

(Administration#5). Administration members acknowledged the educational technology’s 

uncertain causal relationships. When evaluating school-level actions, they focused on who 

performed them. The same administration member expressively elaborated how  
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I don’t believe [dysfunctional consequences] are really happening here. I have too 

much faith in our system … My managers are extremely competent. They’ll toil on for 

their students as always, no matter what (Administration#5).  

This illustrated a firm belief in managers’ professional competence, which other administration 

members shared. For instance, another stated how it was ‘not possible to image our managers 

and teachers doing manipulative teaching’ (Administration#1). A third explained how  

You have to treat students differently to treat them the same. My managers react to the 

needs of the students they have … to match their needs. What they actually do? That’s 

up to them. … Some managers are great at that. Others are not. With my knowledge of 

the managers in question, I believe they have considered [the scheme’s] pitfalls. 

(Administration#7) 

The program and the possible tension between professionalism and the incentive was ‘a school 

management task. Not that they can’t get support and some professional back-and-forth from us, 

but it’s their responsibility’ (Administration#7). The managers at schools participating in the 

program were presumed to react well professionally because they as ‘good managers know how 

to approach [the program] … It’s the bad ones that don’t’ (Administration#6). Others concurred: 

’the school managers in the project? They are very skilled. I believe they’ve been able to handle 

it well locally’ (Administration#1).  

The arguments above illustrated an individualised trust in professionalism: being a professional, 

an educator in a management position, was not enough to be a ‘good’ manager. Scoping such 

quality did not have anything to do with the program. As an administration member reasoned  

I won’t evaluate schools on whether or not they achieve the [bonus]. I use our other 

indicators, where I want to see continuous progress … [And] on those indicators, these 

schools perform well. I can see other [non-participating] schools performing below 

expectations. (Administration#4)  

If schools potentially performed poorly on the scheme’s indicator by being selected and not 

achieving the bonus, it did not speak of their actual performance. More administrational 

interaction and demands were necessary at some schools with potentially bad managers, but not 
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that was not the case for those participating in the program. The additional knowledge on 

schools’ reactions to the program did not change that evaluation.  

Responsiveness towards incentivisation was unexpected, and administration members believed 

dysfunctional consequences of the program existed. By accepting causal ambiguity and assuming 

shared values and managers professionally competent, administration members perceived 

school-level actions aligned with the administration’s ordinary intentions to achieve improved 

consequences for all students. As an administration member reasoned: ‘The point is to have a 

practice that helps the students as best as possible. If the project makes you develop new 

practices? As long as the focus is not just to achieve the targets? Then it’s good’ 

(Adminstration#2).  

The character of the tight vertical coupling on the program thus depended on the general 

organisational form. As mentioned above, the organisational coupling was loose in that school-

level responses were autonomous, but the assumed shared values’ tightly coupled the two 

organisational elements. Although dysfunctional consequences were possible, the possible 

disadvantages were compensated by the presumption of shared professional values. More, action 

diverging from expectations was not enough to make administration members question their 

ordinarily employed organisational form.  

The loosely coupled organisational form could nonetheless be problematic to managers because 

the administration did not spread the initiatives. Some managers sought to spread them through 

informal networks. Without administration-level backing, the initiatives became low-priority. 

This could also affect participating schools when new projects eventually diverted attention, 

exacerbated by the scheme’s cancellation. As a manager explained, ‘if schools have challenged 

budgets, they stop their efforts … I think they’re allowed to do so by the administration, and 

that’s a shame’ (Manager#7). The cancellation meant that the program had one year less to make 

changes become a part of the specific school’s ordinary practice, where actions afterwards would 

be responsive to new projects, i.e. new intentions.  

6 Discussion and conclusion 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the influence of vertical coupling on the horizontal 

coupling of a Danish performance-funding program by studying how the coupling between 
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hierarchical levels influences the coupling between intentions, actions, and consequences. We 

investigate how different organisational actors at different hierarchical levels responded and why 

the responses came to be through a qualitative study.  

We demonstrate how the vertical coupling between administration and schools was responsive 

and indistinct (Orton and Weick, 1990). The administration intended for schools to participate in 

the program ‘as they saw fit’. This was directly, but not frequently, communicated to schools, 

and it directly, intensely, and consistently affected schools’ possible reactions, making the 

coupling responsive. School-level actors sought to achieve better results for the targeted students 

and students in general through the program, which aligned with the administration’s intentions, 

making the coupling indistinct. We, therefore, classify the vertical coupling as tightly coupled.  

We also show how the granted flexibility led to different school-level approaches. Some 

managers embraced incentivisation, communicating its importance and allocating resources to 

achieve the bonus. Upon the scheme’s cancellation, they discontinued targeted efforts. It 

indicated a strong, direct, and consistent, and thus responsive coupling between intentions and 

actions. Moreover, because actions aligned with the incentivisation, the coupling was indistinct. 

We, therefore, classify the horizontal coupling between intentions and actions as tightly coupled.  

Other managers overtly rejected incentivisation while still engaging with the supplementary aid. 

These managers implemented new initiatives primarily aimed at low-performing students, 

thereby being indistinct but argued that it was not to achieve the bonus. A decreased focus after 

the scheme’s cancellation indicated that their approach was affected by incentivisation, showing 

a strong, moderately direct, and consistent and therefore responsive coupling between intentions 

and actions. Distinguishing between perceived and actual coupling (Beekun and Glick, 2001), 

actions were perceived irresponsive but actually responsive. Therefore, we classify the horizontal 

coupling between intentions and actions as perceived noncoupling with actual tight coupling 

characteristics.  

Most school-level actors perceived that their actions achieved better results for all, if primarily 

low-performing, students. The horizontal coupling was therefore perceived tightly coupled to 

intended consequences. However, we illustrate how teachers could feel pressured to achieve 

targets, possibly introducing excessive teaching-to-the-test (Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010) as a 
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dysfunctional consequence. Because the performance indicator was incomplete (Siverbo et al., 

2019), it could be affected by actions resulting in unintended consequences. We also show the 

tight coupling could allow teachers to strategically use grade projections to achieve the targets. 

While professional values’ conflict with cheating averted it in our findings, excessive teaching-

to-the-test was not necessarily so. 

Although the tight vertical coupling meant that the administration influenced school-level action, 

administration members expected that school-level educators rejected the incentivisation. 

Additionally, we illustrate how administration members evaluated responsiveness towards the 

intention, i.e., incentivisation, as conflicting with professional values and specific actions taken 

by schools, e.g. teaching-to-the-test, as dysfunctional consequences. Nonetheless, administration 

members believed their managers would only enact an implementation coupled tightly to their 

generally intended consequences, namely to achieve better results for all students.  

We also illustrate how the organisational form was loosely coupled. Although the administration 

influenced school-level action through interactions based on performance indicators, i.e. through 

vertical couplings, administration members allowed the schools autonomy. They had different 

means of tightening coupling, e.g. through possible punishments, but did not use them. Our 

findings indicate that the loose coupling was compensated by shared values. We show how 

administration members believed that even if it could appear otherwise, their managers’ 

reactions aligned with shared professional values tightly coupled to the generally intended 

consequences. The loosely coupled organisational elements were thus compensated by a 

presumption of shared professional values.  

However, the presumed professionalism was not unconditioned. It was spread to neither other 

municipalities nor necessarily all managers within the municipality itself, partly depending on 

schools performing well on other performance indicators. It thus concerned individual school 

managers rather than, e.g. a trust in the educational profession.  

Based on our findings, we contribute to the literature on vertical and horizontal coupling (Bukh 

and Svanholt, 2020; Van Hengel et al., 2014; Van der Kolk and Schokker, 2016; Siti-Nabiha et 

al., 2020) by complementing and extending the literature with our use of subdimensions and by 

illustrating how the couplings’ relationship can be affected by organisational coupling. Our 
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theoretical framework shows how sub-dimensions can be used both in terms of vertical and 

horizontal coupling and how horizontal coupling can concern both couplings between intentions 

and action as well as actions and their consequences. We illustrate the usefulness of the 

extensions in our analysis, and we relate the extensions to dysfunctional consequences.   

The literature has argued or found tight vertical coupling necessary for tight horizontal coupling 

(Bukh and Svanholt, 2020; Van Hengel et al., 2014; Van der Kolk and Schokker, 2016; Siti-

Nabiha et al., 2020). In our case, analysing the findings solely in terms of vertical and horizontal 

coupling makes for a somewhat peculiar situation. Because top management’s intention was ‘do 

as you see fit’ as opposed to specific actions or consequences, e.g. to implement a performance 

management orientation (Van Hengel et al., 2014) or a specific organisational strategy (Van der 

Kolk and Schokker, 2016), a loose coupling attains a different meaning. Loose vertical coupling 

would entail educators responding distinctly from what they ‘saw fit’ as either horizontally 

decoupling, e.g. rejecting implementation found worthwhile, or loose coupling, e.g. cheating or 

excessively teaching-to-the-test when perceived decoupled from intended consequences. 

Because reimbursement along an incomplete performance measure could cause dysfunctional 

consequences (Siverbo et al., 2019), and because of the expectations of administration members 

relating to reactions in other municipalities, such responses were possible, if not an issue in the 

actual findings.  

The findings’ vertical tight coupling becomes meaningful when nuanced by the loosely coupled 

organisational form. Weick (1976, p. 10) suggested that patterns of couplings rather than single 

couplings produce observed outcomes. Top management vertical couplings through ‘do as you 

see fit’ were underlined by a common premise: the ordinary intention to achieve the best results 

for students. The ambiguity of causal relationships in educational technology meant that different 

interpretations of particular actions’ couplings were possible. Owing to the assumption that 

responses were professionalised, responsiveness which could appear to achieve dysfunctional 

was believed to achieve the generally intended consequences. Consequently, we highlight 

Weick’s (1976) point on observed outcomes, which focusing on solely pre-specified couplings 

could neglect. Further, we demonstrate the importance of contextualising the effects of vertical-

horizontal coupling with organisational coupling.  
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Bukh and Svanholt (2020) found that tightened vertical coupling through tight budget control 

helped balance organisational goals by allowing managers the flexibility to use their professional 

competencies. We similarly find that a tight vertical coupling achieves professional flexibility, 

but we further extend and nuance the finding by demonstrating the importance of a loosely 

coupled organisation compensated by shared professionalism. Tight vertical couplings in a loose 

organisational form achieve flexibility as in Bukh and Svanholt (2020), but the loosely coupled 

organisational form underlined by shared values meant that horizontal coupling did not become 

dysfunctional to top management despite diverging from expectations and their initial 

perceptions of the actions.  

Being open to other potential couplings could also avoid previously encountered issues in the 

literature. Beekun and Glick (2001) and Van der Kolk and Schokker (2016) identify potential 

‘paradoxes’ in coupling as, e.g. couplings that are simultaneously tight and loose. Apparent 

paradoxes could result from coupling studying as reified states, i.e. static outcomes rather than 

ongoing processes in larger patterns. Outside of the contextualising perspective of organisational 

forms, our findings’ vertical coupling could be argued simultaneously tight and loose because it 

both influenced action and allowed for unintended and potentially even dysfunctional 

consequences. The additional perspective through the perspective on loosely coupled 

organisations from the education literature (Firestone, 2015; Hautala et al., 2018; Weick, 1976) 

resolved the theoretical tension, suggesting that the earlier literature’s paradoxes could also be 

because of a restricted empirical focus not studying coupling as part of larger patterns.  

Although the vertical coupling was tight, information did not travel hierarchically upwards. This 

meant that the school-level improvements were not shared across the municipality except for 

through informal networks. As Hautala et al. (2018, p. 245), we find that relying on informal 

networks was not an effective way to spread positive changes. The literature on vertical coupling 

(Bukh and Svanholt, 2020; Siti-Nabiha et al., 2020; Van der Kolk and Schokker, 2016; Van 

Hengel et al., 2014) focuses on control as a downwards phenomenon, which could neglect 

bottom-up improvements. Our findings demonstrate how it can be important to view it from a 

bottom-up perspective as well.  

The findings also contribute to the literature on performance funding (Dougherty and Reddy, 

2013; Jongbloed and Vossensteyn, 2016; Ortagus et al., 2020) by highlighting the importance of 
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the coupling between organisational elements. The literature on performance funding’s 

unintended consequences is typically focused on technical design (e.g. Dougherty and Reddy, 

2013; Ortagus et al., 2020), where Jongbloed and Vossensteyn (2016) argue for the importance 

of mediation of incentives. We contribute by demonstrating such mediation, and we show how 

tight vertical coupling and a loosely coupled organisational form could make performance 

funding tightly coupled horizontally.  

Where the literature often finds that managerially-focused policies can conflict with professional 

values (e.g. Amrein-Beardsley et al., 2010; Evetts, 2003; Noordegraf, 2007), it can be 

incorporated into practice to become professional (Frostenson and Englund, 2020). All 

interviewees interpreted the performance-funding scheme as potentially conflicting with 

professionalism and noted that it could be rejected or cause unintended, dysfunctional 

consequences. Our findings suggest the tight vertical coupling in addition to loosely coupled 

organisational form nonetheless allowed for school-level educators to enact professionalised 

responses.  

We cannot directly compare with more tightly coupled systems. However, in tighter 

organisational forms with firmer rules, achieving a professionalised response to incentivisation 

would seem less likely. One rule would have to be followed over the other. Bukh and Svanholt 

(2020, p. 284) similarly argued that middle managers’ case-specific knowledge, and in turn, 

professional competence, can be hindered in reaching worthwhile solutions to local issues if such 

solutions conflict with rules. The argument further aligns, e.g. with the findings by Borell (2019), 

who showed how two institutional rules concerning individual students’ needs and balanced 

budgets could conflict, where only one could be achieved. It also aligns with Hasselbladh and 

Bejerot (2020), who demonstrated how a student count-based performance-funding scheme 

incentivising schools to compete for students on students’ grades caused teachers to cheat by 

artificially inflating grades. We, therefore, suggest that tighter organisational forms can cause 

tensions between values, goals, and rules resulting in horizontal couplings with dysfunctional 

consequences. In terms of performance funding, we suggest that a tightly coupled organisational 

form could create unmanageable tensions and, thereby, dysfunctional horizontal coupling. 

We also found disadvantages of the pattern of couplings. This includes the previously mentioned 

excessive teaching-to-the-test, cheating, and lacking the spread of useful initiatives as potential 
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dysfunctional consequences. An issue to the organisational form would be that the dysfunctional 

consequences would be hard to acknowledge. Furthermore, administration members argued that 

the Ministry of Education directly influencing schools would be problematic because it would 

affect municipal autonomy. Due to the horizontal couplings were unexpected to top 

management, it was perceived solely as a theoretical issue; the schools’ actual horizontal 

coupling enacted it.  

Top management could have enacted a different vertical coupling to ensure no dysfunctionality, 

i.e. a rejection. Despite horizontal coupling diverging from expectations and the program’s 

potentially dysfunctional consequences, top management still believed in their enacted 

organisational form. This suggests the strength of the belief in the advantages of the 

organisational coupling.  

The paper’s results, like all research, have limitations. The findings are from education, which is 

often found to have loosely coupled organisational forms. This could mean that the coupling of 

organisational elements and vertical-horizontal coupling could be context-specific, reducing the 

transferability of results. Further studies are needed to understand the relations between the 

couplings in other contexts and of other types of performance funding better to recognise their 

advantages and disadvantages.   
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